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PREFACE 

THE HEALTH OF THE GLASGOW ASIAN COMMUNITY 

During the past six years, the author of the reports has 

worked in Community Medicine in Glasgow. In Glasgow, he has 

had other duties and responsibilities but he has worked and 

been involved in activities that have had to do with Asian 

communities and their health. In Glasgow he was first 

concerned with an attempt to assess the way in which Asian 

mothers and children used the facilities of a large Health 

Centre and, later, with the problem of rickets and the 

development of a programme intended to prevent this disease. 

These reports comprise an account of these two experiences. 
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Throughout the reports, the importance of culture as one of 

the determinants of health behaviour will be evident but, otherwise, 

the conclusion - if it can be described as such - is that the 

principles of community medicine practice apply in Asian communities 

just as they do elsewhere. Nor are Asians really very different; at 

a time when the press of the United Kingdom i� quick to seize on 

issues relating to "irrnnigrants", it may be helpful to appreciate that 

the health and health problems of the Lenasians, of the Glasgow 

immigrants and of the other citizens of either city have more 

similarities than differences. 

The two reports, are not principally concerned with the investigation 

of a specific topic or topics. They are, instead, an account of the 

author's practice of community medicine and if they have a common 

theoretical base, then it is that proposed by Kark (1974) who 

illustrates his model for the epidemiological surveillance of the 

health service system in the following way: 
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Perhaps the simplest way of stating the objectives of 

these reports, therefore, is to say that they represent 

an attempt to give practical expression to this inter-

active scheme. 
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CHAPTER :T: 

INTRODUCTION 

Considerable data have been acquired on the immigrant 

population of the United Kimgdorn, emphasising the effects of 

acculturation, acclimatisation, assimilation and their 

isolation - or possible rejection - within the host society 

(Susser and Watso�l 1971) NadiEc Feppard (1964) - from tne 

London CounciJ_ of Social Service - wrote in an article on 

"The Health of the Coloured Child in Great Britain" that the 

immigrant families "usually find themselves in the poorest 

type of accommodation .•.. where .•.. bad landlordism, 

overcrowding and friction" exists. Though the problems 

are common to urban areas, in the case of the immigrant it 

is aggravated because of "no security of tenure in housing; 

constant threat of exploitation; heavy financial commitments 

not only on rents but often for support of dependents in 

country/ 
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country of origin; where language is a problem {e.g. with 

Indians and Pakistanis) the difficulty is correspondingly 

greater." To some extent these explanations cover certain 

health problems of the immigrant families. Yet, the main 

problem that remains to be investigated is how well do the 

immigrants conform - in terms of medical c�re utilisation -

to the pattern of the host society? Does their ability to 

utilise the services, in terms of cultural and religious 

beliefs and isolatio11, diminish or increase over �ime? 

Stewart ( 1972) ·writing on I priori ties in Community Heal th 1 

comments that these problems need to be investigated 

epidemiologically, "not to see why they exist "b-.J.t why they 

continue to exist_l 11 

Immigrants from India and Pakistan number close to 

332,670 and 139,455 respectively. (Commission of Racial 

F,quality 1976), Large scale immigration took place in the 

late 1950s and early 1960s but the pattern of entry was 

changed through the Commonwealth Imrnigratio::1 Act 1962, which 

limited the number of immigrants, although those that were 

settled already were now sending for their families with a 

view to permanent settlement. The peak. of mass immigration 

passed in 1968 but efforts to control and regulate further 

immigration continue to cause vigouY'OUS political debate. 

In Glasgow there is a fairly substantial immigrant 

community from Pakistan and India numbering some 15,000 

people who.form approximately 1% of the total population 

of the city. Most have been established in the city for 

almost twenty years. This figure is borne out by the 

Strathclyde Region's Education Department whose statistical 

summary for 1977 shows 927 Indian and 2009 Pakistani school

·children.

I The ; 
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one. 

TI1.e reason for immigration was primarily an economic 

In spite of their rural background and the difficulties 

they encountered, the male arrivals have done well to improve 

their conditions both at home and in their host country. 

Immigrants tend to group together and to gather in large 

conurbations. This derives from their o,v11. culture and 

traditional habits of living, but it is further accentuated 

by difficulties in communication,1 and often by problems of 

integration into the host society. These general problems 

of adaptation include questions about utilisation of health 

services and possible different perceptions of illness ,ilien one 

compares the immigrants with the loc�l population. Under 

these circumstances it was felt that an exploratory study of 

the immigrant's attitudes towards �edical services should be 

conducted with the intention of gaining a clearer definition 

of the problem and of indicating areas where more detailed 

investigation is required. 

This descriptive study attempted to find out ,vb.ether 

there is Rdequa te utilisation, misuse or l-mderuse of heal th 

services by Asian mothers and their children. It also tried 

to determine whether there is any necessity for the authorities 

to try to ensure a more effective use of medical facilities. 

For the purposes of the study, "health service 

utilisation 11 was taken to mean c�-:.e use made of all services -

whether curative or preventive - by mothers in the care of 

themselves and or their families. 

Other Studies in this Field. 

Oppe ( 196L�) writing on the "Medical Problems of the 

Coloured Immigrant Children" comments on the limitations of 

studying the prevalence o:f illness in a hospital setting. 

JJc suggests that a poor utilisation of welfare services 

could/ 
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could be attributed to the mobility of the families and the 

prevalence of working mothers. He describes the findings of 

a study at the Paddington Green ChLLdren I s Hospital in which 

new cases were surveyed over a six month period and which found 

that respiratory disease and minor injuries were the cause of 

more frequent visits by West Indians, 1ilien these were compared 

to other immigrants. The suggestion was made that these 

infants are not well looked after except when they are ill. 

Pless and Hootl (1967) in a comparative survey on the 

"Health Service Utilisation in the West Indian One Year Olds" 

which used questionnaires and personal interviews compared the 

social circumstances, health status and use of medical services 

of a sample of this group of children with a control group. 

They concluded that though the West Indians used the medical 

services just as often as the controls, the children reported 

a greater number of minor illnesses, especially respiratory 

tract infection. They suggested that a lack of communication 

1-..ras also an important aspect o:f the problem which could afi,::-:ct 

the qualitative use of the services. 

Bamford (1971) indicated in his study of obstetric data 

collected between 1965 and 1969 in Bradford that the average 

number in the family was J.Jl in 1969. It appears that most 

of the Asian women started antenatal supervision during the 

second trimester and the high rnultiparity increased the risk 

to the health of the mother. Many had short intervals be-Lween 

succeeding pregnancies and it was felt that though 20o/ci were 

attending the :family plam1.ing clinic, greater attempts should 

be made to encourage most Asian women to come to the clinics 

and use the available obstetric services more effectively. 

The attention provided by the mothers for their children 

was evident but the lack of other stimuli for their chj_ldren 1-:-a.,3 

c:1.lso / 
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also apparent. Bamford argued that this J_ack o:r external 

stimuli together w:Lth abrupt changes in language and the 

general environment in which they livG produced a noticeable 

effect on some young child.ren who were depressed� anxio-:.:s and 

had a tendency to become anorexic. 

Fords Dunnigan et al (1973) demonstrated a continuing 

widespread Vitamin D deficiency in the Glasgow Indian and 

Pakistani children - especially teenagers. A combination of 

envir·onmentc1.l, social an•.: endogenous factors ( the relative 

importance of which is at present not clear) might be involved*. 

Again their :findings seem to suggest limits in the effectiveness 

of health services, and particularly the preventive services. 

They conclude that education of the Asian Community on the 

need of Vitamin D Supplements to the mother and the child is 

urgently needed. 

Athurton (1972) :from the Paediatric Department, 

Bradford Group of Hos pi tal.s, reported on his observations in 

the 11 Imrnigrant Children and the Day-to-day Work of a 

Paediatrician" that only 11% and 29'/o o:f Pakistani and IrLdian 

mothers respectively understood simple instructions in English. 

He hoticed that the children tended to act as good interpr(o.ters. 

The tendency to de:faul t was higher in the imm�Lgrant comrnm1.i ty. 

An analysis carried out by Public Health Department in 

Bradford attrihL,.ted these problems to a number of' factors 

which included :frequent changes o:f address, family commitments, 

childbirth, the absence of a parent out working and unable to 

bring the patient to the hospital, dissatisfaction with previous 

advice and a premature judgement of progress towards recovery. 

Sometimes/ 

* A• cornprehensi ve review of the litc:r.'a tui�e relating to vitamin

D de:fi.ciency in the Asian population is fow1d in the

succeeding section of this Report (pp 239 ) 
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Sometimes children were admitted to hospital for social 

reasons, for example, to avoid repeated attendances ,iliich mi�1t 

cause the father to lo:::-;e his job,, or overcrowding which made 

nursin.g at home di:fficul t. 

Athurton also noted that psychological factors were 

b·eginning to be a cause :for some concern i�.,_ older children - tho::: 

arriving in Britain at an older age may find educational 

diffj_culties; Asi2Ln girls are !!disturbed by differing parental 

attitudes in regard to the freedom a�corded to adolescents in 

this country". Yet, the main overall problem is the reluctance 

of the parents to accept that psychological aspects have an 

important influence in the aggravation of symptoms. There was 

a high prevalence of illness diagn.osed as respiratory tract 

infection or asthma but otherwise most of the j_llnesses in 

Asian children were unTemarkable, although two special problems � 

rickets and tuberculosis - was also recogni:,ed. 

The significance of tuberculosis as a particular health 

problem in immig--r2,nt cornm-Lllli ties was confirr.1ed by Gardne:c ts 

1972 study o:f immigrants in Blackburn (Gardner et al 1972). In 

1970-71 there were 134 notifications of whom 110 ·1vere immigrants 

and 24 were found :from the native white population. Comparison:;,. 

made with large immigrant conurbations in England and Wales

showed that tuberculosis in Blackbw�n was rising steadily and 

that this pattern had existed in other 111ajor areas at the L • 

·vime

of the ma�jor in:flux of immigrants. In T\lackburn, the first 

rise (noted in 1962) coincided with the incoming immigrant 

male. After 1967, another increase was encountered which was 

due to_incorning wives and children. This study demonstrated 

certa:Ln underlying problems. Tuberculosis was commoner in the 

recent immic;rant 1v1Jo was much younger and more mobile. In 

almost so% of the 100 consecutive cases studied from the 

Public/ 
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Public Health Chest Clinic in Blackburn, primary i1�ection 

was diagnosed after an average stay in Britain of' J. 8 years. 

The housing conditions of many immigrant families were 

unsatisfactory :from the point of view of tuberculosis control. 

The tendency to group together in high densities raised the 

:risk of infection and language problems made detection more 

dif:fj_cult. These :':actors highlight the problems that rnany 

health authorities are faced with. A solution suggested by 

Gardner et al was 11 to demand a crash programme on the part of 

health and soci�l service authorities ...• to teach the 

immigrant population the risks to health overcrowding" 

this was a task which would be achieved only with the "use of 

the resources of the Housing Committee 11 • 

The Present Study 

The present study was designed as an exploratory study 

o:f attitudes to, and utiJ.isation of, health services in an Asian 

population in Glasgow. The sample population was taken from the 

list of one general practitioner wl:..use practice contains a high 

proportion of Asian patients. Mothers ·with young children. were 

chosen for interview because of their need for a wide range of 

different servj_ces and the possibly higher rate of service 

utilisation of this group. The study had three objectives: 

1. 

2. 

/ 

J. 

to describe the social cJ.1.arac teristics 

of' this group of patients; 

to obtain an account of the perception 

of health and illness of the mothers in 

terms of themselves and their children; 

to ascertain the knowledge, utilisation 

and attitude towards health services of 

these mothers. 

The study was carried out by means of a structured 

inte_rvie1v with a random sample o:f Asian patients drawn f'rom 

the general practitioner's list. 
I 

I 
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CH.APTER II 

METHODOLOGY 

The immigrant community, though dispersed throughout 

the city, is mainly concentrated into two major areas, one in 

the southern and the other in the northern .c:ide of the river 

Clyde. The p:c�oportion of Asian patients in the study practice 

was almost 25% (1127) out of a total list of 4608, and so it 

contained a sufficiently large number of married women with 

children to allow a random sample to be dr�m. The mothers 

were those residing in the nothern part of the city ,ilio had 

been on the G.P. 's list for at least onG year. TI1.is period 

was thou�1t to be reasonable for analysis of the use of the 

available services. 

It was kept in mind that the practice may be unique 

and not representative of the total Indian and Pakistani 

community/ 
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community in Glasgow or elsewhere. The patient condx1t:; to the 

practice might be dif'ferent and the approach and method of' ±he 

general practitioner might aJ'f'ect the p;J.tients' use of services. 

The fact that the practice is located in a large, highly 

organised Health Centre may also influence the patients' opinions 

of their care. 

'111.e need f'or a control group of native mothers was 

considered but in the end the limitations of time prevented 

this important aspect of the sfudy. Such a control group 

,vould hav.e provided a valuable comparison between two 

culturally different groups of people in their use of the same 

health service facilities. Also, it would have given a 

reasonable appraisal, in the absence o:f any difference, of 

,iliether there were any deficiencies in the health service itself'. 

'111.e Sample 

The ethnic group of patients was not recorded on the 

practice register and so 1127 women with Asian names were 

selected fro� the 4608 patients. Sixteen were ,-,i thdrawn 

because they lived outside the stu.dy area. The names of all 

the women were then re-checked with the age/sex register. 

Most of them appeared consistent but the register did not show 

the marital status of the patients. It was therefore assum0d 

that nearly all the females who had been resident in Glasgo,v 

for one year or more and were aged more than 20 would be likeJ.y 

to be married with children. �vo hundred and ten women met 

these triteria and 105 were randomly chosen from this group. 

The Questiom1.aire 

The questiom 1.aire was developed to explore four 

general areas: 

(i) /
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(i) information about the fan�ily and its

social and environmental circumstances

(background information)

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

inI'ormation about the social relationships

and interaction of the respondents

the care of children and the perception of

ill-health

knowledge of and attitudes towards health

services, together with in�ormation about

their utilisation.

The questionnaire is included in the Appendix. 

(i) Background information

The data collected in this area were as follows: 

the length of' stay in the United Kingdom, in Glasgow and the 

present address in order to find out whether there was mobility 

within the populc::,tj_on under study; langu.ages spoken to po:c,.-:i_C.e 

an indication of the degree of integration in �he host society; 

the nature of housing tenure and occupancy rate, especially 

regarding accommodation for children. 

Religion and its actual practice within the homes ,ms 

asked as a factor that might influence such other activities 

as learning English, relationships with the nature population 

and attitudes towards family plruuring. 

(ii) Social interaction

In order to learn about attitudes towards social life 

and community involvement, the mothers were asked whether they 

took the children out to play and 'if' not, why •.. ?' tDid 

the mothers know the nationalities of their children ts play111ate s ?' 

Similarly/ 
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Similarly the mother was asked whether she kne,v her 

neighbours, about their nationalities; whether s::w had :friends, 

either amongst other immigrants or local indigenous population 

or both. 'Did the mother go out shopping alone or with her 

:family or did someone else do her shopping?' 

On their attitudes and opinions towards Western mode of' 

life, they were asked about their views towards fashions and 

whether they found ::1.ny difficulty in adapting to sorns o:f the 

local customs and traditions. 

(iii) Child care

The section on child care began with questions concernir1g 

the total r.:.umber of children, their a,_;es, plr:tce of birth and 

type o:f deli very. 'lne child ts past history and recent illnesse�: 

dating back to Christmas (which was a convenient date of recall 

approximately three months previously) was noted care:fully. 

The mother I s o,vn health during the same period was determined. 

Other q11.e�tions in this section covered sources of 

advice about illness, decisions about calling the doctor, 

immu.."'1.isation, antenatal care and advice from the health visitor. 

TI1.eir first reaction to the :following system ,·ms elicited

cough, diarrhoea, skin rash, slight burn on the :face, pain in 

the stomach and pain in the legs. These gave an indication of 

the situation in which home remedies or a call to the doctor 

might result. 

The consumption of vi tarnin tablets, syrup and drops ,rn.s 

also noted - :from where they came and :for what reason they- took 

them. This question not only provided information about the 

degree o:f knowledge on heal th needs but 1vhether or not · they were 

following advice given by the health visitor. 

(iv) K.11.owlc<:lc:.e and ut?-h- sD.tion o:f Heal th Servic,::s

The basic questions that ,vere asked were whether they 

kne,v / 
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knew how to get to thej_r doctor ar�d why they chose him as their 

family doctor; wh.8ther it was important or not :for the patient 

to see the same doctor and the reasons why. Attitudes and 

reasons Eor satisfaction or dis-�atisfaction with the 

appoi:.atment system 1·,2re noted. The mothers 11rere also asked 

whether they attended a family planning clinic and at ·which 

centre. 

Other questions concerned denta1 care and hospital 

experience. All mo·�hers ·;-.rere asked Hhether they would zo to 

the hospital without prior consultation with the doctor and 

under what circumstances they would go. Within their 

experience of health services, the mothers were asked to . 

comment on any improvements they woulJ like to see ·1vithin J_t, 

A brief questionnaire was a.lso sent to the practice 

health visitor. She was asked to comment on how well the 

mothers corrmnmicated with her and ,vhether they followed her 

advice. 1 Were there any special problems with the mother oi�

the child or beotL.'i'' Lastly she 1·:as asked to make any 

suggestions that might help her client or herself in their 

utilisation of heal th servj_ces. 

Tb.e heal th visitor's answers to these questions were 

compared with those of the mothers in relevant areas such as 

co-operation and utilisation of the available services and 

attitudes towards them. This approach ::;howed whether the 

health visitor was aware of any pertinent problem as regards 

the immj_grant I s state of heal th and it also provided an 

opportunity to assess whether there was close liaison between 

the health visitor and the mother. 

The following questions were borne in mind during the 

early formative stage of the questio1u1aire:-

(a)/ 
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(a) did the information provided by the question

contribute to the purpose of the study?

(b) if the answer was 'yes 1 to (a):

be used in the analysis?

ho,,! would it 

(c) was the question asked in a way that would

produce an answer that could be expressed in

a coded :form?

(ct) would the respondent be a"!:)le .to unde:i:-stand 

the phraseoloe;y -

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

would it be within their experience? 

was it understood by them? 

would the respondent be able ta formulate 

an answer to it? 

(e) lastly, was the question an acceptable one -

would it annoy or offend the respondent being

interviewed?

Would the intensity of opinions affect the study as a whole? 

For example, some of the questions that wer2 adapted after trial 

interviews 1·1e::.�e concerned ,vith the following topics:-

(a) Attitude and adaptation to customs - the wording

of these questions was modified to mal<:e them more

explicit.

(b) The source of advice and decision-making was

elicited by one question: in the absence of

the extended :family, the nuc.:_ear family had to

decide when and who would call the doctor.

(c) Six month recall proved to be an impossibility

and this was changed to 'since Christmas last year 1
• 

(ct) In order to test the importance of seeing the 

same doctor, the mother was asked if it was 

important that she-consult her o,m doctor every 

time or would she see another doctor who was 

available. 

( e) /
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(e) On the appointment systen1, the question asked

was "what do you thiru{'. o:f the appoint,uent system 11 

rather than "does it help you to see the doctor

more easily" -· this cnc::.bled the mother to i�eason

out for herself rather than be led by a direct

question.

Interview 

Interviews were conducted at the ratients 1 'lames as it 

,ms :felt that the home setting provided an important opportu:1.ity 

o:f gaining an insight into the living conditions o:f the study 

fami1.ies. Before the interviews took place s01�;e leading 

members o:f the Community Relations Committee and members of 

the various Asian communities were visited. Like the r.10thers, 

they were given a bric±' resume o:f the exploratory survey. 

In order to gain their co--operation� it was emphasised 

that ·their po.sitive involvement would benefit not only 

themselves but also the commm1.ity at large - it ·would lv:cd, 

perhaps, to i':l more responsive health service :for the future 

health problems of the community. 

The questionnaire was translated :for the intervie,,·er 

into Urdu and Punjabi and an interpreter was constantly with 

the interviewer during the entire survey. This meant that 

the questions were well understood by tl1e respondents. The 

interviews were al]_ conducted by the writ0.r; understanding

the basic J_anguages and being able to converse in it slowly, 

helped him to control the interview and attempts were made to 

prevent any interpreter bias from creeping in. 

All the interpreters were women who were known to the 

Asian Community. This ensured access to the mother and the 

interview began with confidence in a relaxed atmosphere. 

The :first ten interviews took approxima to1y f:i.:fty 

minutes b�t 3ubsequent intcrvic�s took only thirty-five �tn1!tcs r 

Finding/ 
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Finding addresses of' the respondents proved to be 

dif:ficult. Only nuin1Jers of the houses were given. This 

meant that undue time was spent looking for ihe right person 

at different floors of the tenements ,�1lch ranged between 

three to four :floors. 

It was noticed that the dominant influence in the house 

was the husband, or, possibly in his absence 5 on odd occasions 

another male 'relative' posBd as head of the family. This ·was 

merely a protective mechanism to ascertain that the interviews 

were not legal in origin. Anything to do with 11 the authorities 1 

was viewed initially with suspicion� especially when · +
l u turned

to the question of the numbers in the household and the length 

of stay in t�-:e Uni·ced :;.-�ingdorn. Confidentiality had to be 

repeatedly stressed because of fear of offending the family 

doctor. 11-iis was overcome by emphasising in each interview 

at the very beginning that the survey 1vas conducted with the 

full knowledge of the family doctor ,ilia did not want to read 

any personal interviews but mereJy w.-1.nted to try and find out 

how best he could help them. 

All those husbands who were present at the time of the 

interview ·were carefully reassured and asked certain of the 

basic demographic data, e.g. date, religion� housing condition 

and length of stay independently of' hls wife. This virtua::.ly 

guaranteed that almost all further questions could be directed 

to the mother who by that time was quite at ease with the 

interpreter. 

Some audien�e was invariably present during the interview 

This, of' course, prevented any further interview if another 

mother on the list was within the household. It was noticed 

at two such interviews the replies to the questions on social 

interaction, child care and experience, knowledge and 

utilisation o:f heaJth services, were identical. Hence, 

seven such families were excluded f'rom further interviews. 

Interviews/ 
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Interviews in a clcse-knit community had to be checked 

carefully, especially if they happened to be the same neighbour--

hood. The women tended to spread the news quite effectively, 

so attempts were made to complete all such interviews in a 

particular area within the same day or two. 

Reliability and ComparabiJitx 

In information gathered from interviews there is always 

a possibility of bias or error. In an effort to estimate its 

extent ten of the mothers were revisited and briefly questioned 

on the ,same questionnaire - this enabled a check on the 

consistency of the respondent and also in +he way in ,�_ich the 

interviews were conducted. 

The response to the second interview confirmed the answer: 

provided on the first occasion and suggested that the data were 

reliable. 

Out of a total 105, only 61 were interviewed: 

Nrn::1ber intervie-wed 

No. of refusals 

No. with no children 

No. in hospital pregnant 

No. in hospital :for treatment/inve::stigation 

No. o:f houses demolished ancl/or untraceable 

No. left present addres:; and u.ntraceable 

No. of :families living together 

No. married and left the city 

61 

2 

J 

3 

2 

5 

8 

7 
I 

No. with different names interviewed already 9 

No. of grandmothers - age wrongly recorded 1 

Total 105 

1.1 1.ere were t1vo rc:fusals. One on political grounds by 

a literate, supercilious Sikh who mistook the ·writer :for a 

Pakist.:,.ni; / 



Pakistani; the other appeared to Le a rather irresponsible 

male 1vho pretended to bo the husband of' a di:fferent woman to 

be intervicwecl. The 1 prctqnder' whose wife was also on the 

list in the swne househoJd� had to be excluded, on grounds of 

unreliability. 

�vo patients were in hospital for treatment and 

investigation. One was a tuberculosis patient and the other 

was admitted :[or observation. Those whose houses were 

demolished left no :forwarding address, neither at the health 

centre no'r with immediate neighbours around the area o:f 

demolition. 

Names given by the patient at di:f:ferent intervals at 

the health centre varied considerably because the patients had 

two names and a surname 1iliich was interchanged unconsciously. 

It appears that in the country o:f origin, especially in rural 

areas, the :family 1 s surname is kno1m, so they go by first names. 

Presuma>l:t ;,11.ey are applying the same p��or.edu:re here in 

Scotland. Age estimates appear to be quite inconsistent. 

mothers :from rural areas have very little education and very 

often don ! t know their birth dates, except by looking at it i� 

a passport. Lastly
5 

the address card did not state whether t}1e 

women were married or not. 

1vere lef't out. 

Hence, ·women under 20 and married 

TI1e addresses given did not state on 1iliich :floor ,e�ch 

patient lived. If another repeat follow-up survey was done
1 

it would have meant knocking at every door again! 

Also,further caution had to be exercised on the 

interpretation of findin�s because o:f deliberate exclusion of 

variables which might have been relevant in a study of' this 

kind - for exarnp·u� it is now realised that questions about 

house calls would have 1,c�en valuable an.cl that the record da i a 

o:f ·each ,�hi] d should have been exr!_mincd. Both questions �ouLd 

give/ 
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give an accuratG recording of number c� consultations over a 

certain period, With the pres enL :finding·s, approximate data 

had to be assumed. 

In order to test the.accuracy of the retrospPctive 

recall o:f the subjects _i.ntervic,ved� all the replies o:f the 

mothers' health status were compared directly ,'li th the recoros 

held at the Health Centre and with the assessment of the health 

visitor. 
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CHAPTER III 

DESCRIPTION OF' THE POPULATION AND SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS 

(i) General

Almost all immigrants, Indians and PaJ�istani, come from 

the predo�!inantLy :r1_1ral. areas of' northern India, Pakistan ( the 

former rwestern Wing 1) and the Mirpur district of Kashmir. 

Recent numbers include immigrants expolJ_ed from Kenya and Uganda, 

Both groups of immigrants come from poorer areas with 

virtually no oduca tion, with no experience of' life outside 1:heiT 

villages and with very little experience of the Western way of 

life. The nw.jority of the older women are i.lliterate, even 

in their own language, but the youne-er generation appear to 

have had some sort of basic education in their o·w11. lan6ruage 

prior to their arrival in the United Kingdom, even if they do 

not speak Englj_sh. 

have/ 

Relative to the Pakistanis, the Indians 
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have a more varied background :from totaLLy poor people, 

labourers to craftsmen, tailors and small farmers. Some are 

educated, as are most o:f the Kenyan Indians who tend to have 

a good command of Englisll, a more sophisticated outlook, and 

include a percentage with a higher level of' education. 

The community and :family ties of the I11.dians appear to 

be far stronger than the Pakistanis. The family structure, 

"'Talues and attitudes are of ntrr:ost importance to them. Yet 

the problems of the Pakistani women are more complex for in 

large Cities they lack, to a greater extent, the habits of 

mutual help that are seen so actively amongst the tightly 

knit Indian community. 

The Indians differ from the Pald.stan:Ls in skin colour, 

language, religion and diet. Many Indians are vegetarians. 

whilst the Moslems do not eat pig or meat which is not from 

an anirnaJ_ slaughtered by :Moslem or 1 .Jewish method. 

'.::':ae tradi tiona�L outlook o:f the i·,nmigra11t mothers still 

exists in force in Britain so that problems of how to keep 

house, feed and clothe children in a cold climate, shop and 

use the medical services make a heAvy demand on them in a 

completely different environment. Considerable discipline 

in their homes and pride in their national heritage has caused 

them to remain a close-knit grou:;::, w11.ich is further accentuated 

in the immigrant situation by the absence of support from the 

extended famj_ly network. As a result many olc.ler women rarely 

venture out alone but rely on their husbands or family to take 

them out. 

The community is a patriarchal one in ,-,hich the male 

figure dominates in all activities pertaining outside the home 9 

.wheth.er legal or social. For example, tlJe husband has to l_;s 

consulted before giving any intervieu; and it is he who is :i.n 

the/ 
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f'ore1·ront ,3'..:8ially when visitors c;ome to their homes. Even 

minor decisions like visiting or shopping Q:c·8 sometimes subject 

to husband's approval. Within tli.e home it is the female that 

is the major dominating force - for example, she is in charge 

of run:nin.g th8 hou:=;ehold expenses, rearing the children and 

saving b10ney· when she can do so. 

Economic pressures brought the husbands several years 

earlier than. the "\'Jives. Apart from the need to have their 

family with them, it has been observed that the immigrants 1 

main connern is that the family should be economically 

independent and viable and so it appears to them that the social 

welfare f'acili ties and benefits in the United I(ingclom encourage 

a better environment for the upbringing of �he:' family. 

Asian children are alert, active and usually well turned 

out and clean. They have a strong sense of family code and 

responsibility yet alt:b.ough they seem to receive a good deal o:f 

attention and security, they also appear to lacl<: envir0nmeni:;a2. 

stimuli. Al home they tend to help parents with all the dail7 

ch.ores and they mostly speak their o·\\111. languct.ge. There :i.s s 

however, no obvious interest in their daily educational 

activiti.es on the part of the parents and there is a general 

apathy (because of inadequate knowledge) towards such facilities 

as libraries and sporting activities. This, together with 

inadequate exposure to the English l<lng·uage, has resul i:;ed in 

educational disadvantage for them. 

The overall feature of the community has been its 

devotion to self improvement 1iliich is a characteristic of 

first and second generation inrnigrants. Those children tllat 

have been born in the United Kingdom or thos� ,,rho came here 

at an early age, appear to be facing tensions with considerable 

unl1appiness 2nd frustration. On the one hand they are tryin{3' 

to maintain their identity, culture and religion ancl on the 

other hand they are in the difficult position of being in 

'opposition'/ 
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: opposition r t;o their ,;:-lclers whose nar:r',)\'l � pragmatic ;:·,_t-L:i.·t,udo 

is :far too con::,crvati-vc :f'or i.;hc yoL1:ngcr con.oration. lt i� in 

such an atmosphere that Hash;-ni (1970) ,,�rites that "immigration 

causes stress :fo1..md to he casual ties in :form of' 

psychological or even physical breakdown." 

(i:)_) De scri 1Jtj on of' the area o:f !he study

Three areas have been included in the study area as 

the residence of the patients - Garnethill, Charing Cross and 

Woodside areas. (Figure 1). 

Garnethill was built 80 years ago for prosperous people. 

With the further development of the city, the original 

j_nbabitauts lc:ft the area wbicll -,vas bought up by p:rospecting-

investors ) turned into tc�110ments and sublet. It ,,Tas an area 

inhabited by artists, theatrical people and the non-native 

population of' Glasgow - especially i11 the 19J0s and 19�0s. 

The recent road development has split the area. Pres e:n.tl-y it 

is an arf,,c o-!: declining amenity with th•'?- lious�:.ng f'abric 

deterioratin� steadily. 

The Woodsi_d.c and Charing Cross areas JO years ago were 

substantial n1iddle class areas '.\v-i th very· few workin{_�' cla.ss but 

the post war pe:;:--iod saw an exodus tcnvards other areas of:' tb.e 

city and the houses were bought up cheaply, as in Garnethill
? 

by the incoming Indians and Pakistanis. 

"planning bl:..ght 11, tl1a t is, an area declared :for redevelopl;1ent 

has set in and comprehensive development is envisaged. It is 

now regarded as a "twilight area", no new amenities or housine; 

facilities are envisaged and the deterioration of the houses i,3 

allo,rnd to continue. 

The demographi c cl1aracteristics of the people intervie,,- 1::-d 

are shown in T2_ble 1. 
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r-:-:-- M::; i er-• s_ At;e;

, _____________ ------·-------·•·------

Mean JJ,5 years 

I 20--29: 25 

l9 

l7 

J0-39� 

o,: er L�O: 

Hindu: 

Islam: 

Si..k.h: 

8 

l7 

36 

J. }iotl1ers_�orking :_

l+. 

Hil

Father I s oc_cu2at�;_on:
(c. . , l \ \.�ocia.1.. c ass 

1 

a) Pro:i":'essicnal/Techn:Lcal: 9 

b) SelI'-cmpJ.oyed: l5 

c) Cle:::·j_caJ.: 5 

d) Skilled manual: l2 

e) Semi and 11.nsh..:i..ll2d Manual� 13

f) UnernpJ.oyed: 5 

g) Deceased: 2 

HousinP-' 
----�--= 

0,,11. :flat: 

Rented :flat: 

Avera�e persons per room: 

Children sleep in same room 
as parents: 

No bath or shower: 

7 

2.J

15 

J . .3 

'i'able l_;_ Demog-raphic ch2tracteristics o. C Asian 
families interviewed. 

---·· ,_,. ____ 
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The mean age of th.0 mother is 33.5 yea:cs. 

The lan[,·,·uage.s spoken are :Punjabi, Urdu and Hindi except 

:f'or 16 mothers who speak English. In table 2 there is n 

suggestion that younger women tend to make a greater ef:fort 

to learn th� language. 

--....... --------

Age Speak English Do not speak E::.1-g-lish Total 

20-29 14 

JO + over 2 

Total 16 

-

.. 

____ . _________ ..__ 

11 

Jl� 

l-1-5

25 

36 

61 

________ ,.. _________

df -- l p 0.001 

Table 2� Age and Language. 

Amongst the llindus, J out of 8 give religious instr-ct�t� on 

to their I'amilies. In the 17 Moslem families, 15 have lessons, 

whilst 20 out of the J6 SikJ-1 families give �,ome basic 

instruction at home in their faith. 

Religion cuts across the barriers of caste and 

di:fferen.ce.s amongst the Indians, whose dominant religion 

appears to be Sikb.ism which is a p:i�imary factor i11 the values 

o:f the local Indian community. Their outlook is determined 

by their faith in humanity and search :for God in everyday 

relationship. 

For the Muslims on the whoJ_c, the basic existence of' 

the Islamic faith revolves on the meaning of the word 1 Islam 1 -

1 submission to the will of God I and the application oi' the 

Koranic l□�s to their daily life. It is supposed to be a 

force of unity whicl:. determines their laws, modes oJ' ore;.-.J.nisah_GJ 

and relationships ,1.mone;s t thC:!rnseJ_ves and with others. 

The/ 
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The husbc1nd�, had been :cosidcnt in tho Un:i. (;cd Eingdorn :for 

a varying period of 2-6 years be�oro they started sending :for 

their w.i ·ves. 

None o:f the mothers work and their averaee length o:f 

stay in i�e United Kingdom has been 4.8 years. It ·would seem 

to appear that the irnmj_gran.t popu:Lation is n.ot geographically 

very mobilo (see TabJ.es J(a) and (b) ). 

(b) Movement between addre�,ses occurred because of' dernoli tiou

o:f property 7 :fire or because the f'la t ,·ms too small, Al though 

only 61 out o:f 105 were interviewed, only 12 were not int2rviewcd 

because o:f changes o:f adct::_�ess within the city. 

..-----------,-------------..----------------------1 

UnitGd Kingdom Glasgo,v Present Add:ce �,; s 

_____________ ...._ ______________ _

5 y:r·s. 

5-J.0 yrs.

10 yrs. 

15 

29 

17 

22 

23 

J.6

39 

E_--_----J __ -
_

--
_

··6
_
1 

__ 
7�

--
6�-
-

---�-�--=6-J 
_

_ -
__ 
-

_ 
j 

Table J: Length o:f Sta.y j_n Britai�1 .• 

-------·---

Stay in U. 1(. Speak English Do not speak Engli sh 

----·-... ··· , .. - ----�- ·-

6-9 yrs. :LL1 Jlt 

10 + over I 2 11 lJ 

'I'otal I 16 l-4 5 61 

Length. or Stay and Language 

( The cli:f:fci�cnccs sho,-a1 in thc�0 t2.bJ.es are .hot 

statistically significant). 54 ol' thl� 61 f'ami.Lies ow::i;ecl

their flats. The :numbers in each :family and the size of' 

fl.a ts is shown in tables 11 an.cl 5. 



9 + over 

8 

7 

6 

5 

h 

J 

Un.known 

Total. 

- 20J ...

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

10 

11 

11 

10 

10 

5 

J 

1 

61 

Number of' PGrsons per Family 

----··-······---····------------

( Mean -- 6. 6) 

No. o:.i:- Hoe,rns No. oJ: Families 

l 

2 

J 

Li - + over 

Un.J;:.nown 

= 

= 

= 

6 

8 

20 

26 

1 

Table .'.2.:_ Number of' Rooms per Family 

'I'1\,o-thirds of' the f'amilies comprised more than 6 people 

and 21 contained more than 8. On the other hand, :flats were 

generally small - only 26 :.families had four rooms or more in 

their :flats. 

In tern1s of' cro,vding, 27 t'amili t:, s Here living at a 

density oi� more than 2 ,0ersons p0r roG!n and in 12 instances 

the/ 



the density was more than J persons yer room. Tn 15 :fani-i..1:i.es 

the chilr:l.L'P11. did not hav·e: ;:0-erarate rooms and ci tllcr slept jn 

the sanw room as their parents or in the kitchen, The sight 

of modern bunk beds in the corner of the ki tche11 1vas 

reminiscent of' the 'box bed I of G.l asgo,, tenements of an 

earlier period. ALL the fami.lies had their own toilets but 

13 had no bath or shower and these made use or the public 

facilities or alternatively ,•rerd; to the homes of their 

re.latives or friends. 

The 61 mothers had a total of 2L14 cl1ildren with an 

average per family or 4.o. The ages of the mother and 

children are shmn-1 in Table 6. 

·--------·----,-------·------·---------------�-·-·----1 

Age Group Mothers Age Groups of Children Total 

--'-····-----·-·--

20--21.j. -Y e:ars 

25-29 Years

J0-34 Yeal's 

35-39 Ye2.rs

40--44 Years 

l+ 5-49 Years 

50-54 Years

55 + over 

0 �=_2 __ l O ... l L� J:,2.=.1-9 2 0 ··:.? L� 2 5 + over 

22 lj. 

27 20 

19 22 

7 16 

l 9

5

5 

7 

8 

'7 

6 

1 

8 

6 

8 

2 

2 

4 

1 Li 

J 

2 

l+ 

4 

S2 

Li2 

29 

1'"1 - ' 

9 

1--------------t-------------------·-J ___ _ 

Table 6: }'[other I s Age Groups and the Fami1y Size 
According to Age Groups. 

J(j<{o o:f the mothers in age group J0-39 years, have 

children in the age group 0-9 years. Also 62.5% of the 

children for olJ. mothers of dif'ferent ae;e groups are bet1.,.,een 

-0-9 years. ThJ. 3 ::t_'j_nding is surpr:i.sing- - J'or Asian ,vor12.n 

tend to marry early and usually hav� children ½etween the 

. , t I 1mpor1:aij , / 
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irnportz,D.t cLi.i.'J'crence i,.., tJ!c rE-i,:::,v.lt of' the ·wives coming nJ'Lcr 

th<� husbanC::s 1,�l10 hc-vc been in. Grca t Dri tain for sc-vcral ye:·u:·s, 

This :f.indi:nr;- :su�Ice,sts i;hrd:; the women h:::i.ving a high birth rate 

are older and that tho sltuution is similar in character to 

thu i.; �.-hich existed in Great Britain in the post-war period. 

The prc.•�:>lem that 1'1ill :tiave to be faced, with possibility of 

further births, is the l}Ced f'or gr·eater surveillance of this 

group 01� mothers ,\·l.1.0 arc reachin.e; a higher risk age group, 

l{J_ Mothers took their children out to play in the p2.rl-:: 

or knew tb.at tb.eir older children played ·with both Scott:l.sh 

and i�migrant children - especially at school; lJ young 

mothers also went out to the park with t:heir in:C'ants; 7 

mothers f'ov.1Ld some difficulty in taking their childre:a out, 

T'..here appeared to be a consGnsus of opinion among mothers in 

slum areas where there were no :facilities to talze the children 

out that rearing a la_rgc i'amily preven.ted them f'rorn bein[: -La.ken. 

out because of the lack of time 
I 

or cx:haustion� and corrr,1,)n.iy 

the clir.1ate. 

20 I1nmigrant mothers had friends amongst the J.ocal 

indigenous people but all knew the n�tionalities of their 

neighbours an.ct had friends amongst their O'\v']:l people. 

ll :Mothers went shoppi1:.g o:::.l} with relatives or friends 

Hhilsi:; I+? mothers did shopping on their own. The three 1;-;ll.o 

did not do any shopping had it done by t:heir family members. 

Attitudes to change are suggested in Table 7.

Language Oriental D:ress 
-----------,,---

Speak English 

Do not spec:t.k 
EngJ.:ish 

6 

Western Dress 

10 

ll 
-----·-·--·---··--· ... --- ---·--·-· "·--·-•-···--'-----

2 ,._, 0''1 X :::: ( • I 

Table-__ 7: 

df == .1 p O.Cl 

L::i.nguage med A.ttj_tudc to Cliane·c. 
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21 }l,yi;hcrs did J1ot nbjcct to Western clothes i 

,-.rho did, .LJ ohJectcd vehemently on rcl.ig:io'-1s grow1.ds ,·1hi.lst the 

remaining 27 :fe:lt that tracl:i.tions, customs and local opini.ons 

clomir�atod their w·ay or li:t'e. Marcy o� the ohjectors felt that 

11 bell-bottoms a:n.d trouser su.its 11 ·\\,hLch did not �xpose legs� 

wou.ld not be fi·o,v:ned upon. 

-- 1----

Occupation 
No. 01: Persons per 

room :Hou.sehoJ_d 

------r-
N o , D :f Ya:::� �

r

"' 
,,
. In,-. 

Do n:)i. 
Speak spe::i.k 
EngJisll Ene;l is Families Cbi ldrcn l'lan.11.:1-ng· µJental 

Profe.ssionaJ_ r-;;-- 1. 8

Sel:f-ernploy8q 15 J .• 9 

r-·--·-

CJ_crical 

Sk:i.lled 
Manuel 

Unskilled 
s emi-maff,-te 1 

5

12 

lj 

2.2 

2. r?

6.1 J.1

6.2 L1 • Lj. 

l+.6 2.8 

7.2 h.J

'7. 2 J.2

6 

3 

l+ 

J 

15 

1 

5 

5 

5 

5 
2 

1 

') 
r� 

11 

]_LJ. 

') 
"--

J.O 

12 

Un.ernployt=:d 

Deceased 

Total 

,., 
J. 2:; 

r) ,_ 

61 

5.2 J. Li

-2-:-:---J-:---J_-:-�-;

I 
________________ ,, ______________________

Table 8: Occupation and Other Characteristics 

In table 8 the numbers in i.:he various categories are 

too small to make reasonable deductions, hut an assumption c2..ri. 

1-:ie made that though there is overcrowding in all the groups, 

it is rnore marked as the employment status decreases. Those 

:Ln the hi,z-l1er occupation groups appcm'.' to kn.ow English and 

-cend to make use of the :family plarmi:ag clinic. As :far as

children and dental services arc concerned there is no 

rem2rkablc disp.:..�lty i.n any strata except that thos(, in t J.O

self'�employed group have: all been to the deni..ist du .. T'inr_::: tl•.e ·year 

the G.la.s r;o�·.- area.is a J�tcmpt:i.ng to i.rnp:ccvc its socio-�c onomj_c 

situation. 

( .. ) I 
\ll / 



(ii) Comment

On al.l occasions the mothers recci.vcd the intcrvie1vc�r and

interpreter with great courtesy and hospitality. It was noted 

that behind the serene ancl composed appearancG of the women 

there ,,ras hidden considerable a1uciety. :Most o1�ten, unnecessary 

f·ear that any information given might cause either repatriation 

to their country o:f origin or con:frontation with J_ocal author-Lii'?. 

Cn.ce a clear rap1::ort "-as established, i.t was quite apparent tbat 

the mothers were willing -t.o talk and given information ,,,rj_th ease. 

The greatest asset ,vas the presence of an older woman acting 2.s 

a sort of comforter and interpreter. The fact that the 

language was spoken directly with the mothers no doubt eased 

the difficult task of understanding and gettin.g honest replies. 

All the homes appeared clean and tidy with a modest 

prosperity that was obvious except in those homes that were 

grossly overcrowded or 1iliere the tenement itself was old and 

in need of repair. This was most noticeable in the d0priv0d 

ax .. eas" 

It was noted that in most deprived places, where tho 

family was eligible for a co�1cil flats they did not expect 

housing in this ·1vay. The reason given was 11 the authorities 

have said that there is a long waiting list. 11 

The reason :f.'or buying flee ts in these deprived areas 

1vas obvi_ous. Economically it was feasible and with J.odg·crs 

or other members of the family living there, the extra money 

saved could be put away or sent home for dependents. A :flat 

o,m.ed, es.'...>ccially to the Indians, was as sacred as the 

1 bullock1 for it gave them secuTii.:y and a place of refuge, 

free from outside interference. 

J'fa1Jy of.' t�1e non--English. spoak.ine; mothers indicated that 

they were keen to returr. l,ome eventuaJ.ly - after th8ir cliilclJ:--en 

c;of tb.eir education a11.d t11 e husbnnd had saved enough money to 

esta1.Jl.:i.sh / 
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establish thernselvc� in their 0,-111 country. How rep.::1escn.tative 

such a vie,-.r 1vas could onl-y be \reri:fied in a study "lvith a g:ccatcr 

s;:imple and ·1rL th a moJ.'C� varied cros.s-section o:f the Asian 

c omn1l.rn.i ties • 

It ·1\ras obvious that most rnother.s liked taking tll.eir 

children out to play. Those 1·.rith toddlers or j_n:fants took: 

them in thejr prams. It appeared that weather was an essential 

determinant. All the mothers had either friends or relatj_ves 

:from their 01·rn coun.try wi t1.1. whom a clos8 contact was maintained .. 

They knew· their neiEhbours and o:f the�Lr 1Jationali t-y. 

close a friendship existed was not obvjous as no attempts wero 

made to question it. The number o:f local indigenous friends 

revolved on a simple fact - whether the mother spoke the 

language or not. 

Again when ii� came to shoppir,g� a natural instinct t:...,ok. 

over and it was again obvious that there was no problem. The'; 

mothers, in ,nany instances, 1vere ab:Le to cc out doi:ng the:Lr 

chores and couJd manage to shop on thei_:r own. 

Those ,d th strong Teligious affiliations, especially 

the .Moslem:.:; and Sikhs, ·were the most dogmatic in their 

attitude towards Western clothes. This conflict of values 

was obviously centred around religion and tradition. ThougIJ. 

there was a difference of opinion, a certain amount of J_ee,·m.y 

in attitude \vas noted with those who were against the fashions 

of the West because they had no se,_;ere objection to bell bottom::: 

or trouser suits. Modesty o:f the body appeared to be qu:i.te a 

basic i,J.J10Y,_11t trait in almost all l'....sian women. 

It was found that the d:i.f:ficulty in adaptation to local 

custom ·was as a result of' poor communication and ignoranc c. Tt 

is also influenced by a certain arnoun.t o:f the dominance and 

fear or the male ,ilia attempted to keep to the tradit�onaJ 

Eastern/ 
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Eastern pattern in spite of his liberal outlook on life. 

Those ,vho were Q.ble to speak English f'ouJld it the easiest 

to adapt themselves to the local conditions. 

Finally, it mur-d; ·be no"i:ed that almost all the ,wmen 

come from mainly rl-:.ra.1. areas . 'I'b.e disadvantage is far more 

obvious :
f

or such i'nothers than those who were to migrate :from 

a mode::catel·y urban environment into a �:,irnilar one. This no 

doubt creates an.xie·ty, causes them to withclra1·1 anrl become 

even more suspicious about an:y hclpf'ul attempts "Lo help them 

to shake o:f:f their coccoon•-lik.e existence. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CHTLD CARE, PERCEPTION, KNO"WLEDGJL ATI'ITUDE 

AND UTILISATTON OF SERVICES 

Di:C:ferent cu�Ltural attitudes and perception of health 

can in-f.luence both the attitude of the patients to,mrd:c:, their 

doctors and th8 use of the health services, Table 9 contains 

a summary of the mothers with experience of these services. 

I 
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M:ean nu111l.)er of children: 

Mother r s confinement in U.K. only 

Mother f s confinement both in U.K. 
and cow1.try o:f origin 

First antenatal visits 

First trirnef,ter 

Second trimester 

Third trimester 

Visits to antenat&l/hospital 
clinics only 

Visits to both clinic and 
doctor 

Irnmw1.isa tion ( complete or in 
the process of it) 

V�sit to Child Welfare Clinic 

Vitamins 

CLLnic and/ O:i.' Chemist 

Dentist 

Number of' attendances for 
yearly check-up 

Family Planning 

Number of attendances 

Health Vis:ltor 

N:imber of patients known 

Number o:f visits -

(1) once per week

(2) once or twice only

(3) monthly

l+.o per f'amLly 

22 

39 

l.;.3

5 

') ,_ 

36 

61 

50 

61 

32 

20 

32 

5 

28 

8 

Table �-.:.. Use of Scrvic cs ( Numbers 1•,-i th experi(1ncc o:f 
these services onJ.j) 

Almost/ 
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Al111ost ·hva--thlrds (lf' the mothc.:rs had expe:1..�iencc➔ o:f obstetric 

services in their country of orj gin and Dri tain, ,d1.ilst 22 

mothers were delivered in this country. There were 7 

complications either during pregnancy or rlcli ·very; there 

were two cases of prematurity nnd Caesarean deliveries and 

one each of forceps, toxaemia and hypertension. 

'l'he mothers ·who were interviewed ·1,rere unable to rec·all 

the number of consul tatioris t:hey had with the fam:i.ly doctor 

since Christmas 1972; the usual reply wn.s 1 once
t 

twice 

depcndi�g on the problem:. However it appears that the 

number of visits was considerable on the basis of their 

replies; cut of a total of 2L1l1. children, 42 mothers had 

consulted the general practitioner for their children 106 

times and 35 mothers consulted the doctor l-17 times during 

the past t·wo and a haJ.f months. These replies were compc:,-.-cd 

with abstracts of data held in the record files ,iliich 

con:firrrwd these reports. No house calls have been included 

and so the numbers rnay be regarded as a minimum rather them. 

a true statement of' actual utilisation. 

In reply to the question about the decision to call 

the doctor for a child 1 s ill�ess, the father decides in JO

families, :the mother in 14 and in J.7 it i.s one of the membe:r·s 

of the :family. Language was the main di:ff'icul ty. The 

father or members of the family who got in touch with the 

doctor's receptionist
) were then able to arrange their time 

off so &.s to be present when the consultation took place. 

W]1.en ask.ed about recent ilJ.ness, 32 families had 

reported respiratory tract infection in the children and 

these included asthma, flu and cough. J Families had 

measles and mumps; skin infections, bur11s, pain and aches 

in the J.eg::; s and treatment j�or tuberculosis each occui-recl 

in 2 families. 

The/ 
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The reasons :for admission o·r 12 chilch�en into hospital 

tuberculosis (2); 

tonsillectomy (2); 

pneumonia (3); car accident (1); 

anal abscess (:L); appendicectomy (1); 

four children were admitted :for observation. - one for 11.eart 

investigation, one failure to thrive and the other two for 

pains :Ln the legs. 

Sixteen mothers had respiratory tract iPfections; in 

addition 6 complained of' backaches; 6 had gynaecological 

problems ( menopausal sy111ptoms, mennJ.1.orrhagia, urinary tra.c t 

infection, trichomonis); skin and leg ulcer two each 

respectively. Twu were treated for 'nerves I and t1m for 

vague manifestations of no knowTI. disease. 

'111.e replies to a question on their first reaction to 

symptoms, are summarised in table 10. 

medicine obtained fr6m the chemist. 

Home remedies included 

It appears that skin rash, diarrhoea and pain in the 

stomach causes great concern amongst tho 1!°:vthers. Perh2.ps 

their experience at home to skin infestation or often fatal 

attacks of diarrhoea with abdominal pain makes them react to 

it ��ther anxiously and a quick visit to the doctor results 

for treatment or reassurance. 

Symptom Horne Rem G dy 

Cough 26 

Skin rash 11 

Diarrhoea ;10 

Pains in legs 21 

Slight b1..1rn on 
:face 29. 

Pain. in stomach 12 

Table 10: Reaction to S�nptoms. 

I 

Doctor 

35 

50 

51 

Lio 

32 

Li9 



lrnmun.iso .. tion was completed or in the process of' being gi vcn 

to all the ym .. mcer cbildren. .All agreed that it 'protcctecl' 

the children - awareness of' the need was in general terms c=rnd 

not related to specific vaccines except �or those �ew ,�10 

·spoke English.

All attended for antenatal care, except for eleven 

respondents whose chi1ct:-�en ·were all born outside the count:ry .. 

Out o:f the 50 n�other:::; --i'li-Lh children born i,1. Bri tc0 in L1J made 

their :flJ:st visit in the first trimester, whilst 5 did so in 

the second and 2 in the latter part of their pregnancy. 

After confirement in the ho3pital the health visitor 

had visited 5 mothers every week, 8 every month and 28 once 

or twice until they were able to attend the child clinic. 

During the visits an interpreter had to be present - usually 

a child - except in those cases where the mother could speak 

or understand the language. 

The mothers who attended ti,� child c 1 inic felt th2,t it 

was o� benefit to them. Attempts were made to give advice or 

:feeding and health problems. 

communication. 

The only di:fficulty was that of' 

Vitamin tablets, syrup or drops were either obtained 

from the clinic or the chemist by all the families. In all 

cases, it was taken for the sake of !1,eaJ..th, growth and blood'. 

Fifty-five mothers knew how to get to their family 

doctor who ,vas the husband's doctor prior to their arrival 

Four were referred throuc:;h friends and tvvo chose him as a 

matter o:f convenience. l+l Mothers felt that it was 

important that they should see their o,vn doctor because of' 

his 'inti.mate knowledge' of their background; 21 :felt that 

this 1\--as irrelevant and all �creed that in an emergency ;,t11v 

doctor would be welcome. 

'I'went-:,, / 
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T\venty mothers wer(, satis:fiecJ 1vJ_ tb. the Health C-entre> 

appoi:n.trncJ1_t sys tern� 2L� 1vcre I de2-.c.l against! it and a :fur-Lhm: 

17 felt that it could be improved. 

r 

---

Use 11.ome / Refer 
Appointments ( C) to (D)remedies 

I 
Total 

Doctor j_':i1.'S t 
---·, 

Satisfied 11 9 20 

(A) 

Dissatisfied 10 7 17 

(B) Against 21 J 2.L1 

Total 
� 

19 61 
I 

2 
x - 6.08 row (A) v§ row (B) df· = 1 p 0,01 

Table .ll� Appu.Lntrnent S·ystem a.nd Reaction ·to S-ymptoms. 

Table 11 compares the attitude to the appointment 

system of mothers who ·would re:fer symptoms to their doctor 

w:1 �l1 �l:.osc who would first employ home re1nedies. The table 

suggests that those mothers 1 against 1 the appointment 

system were also more likely to seek the doctor's help in 

dealing with the symptoms. Conversely, those mothers who 

were more confident in treating their s-y111ptoms themselves 

were accepting the appointment system. 

'l'wenty mothers went to the Family Planning Clinic, 

�1ilst 32 mothers had some dental care. Over half of the 

:C'amilies whose ·teeth were checked were children who were 

seen through the School Health Services. Tlle services or 

general de11tal practitioners �ere mentioned less :frequently. 

Mothers/ 
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Mothers felt strongly about going to the hospital 

,v-i th.out the prior kno,-.'l edge of' their doc tor. Only in an 

emergency, or, if' their own. doc tor cL,uld not give them t}1 e 

appointment early enough to prevent the sick person getting 

more ill, would they go d.Lrec tJ_y to the hospital. A small 

1:;roup f'eJ.t that i:f several visits to the doctor ,,·as unsat.isf'act--

ory
1 

then they 1rou1d be obliged to use the out-patients clinic. 

·when the mothers 1vere asked on the possibl"' improvements

they would like to see in the .health service, ni:1.e said they 

would prei'er immigrant nurses ,-;110 would understand their 

problem so as to ensure that the doctor understood their 

cornp1.aints; 1_3 preferred to sec a lady doc. tor whilst JO fe.l t 

that they were generally satisfied but that improvements in 

c omir.unica tion and the appointment sys tern would ben.e:fi t them 

immensely. 

(ii) The Heal th Visitor I s Kno,dedge 01� the Farnil ies

The present health visitor has been attached to the

practice for seven months. Out of the number intervie,ved, 

she was :familiar with 32 patients. The discussion that 

folloi,'S is taken from her replies to questions about the 

patients. 

The main difficulty appeared in communication. 111.e 

barrier is a vital one if she is to get any rapport betwee.n 

the mother and herself, so that it would enable mutual 

co-operation with confidence and care. 

The first consultation appears to be dj_fficul t, arcluo1.-1s 

and long. 'It is made even more :frustrating if the 

interpreters themselves are young children. Most i'amilies, 

once they understood her advice, nearly always f'ol.lowed it 

and attended the child clinic. 

The Health Visitor noted that: diet ·and vitamin i,d<Lkc 

arnonc; the chi ldrcn ,-:as :f:,"r f'rom sa tj sf'ac tory. Although tl�ey 

, ·_, I 
11au / 
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had vi t:-,_m i..ns, she questioned whctJ,cr U1ey were taking thc�rn 

regularly. \\lcrc the impJ.j cations for heal th understood 

properly <H' not? Disease prevention - for example, 

tuberculos_;s and its haza�ds - should be impressed on the 

mothers. The other problem� 8ncountcred amongst them 1vas 

their cli:ff':i..c1ilties in housing:/ :family planning and. 1 above 

all, obesity. Dietary indiscretion was common . 

.t1.sk.ed about Hays in which the health visitor's own ,-;ork 1 

the patient and the health services generally, could be 

jmproved, sh.e observed that -Chere was a need :for greater 

emphasis on disease prevent.i..on and family planning for basic 

health education, especially concerning diet and the 

prevention of' overcrowding. More domicilliary visits should 

be encouraged and the mothers helpecl. to participate in local 

activities. 

TJ.1.e general attitude of' the mothers towards the heal th 

visitor was that of affection and the knowledge that she was 

approachable i.f there were any proclems. 

Tt wa� o:f interest to note t�1at the healtb. visitor 

attempted to i'oll.ow up all the casGs with tuberculosis on 

her list. Difficulty exists because the sti�na of 

tuberculosis appc�ars to cause much anxiety, fear and attem-;-,t'.3 

at concealment. The question which she posed was 11 how

regularly che patients were taking their medicine? 11 

The health visitor's data was compared with that 

obtained :from the questionnaires and found to be well 

correllatecl. Most of the problems identified in the 

:i.ntervie1·,s ,;verc known. to her. Both the health visitor 

and the po.tients were conscious of clif'f'iculties mentione:c1 

in the earlier part o:f the J.'cview, 
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Comment: 

In spi tc! of' the L:rn.guage dif:ficul ty, the older muthers 

who have a longer experience of' bringing up children, both 

in thejr ow11. country and Britaj_n, find it easier to use the 

medical services selectively than the youne;er ones. Younger 

women, who clo not have the support of' the extended family 

network visit the doctor more often as a result of inexperiencc 1 

fear or for reassurance. This ·was noted to be commoner in 

mothers with a single child and those with large :families. 

The majority of the mothers v.rbo 1·rnre :re:Cerred to the 

family doctor through their husbands found it easy to go to 

his surc-ery ei th.er by bus or walki·,1t:;-. Many were of tl1.e 

opinion that they would prefer to see their 01m doctor, as he 

would be in a better position to know their 'background'. They 

did not object to seeing another doctor except that the older 

women would not like a 1 stra-nger 1 to examine them. 

It appears :,tha.t one o:f the major problems :i. s languci e;e, 

It is the husba.nr1. ,•;ho has to take time off f'rom work or the 

children or sometimes friends who have to act as interpreters. 

In such a situation the mothers find it difficult to express 

all their symptoms to the doctor - especially if they ara of 

gynaecological or urinary origin ,)r are of a more perso,1-al 

nature. 

n1e doctor's task is made more difficult, because in 

addition to this difficulty in communication, the mothers tend 

to complain of a rnul tiplicity o:f symptoms wh:i.ch could be most 

alarminc: or difficult to pinpoint if a doctor has had little 

experience in general practice. This is a complex cycle in 

which the patient :finds difj�ic-ulty in expressing her n,-=eds; 

the diagnosis which is not specific 2ct times; prescriptions 

are directed at a.llevia t: i.ne poorly deL.Lned symptoms and thus 

indirectl.y lead to the patient seeking f'urtber consuJtatj_ons. 

Such circumstances can result in abuse of' drug!:;, high dernnnds: 

on/ 



on the cloctoT' is tj_nrn and a {_;'encro _1_ anxiety and reeling o-r 

1u1certainty ,vi tl1:i_1L the JXttie):t Is hout�ellold. 

Most of" tho mothers bad numerous consultatj_ons i'or 

themsc�lvcs and their cllilclren :from Chris trnas to the time of 

the survey. ThAy did no-c r�rncrnber accurate1y -the nrnnber or 

consultatj_ons but it appeared that they tended to go to tho 

doctor quite o:ft8L. TI1e mother's health status and visits 

to their doc tor 1vere checked througb_ their records and th_L s 

appeared quite carrsistcnt. 

The childr0n had routine infections, perhaps more 

hea"'.rily ,-:eighted towards respiratory tract inf'ections. The 

mothers complained of this problem but gynaecological 

di:fficul tie "" and backache also appe2,_:,_-ed to cause some:! concern. 

Their awareness of' the need fo:r' immunisation is -very 

high. It appea.rs that travel requirerner1ts haYe instilled 

into them the jmportance of these procedures. ALL f'eel thaL 

it benef'i ts them :from the heal th point of 'iiew but, in 

addition, they- are af'raid that tJ1c anthori ties would deport 

them if' i.he docu'.:Jents were incomplete, So fear has playact 

some part in ensuring that immunisation is kept up-to-da_te. 

The mothers c1ttended the ante:;_-i2_ta1 c1inics reglllarly 

and most appear to have started their antenatal check-up in_ 

the first trimester. All mothers followed the health vi �,i tors 

advice ( th:cough interpreters in 1nost cases) and went to the 

Child Clinic - tlle.se clinics appea:i:-- i.;o be popular amongst the 

mothers for it cave them the opportunity of getti_ng reassurance 

and aclvice on their children in a.n atmosphere of in:f orrnality. 

Dental carG was obtained adequately by half 0£ the 

mothers interviewed. Eighteen of' the children of' the 32 

families received their care from the School Health Service. 

One-- thj_rd of tl1e mothers had rec e_i_ vc,d ;_1_uv:L c re! ab cut _famiJ:,' 

pla1u1ing and most took adv lee f':r.on_ the local clirLLC. 

The/ 



The. Henlth Ccnt:cc 1 .s ::qipoJ !.1.tm(�:n.t �-·ys tcm seem.::; ro be a 

cav.sc o:f c;rea t con:fusion arnongs (:; the i.rnmig1. ants. Almost 

half' ·\vere against it on tJ.1.e gro1.ix1d�- that :;_ t served no pu.rposl!, 

The reasons given were that appointments �-;ere never kept on 

time; that by tho time o� the appointment the patient wus 

either better or worse; las t1y
? 

the :fathers co1.:ld not a:Lf'ord. 

to take time o:f:f ,vork: to suit tho appointment syste1:1. Those 

that were simply dissatisfied with it suggested that if they 

could see the doctor on -L�ime they would not object to the 

system. This general dis sa tis:fac tion has led to ci :rc;1mvc-ntinc.; 

the system by requesting house calls --· ve:i::y often :for trivial 

matters. 

There is strong evidence that tbe :family doctor is 

greatly appreciated by the mothers for he always comes when 

requestecl and tries to understand. their problems. 

The su&:·gestion of over-utilisation seems to be suppori;cd 

by the observation that there were 106 consultations iTI the 

chiJ_dren o:C' !J J i';c,_;,ri. lies and 1+7 consul tn. tions 1Jy 35 mothers 

in less than three months. This excludes :house calls and j_s 

probably a.n llnder-estirnate of' consultation by the ch.ildren. 

This irnpressio:a is linked to the mother I s view of c ertai.\·c 

symptoms. For some sy711ptoms - d_i.a'.•.·:d:wea, skin rash - the:,r 

will go straight to the doctor altb.ough :for others they ,-.-:Lll 

try sor.1e sort of home remedy or g0t medicine f'rom the chcmisi.-

in the first ins�ance. Those tJ1.a t would ,-mi t were rnore likely 

to be the older ones, to have more chi.ldren or to be better 

educ a tcd. ( See table 10). 

All mothers agreed that they would only go to the 

hospj_tal in emergency or i:f tho doctor was not available an.cl, 

some suggested, i1� rcc.J.rrent visits to the :family doctor wc,re 

unsuc c es s:Cu.l .. 

Hali' of' the mo lhors were sa tisfiec.l ,.,j_ th their healtl1 

services but :felt tl,at cornmun:i.catj_on pro·ved a barr:i.er to,-:ard� 

better/ 
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hetter uxi.dc.:r�; tund�.1,cs. Tb.ls is J.llu.s-r.ratcr:-l quj_ te vivj_clly 

\·,hen a mother :1.·ccall,:d that, prior to cornjng to the p:resr:;nt 

G.P., sbe ,,,re;1t to cu1.othe:r c.1octor. The interpreter told the 

doctor that tbe "pcJt.i..ent!s heart was ver�,- :sore a:,1cl she gets 

very ti:red n . He promptly proceeded to check her heart
y 

sent 

her for an E.C.G. and otl1l�r invcstic;-aticns, Ac tua.J_J y her 1;�:ci.:i.:a 

complaint ,\·n.s that she ,•;as depressed and i'ol.:cnd herself' l.mabJ..c 

to cope ,d th the daily activities ·which had sta.rtecl causiD.g r;_ 

lot o:f problems within her houseb.old c 

Other suggestions included i'emale doctors and possibly 

some immigrant nurses who could act as proi'essional. inte}:'·

rnediaries when they come to see the doctor - one proviso was 

that the imrnigrant nurses should not be too 11 proud 1 ' •. Other,,::i.se, 

the mothers were quite content 1vitJ1. tb.c Scottish nurses ancJ. 

doctors. Mo�t problems cculd be minimised by being able tu 

discuss thclr problems. Failure in this respect causes 

di:frici.-;,l ty i.n clj_a.f.,;nosis, trea tme:n.t and p':>3 sj bly rehauili ta t:1.on. 
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CH.APTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Ethnic t,Toups tend to di:ffcr in tbeir knowledge about 

disease, attitudes to medical care and responses to illness. 

Ma.ny imn1._�gro.nts t-s.:;.d to bring with them sc1me o:C' the:Lr s,Jcial 

and ,velJ'are problems. On arrival in the United Kingdom they 

find that there is a higher stancla:cd o:f living� social welJ'cc:ce, 

security ancl many other bene:fits which they Ji.ad not experienced 

in their 01-m. country. 

At the same time, they are at risk from various disorders 

which may net have been ad(�quatcly recognised and sy7nptoms that 

mi.ght be regar·ded. as trivial in their new cow1.try might llavu

quite severe implications in the country of' their birth. In 

such a situation� medical and related services share certain. 

problems concerning con1111rm.ication, d:i..fficul ties in diagnosis 

and, possibly treatment. 

Responses/ 



Hes1Jonscs tc, iilness ca:r1 1Je SCOH as a seCJ11<.:ncl'� c,:r 

r:orccptior�, :firs i.; about il_lnoss and second_Ly abull-L action 

tal;:cn1 against illnes::; (nosentock� 1960).

F:i.gt..u:e 2 i:UlJstr,_·,te:::;; the steps o:f this process. 

May not see 
it as iJ.lness 

-1
1
1.· 0 ·l:; If lrnlpi'ul 

Appe,:n� 11.ostile, 
Indi:ff'erent, 
reject and rnay 
make little use 
o:f services

- l -,
2 p::_1a�es 

_ 

Sees it as illness 

l ACTION - Phase __ II_,_,I

Sees avenues of action 
available 

I 
Mn:y not' feel 
susceptible to iT 

7 
If help:ful 

Visible, avcjl2hJ.e,

a c c e s .s i bl. e , -..,i l .:!. 
rnaJ-ce 1...1.se of :=::er·;,,_ice; 

Fie;u.re 2: the response to illness 

l-Jow that acute illn8sc.;es an.cl discomfort have been brou,")l1· 

w:1dor some moas1..1.res of control 9 and early death has been 

re due ed so clr:.1.s tic;J.1.l ·.-, minor symptoms and a:i. 1rnents which 

result in clif"r;om-fort are taken rnorc seriously. 

1·1hich / 

Symptoms 



i,h:Lch liLLe,ht J1::1v0 Lt.::e11 :L[St1.0J.'Cd :i.n the days ·.-;hen mcd.i.cal

i.'acil:L ties were :few are no,-, considered o.s justifying-

treatment. At the poiut o:f contact with the doctor, it 

is the patient ,1rho decides tl1at the S)'1nptorns require 

prof es sio11.al treatment. S:trnval (1972) in Israel has shoi·:n 

that the decision to go to the doctor· is determ:i.11ed ofter: 

by culture - that is, by social and psychological facto�s 

rather than purely med�cal ones. Different groups of people 

,1iho had a lo1v or high tendancy to define tJ.1.ems,31 v.=is :ill by 

symptoms 1vere studied when it was :fo1..u1d that recent 

immigrants were more likeJ_y to define themselves ill than 

those who ha.d been resident in Israel :fo:r' many ye:a:cs. Her 

conclusion was that it was likely that :i.nsecuri ty t langu.ag,� 

difI'iculty and lack of integration into local socj_aJ 

struc turG;:; resulted in. more :frequent medical con:,,u.l tc. tions. 

Tt also appeared that many patients \\,ho SCLl[{ht medical. 

trca trne.nt ,·:ere expressing social an.d psychoJ.05ical needs ,�hi:,_c 

some 1,ho actua.LLy needed attention di.cl not seek it. '1'}1.i;.:: s:::,r_-ly 

suggests that where there i.s less sophist:i_cation or kno1·:l•�ci ;;-.:: 

about disease, tl1e pb.yf-'J.cian I s reassurance and medical aJ_d 

is sought. Th.e who:Le pattern i:3 f'urther complicci.ted ,..--hen 

services are :free because this allows people to maJ.;:e '!f1..�J_l;; 

use of them - "a characteristic of better informed people,.. 

Such se�vices tend also to be us0d by people �1.0 appear to be 

1tmore demandinc-, with the least 1..1.nderstanding o:f the 

instructions given to them.n 

Horrell (1972) analy:::;ed symptoms presented in general 

practice in the population of South London. 1 Pain. 1 was by 

far the commonest S)�ptom presented by the patient - of the 

many si tcs tlH'O?ct and abdomen ,,ere the most :frequent. 

S)'llrptoms included, rashes, couc.-;h and gastro--i,1testino..l 

di_s turbanc cs./ 

Otl!.cr



Women ]J.c•.J. more syT•lptom:-=: anc! in their 11 m;-i.terT1c1.J 

rolc n had groo.ter o.cces:-s to t:hc doctor. 

Tn the present study; / . . ,,1- hi] ·1·~n I _)J° C_. _ .C.L.l'. c11. and 

c Ol! su.l �;eel the :family doc tor in two1· and a half' 

months. These fignrc;3 do not include ho�.tse calls and the 

actual number of visits by children are only approximat(� ::1s 

most mothers could not remember the number of consultations. 

Judged by responses to t]:,.e question about the ac ;;ion they 

,vould tah::e in the event of' particular symp·coms, it appeared 

that the percentage of' mothers who ,·.rould 111<)cica tc the ms cl ,,res 

or their families, is JO%, ,�ilst 70% would go directJ.y to the 

doctor. Tb.esG respo:nscs s-uggest that the f'actors ident:i.:fied 

by Shuval ma·y also appLy to the immigrant population in G.Lase;o·,\-, 

The impression that tlierc is 11over--usage n of the doctor 

has to deal ,..,i th. both the interpi<3ter and the patient. 

Repeated co11sul ta-Lions at tb.e s1.u:--gery and visits to tlle hom8 

make fu�thcr demands on the doctor i s time. Diagnosi.s will be 

obstructed by di:ffc;;)i�ent tradi tiol1s - :for example� tb.e 1 Purcl2-.b. 1 

attitude of J?akj_stani women will 111;3_1,:-,:; examination di:f'f'icu1 t 

and the presence of an interpreter rnay prevent a mother from 

d:i.sclosing personal problems through cmbaTrassment, These 

problems include disclosure of' such sy1nptorns as menstrual. 

disorders and dysur:La. Domicilinry care can be frnstrc:1.tecl 

by the :fail.urc of patients to carry out instructions - and 

other findings j_n this study - is f'ound in Clyne's (197G)

account of his practice in Southall - the heartland of the

Indi�n community in Britain. Clyne also makes the reverse

O·!' -· 

point that many Indian customs or practices may be irrita.tiYJ.[;·

or offcnsi ve to Bri ti.sh health 1wrJ<:er�;.

These c�emographic f'ea tv,:r'cs of' the pop11.lation arc .likely 

to create 2.n incr,2asecl use o.f obstetric CJ.nd .ceL-Jtud sct'Yiccs 

in/ 
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in the short term although one camLot, of course, assess 

at this stage the likely reproductive pattern of the 

generation now growing up in Glasgow. While the demand 

for hospital services, per se, can be fairly easily 

accommodated for this fairly small sub-group of the 

population, it may be that high parity, older mothers and 

a short interval between succeeding pregnancies will require 

additional surveillance of the frequency of obstetric 

problems. It would appear that the Asian women in Glasgow 

make appropriate use of antenatal facilities but as table 

12(a) suggests, this may not be'true of family planning 

services. 

Fat'lily Age of,Hothers 
Planning 20-29 yrs. 

Yes 12 

No 12 

Total 24 

Table 12(a): age of mother. 

JO+ 

8

29 

37

over 

Family Number of Children 
Planning 1-4 yrs. 5 + 

Yes 15 4 

No 26 16 

Total 41 20 

Table 12(b): number of children. 

over 

Total 

20 

41 

61 

Total 

19 

42 

61 

Tables 12(a) and (b): Family planning advice in relation 

to age and number of children. 

The suggestion of a high birth rate, of a greater 

number of young children in age group J0-39 years and of a 

modal / number of children of about 4 ( table 6), is similar to the 

data presented in Banford' s account ( 1972) of imr igTant mothers in 

Bradford. 
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Althollf,'11 :not stat-i �;tically signif'icnnt, t11e cable 

sugcc,,ts that there may be a t,�ndcncy :for the use o:f :f.::d-riil.,0 

planning services to be related tu the number o:f children <-•�1<1 

�1e age oI' the mother. Tl, c :fact that only 20 o:f the 61 

mothers inte:,rviewed had had acl.vicc a:q;ues the n.ced :for a mol.'u 

cf·fective use o:f J:'amil·y pJ.arn1jng clinics. TI1is will require 

a gr,eater co--opera tion ,ri_ th opinion J_eaders in the commw1-t ty � 

a bettc:c uI1dcrstanding o:r its advantages and better ecJ.ucation 

concerning the service. TI1i attitude o:f the male should be 

consid.erecl; :from the ,;n�j .. ter 1 s experience j_-c appeaYs that 

family plo.nning in Africa is vie,vcd with suspicion bc,causc 

fertility is a sign o:f prosperity and is also a deterrant 

against promiscuity. This point of viGw suggests tJi.a·i; :Lr.1 

approacl1ing fan1j_ly rl:.L ar.Lr1i11.f;� tl1e l1.1..1slJa11.ds sl1.01..1J_d bf-: in .... ,..ro1\recl 

in educational activities and in the decision to mu.l�e use of' 

the service. 

The paedia i;rj_c care o:f this grG·:._:;_p of the population 

requires fui0 'tlle:L' .:isses.sment. It is possible that tho 

increased proneness to respiratory +ract in�ection reported 

by several authors Pless c1.nd Hood ( 1967), Oppe ( 1961+) � 

Arthu.rton ( 19'72) and eYident in th:i_s e:nquiry, may also mean 

a higher prevalence of more seriovs 111orbid.:i_ ty that this 

sma1J_ study has not uncovered. It will also be important 

to assess the effects of overcrowding in greater detail. 

�1othor finding iiliich requires more detailed eYaluation 

is the prevalence o:f tuberculosis in the Asian coim:-,llllity, 

T'\velve mothers, five :from Pakistan and seven from Y.ndia� 

gave a family history of tuberculosis - one inpatient was 

not interviewc�d. These patients either had completed 

tre&.trnent � were recej_ving it or 1vere under tJ1.e s�_1rveilJancc 

of their local health visitor. 

The/ 
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Occupation Kumbcr of' Nu;i1ber or Number o:[' Person"' 
nooms per Loo:., 
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l 

2 

3 

I+ 

r· 

_) 

6 

'7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Sel:f.'-cmp.loycd 2 

Serni-unski110cl 1 

�:;killed manual 5 

Decoased ,-

\.) 

Self employed 6 

S em:L-unski l �Le ct l 

Sel:f employed 5 

Scmi-l.mskilled I+ 

Self et:iployed '+ 

Skilled man.ual Lt. 

Self et,1ploycd r, 

.:.> 

Prof'essional 7 

........ �--...., ......... --···-... --�-- --------· ·· 

4 

.:> 

7 

9 

6 ;, 

6 

6 

:,) 

9 

9 

9 

2 

1 

6 

6 

1 

5 

3 

2 

1.5 

2 

2 

') ,. 

?. 

2 ,.., ' c..

2.2 

2.2 

? r, 
�- ,::_ 

There a.!..Jpea::::·s to be consider::!.i.,_le ovcrc::r owding in all 

families; the risk o:f tuberculosj s increased ir,. :.;ucl) a 

situation but, in addi i..ion
y 

the t :3usccptible t imrnigrai1t 

may be in a particuJarly hazardous position, 

The Annual Statistics :from the Community Care Service�,; 

of the Greater Glasgow Heal th Boa:cd, f'or 1973 ( t1rn yea::.� oi' 

the study) gives the notificab.on o:f tuberculosis ctS ')88; 

28 notif'ica Lion"' ( ·7 2�·
1) • -·t° ·were <.1.n1ongst the A�ian immic;ra.nt

community - 2.0 pulmo.nary and G nn.n-pulmonary cases. 

Stevenson ( J.'.)G 2) rcpori..ocl a simi1 ;:i_�_-ly hit;h inc :L denc e 

of tuberculosis in the Paki stan'i. i. mmi gra.ntr5 in Br3.d:f'ord 

and f'oL1nd that 0 ;:;,scs ':,ere noti:f :L,::;cl JO ti.mes more o:f tc;; th;.rn 

in the British population, Jfe stuc"ied the size o:f i,;!w 

p1•obJ.em and rate or cliac-nosj s at the tin:c of ::.,.;m:i1:_;r2.U c,n. Jo< 
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on entry and 50�� rJ.cy�Jopcd t1 .. 1bcrcu:Los.i .. s in th:i.s counh.'y, 

Spri::1.gctt ( 196G) i'}.'Oi:, the: J3i:c-rnj 11g-ha111 Chest CJ inic con:firiJed 

the probJ.cm, argued -!..lw.t th(, problem 1,as bto-i'old - t.b.c 

tubr�rculosis and the s1wccptj_blc :i.1�1uigra.11t. 

that it 11,as reasonable to sur:,gcst tho.t imi:1igrants ·with 

tuberculosis at ti1:-ie oi: immigration ,vorc .sp,�2ading inf'cct:ior,. 

amongst Lhe susc cptib.l c ones and tba t the probJ.,.:Jm was m�1.cle 

worse by' overcro,-;c1ing. 

Aspin (1962) co1,Hncnted on tub0rcc.1lo.sis :i.11 India, and 

noted that urban Indians have a hig·hor rc..tc of tubc:rcu.li.n 

sensitivity than those :from the vil.J.3.ges 1-:ho rtrc mo.•;t .1ikely 

tuberculin neeativc. Once they move f'rom their rurui 

isolation into a cro,-.·ded url.Jan 011v:ironmc'.nt they tend to sc:.1 i'::�r 

from an increased �uberculosis incidence; the peak ;:;.e;e :Ln 

India :i�; tl�.c younc ad1.1lt and it is at this cigc Lha1: most 

immie;rants in this country are aJ .. so di.::,.gnoscd. 

Aspin also concludes that "J t•ncuago di:f':Cerencos 7 

1..rnf'amiliar speJ..U.ng and the complexity of' :Lnc1:Lan nc.\.rnc�;
1 

frequent cllanc;es .Ln. lod�ings 5 mal�e record l-ceaping anl. £'0J.lo1·.-· 

up difficult". He agrees with Springett (1966) and 

Stevenson (19G2) that the disease is developing amonGst 

imm:i.8'::can-Ls 1,ho mi t:;ht be non-tubc:r.-cu:ious on entry· into :3ri i,ai.n. 

Althou�h this pattern 0� SUSCGptibility WUG worked OUT 

during tho period following the major wave of immigratio11 

(in the 19Gos), the problem continues to exist. Reporting 

in 1978, the Joint Tuberc;__,losis Comn;l. tee (1976) stresses 

the continuilcg high prcvv.Jc.;nce of" tuberculosis i.n .i.mmicran.t 

ccmrnu11itiE::s •- i.n 197_:.:; in the Lone.ion bo:couc;b of' J3:r·enl;, .f or 

example, the.C e ,,·c-rc 290 J1Civ" cases (the highest i'i&l.!r'- ",:'nee 

19 51) of' 1·1hom only 40 11;:;,d been bo:cn in t1v:, Un:i -�;cd l�inc-dom. 

Ten of these were the ch:i J.dren of' irnn1ir;r;:.u;_t;:3. 

The/ 
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The f'Tequcncy 0:f LL•bcTculosis :found i1, the presc;1t 

study (20% o� the families intc�vicwed h�d experience af 

the clj_sease) con:firms tlie: importance o:f this problem in 

the :i.r:mdc;ran.t community ,-,hich may also :·,oco;-;ic a f'oc1.1s of' 

the cEseacc, in the population_ at larce. ThC;rc is a ncccl 

:for more detailed study of' -Chis problem and f'or a care::ful 

epidcrnioloc;ical dcsc:r-j pt:!..on oJ' the occur:cencu of' tubcrcul.osis 

in th.Ls group o.� th.E 1JOL>U.lation of' Glas[,u,'. 

An }:1.','_enda :for :f'1Jri..her Action

TI1e general health problems of' the immicrant families 

may be summarised in the :following list ·\·.rh.::.c11 also inu:Lcat2s 

tJ.1.c action that i5 clesireo.ble to improve the heal th. of' the 

community: 

i) 

J_l]_) 

C omrn11_J1_j_ c CL t j __ o Il - a.ttenpts shou�: r1 be macl.e 

respons:ibl c tr1c1,:"'.:ler.c;; of' tlle irnm_j_gra:at c,J':-!:-r!unities i the 

mothcr-,3 wli o speak English and the older school childrr::in 

ofI'ers a tremendous potential. In such circumstances 

thG irnmicrants can be taught to u:r;derst::>.nd the a tti tud.e,3, 

not cr:.ly o:f tho locn.l indigenous people, but of' tllcL:· u1,:11 

children 1-.rho a:1_�e 11.CY\v be:.i.ng educated in. an environment 

that is alien to the mothers und fathers; 

invol vernent of the husband - research into maJ.e a tti tudc,s 

would be helpful; 

iv) I_Iousj,D.l.i - priority shoulcl be g·ivcn to fcunilies that are

a�flictcd with �ross disease, like tub�rculosis, or 1A1ere

the overcrowchnp; is so great that tlw risk oi' r011tinc

:i.n:fcctions nir:ht be a haz:.1.rd to the :f::un:i.ly.

v). Diet - mot�1< .;rs need proper knot,leclG'c 01' the o.clvantac;e�.

. '/ VJ.) 

of" nutri. L:i ous I'ood f'or Lhc dcve:i.opmcnt and f,TO,·tLh of' 

their ch.L.Ldrcl,; i,hcrc is a pD.rticJl_,l"c hazard of' vi tci.m.i n 

D dcficl.enr.y; 
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vi) Psychological attitude - the reluctance of the older

immigrants to accept the importance of such a factor

requires attention. Conflict between the children and

their parents slowly surfaces as the former begin to

realise the need to be accepted within a different

society in bpposition to "family customs and traditions".

As values change and family links become weakened problems

are becoming increasingly noticeable. Young adults are

now being presented with psychological problems which, if

not properly supervised, could lead to delinquency and

other social problems.

vii) Tuberculosis - is a recognised hazard. There is a need

for action to control it through Mantoux testing, B.C.G.,

and selective mass screening.

viii) Utilisation of services - commot
i 

problems, like the

appointment system, address coding and the use of

hospital in and out patient services are areas in which

the impact 0£ health services can be appraised through a

comparative study involving the immigrants and the local

indigenous people.

In conclusion, the questionnaire survey does offer a 

practical and economic method for such evaluation procedures. 

Fre.eman and Richardson (1972) acknowledge that in the deli very 

o� health services and the provision of medical care for all

groups in the community, lar1se numbers of interview surveys 

should now allow us to make reasonable conclusions about health 

services. The writer agrees that, although, the use of 

interview surveys has been justified and defended on the basis 

of feasibility and cost, there is "considerable scepticism 

about their value". It is healthy that such scepticism should 

apply to the use of self-reporting as a basis for precise 

planning but, in the absence of alternative methods, interview 

data of the kind reported in this study do have value in 

providing a view of the way that health services are used by 

the consumer. 

.. 
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Summary 

CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Many immigrants, especially the younger ones, will 

want to stay in Britain and become fully integrated and 

more understanding and.tolerant outlook towards them will

have to be created. Those that work with them will need 

to know more about their background - their culture, 

traditions and religion. The first requirement is 

ef'f'ecti ve communication because without it, there is .·no 

proper opportunity for meaningful contact in understanding 

and learning about each other's respective attitudes. 

Younger mothers are learning English and appear to be 

adopting a progressive outlook whi1.st still upholding 

-their culture, traditions and relig2on. In supporting

this transition, there is a clear need for such facilities

as play groups and day nurseries for pre-school children.

Those/
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Those situations which bring mothers together provide an 

opportunity for teaching the basic rudiments of life in 

the new environment. 

Many other problems, unfortunately, are the social 

ills of the community as a whole and can only be dealt 

with on a community basis. This will require local 

authorities to examine their responsibilities towards the 

immigrant Asian community more critically. A top priority 

is the need for adequate housing. According to Nadine 

Peppard, what is required is "not special privileges, but 

special consideration of the difficulties" of the Indian 

and Pakistani mothers and their children. In terms of 

medical care, this means a realisation on the part of those 

who provide services that the "clinical need of .the patient 

in its translation into demand can be deflated or inflated 

by personal and family attitudes on one hand, and those of 

the medical profession on the other." (Logan and Eirmerl, 

1965). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Rickets is no longer a problem in the indigenous 

community of Glasgow, but it has eme�ged as a health 

problem in the Asian community. (Dunnigan et al (1962); 

Ford et al (1972) ). The continuing prevalence of 

1 Asian 1 rickets (and associated osteomalacia in adults) 

is, therefore, a matter with which the Greater Glasgow 

Health Board is concerned and for which preventive 

intervention appears to be indicated. Rickets re-emerged 

in Glasgow in the early 196O 1 s and there is now a sixteen 

year history of attempts to prevent the condition in the 

Asian community. This section of this report reviews this 

history and discusses the underlying nature of the problem 

in order to prppose ways in which it may now be tackled. 

What follows was prepared initially as a paper for the 

Policy and Planning Committee of the Health Board; it is 

included here as a case study in the administrative action 

that is necessary to implement a policy of prevention. 

According/ 
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According to Hetzel (1974) "health information is the 

basic fuel which keeps the health care system in operation" . 

There is a need not only for the collection and analysis of 

data but also for the dissemination of effective health 

information which can lead to intelligent planning. The 

model suggested by Hetzel is represented by a circle composed 

of the series of segments shown in figure 1. 

PDL--ll1C...AL 

A<;<=t.E.1="'"1£rJT 

t>/\TA 

1 

Figure 1: A Model for Public Learning 

The figure illustrates the relationship between health 

statistics and possible changes in health care system. The 

process begins with the collection of health data which, 

in the case of rickets, includes morbidity and information 

on the past usage of health services. The next stage is 

analysis of the data and consideration of its implications -

that is the magnitude and extent of the health problem, in 

terms of both current estimates and trends over time; the 

identification of the population groups at risk and the 

elucidation of the risk factors - that is, environmental, 

biological and behavioural factors that may be relevant 

either to the provision of personal health services or 

to specific social or political action if the health problem 

is I 
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is to be solved or improved. The third segment includes 

the dissemination of information not only to professional 

groups but also to the community at large. As a consequence, 

a plan emerges from discussions between the health and other 

professionals involved. This plan now has to receive 

political agreement which often requires community 

consultation. As far as Asian rickets and osteomalacia 

is concerned the problem has been well documented but because 

of the lack of effective and co-ordinated action, each of 

the five districts within the Glasgow Health Board area has 

pursued a rather "vague" policy. Now that the status of 

current attempts to control the problem has been highlighted, 

however, it is possible to propose a possible programme which 

could be implemented once a consensus on necessary changes 

in current practice has been achieved. After implementation, 

evaluation must occur which will most probably involve the 

collection of more data to provide a basis for a review of 

the plan and its possible modification in the light of 

experience. 

This discussion of rickets in the Asian community in 

Glasgow follows the broad lines of the model proposed by 

Hetzel and is divided into four sections: 

{i) a general review of the nature and extent of 'Asian' 

rickets and osteomalacia in Britain with particular 

reference to the problem in Glasgow; 

(ii) a summary account of the attempt to bring the problem

under control during the past 16 years;

(iii) a proposed programme for the future which employs a

multidisciplinary planning team in the organisation

of preventive programme;

{iv), a review of the development of the programme up to the 

present with an account of specific aspects of its 

implementation. 
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1. A GENERAL REVIEW OF THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF ASIAN

RICKETS AND OSTEOMALACIA IN BRITAIN, WITH PARTICULAR

EMPHASIS OF THE PROBLEM IN GLASGOW.

Before the second world war rickets was common in 

Britain; it was estimated by a leader writer in the 

British Medical Journal in 1966 that as many as one third 

of infants born in Glasgow in 1920 1 s developed vitamin D 

deficiency (Brit.Med.J. 1966). The control of rickets in 

Britain was no doubt due to many factors - social, 

educational, and economic - but also mainly due to the 

ready availability of cheap milk and infant cereals 

fortified with calciferol. 

In the four year period, 1959-62, Arneil and Crosbie 

(1963) found that there were 32 hospital admissions of 

whom 8 were Asians. There was striking seasonal 

prevalence - 22 children were admitted between March and 

July compared to only 10 in August. The majority were 

from the deprived areas of Glasgow. These writers also 

argued that, because the disease was becoming relatively 

uncommon, mild cases were missed by general practitioners -

on_ly J out of the 32 were diagnosed by them. They also 

attributed the increasing incidence of infant rickets to 

the reduction in the vitamin D fortification of infants 

foods; only 8 out of the 32 children were receiving 

vitamin D supplements after the introduction.of solid foods 

and those that received the vitamin were given it irregularly 

and in inadequate amounts. Although the source is not 

disclosed, it is of interest to note that Arneil and Crosbie 

indicated that in 1962 only 3.2% of available government 

cod liver oil was taken up by Glasgow mothers. They also 

suggested that the very high intake of calciferol by the 

infants/ 
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infants aged up to 9 months during 1948-58 might perhaps 

have provided a store of vitamin D for use later in the 

critical period when suppleme_ntation ·lessened. The 

appearance of idiopathic hypercalcaemia in the 1950's 

in infants was attributed to be due to the fact that 

infants already on dried milk and cereals containing high 

vitamin D were also ingesting large doses of calciferol 

from cod liver oil and similar sources. (Hutchinson 1964). 

In 1958 it was recommended that a daily vitamin - D intake 

of 400 international units be prescribed daily, and the 

calciferol content of fortified cereals and milk be reduced 

by half. (Report of Joint Sub-Committee on Welfare Foods, 

1957). 

In 1962, following the discovery of three children with 

rickets and osteomalacia in their mother, Dunnigan et al 

(1962) screened 11 Asian families. Of the 74 adults and 

children in this study, it was found that thirty-five had 

evidence of these conditions - 10 had radiological evidence 

of rickets and 7 children aged from 7 to 14 years had 

rachitic deformity. It also appeared that both sexes were 

affected in equal numbers but that clinically obvious 

rachitic deformities appeared in girls in all but one case. 

Adults with biochemical evidence of osteomalacia fell into 

no special group and none had skeletal deformity or 

radiological evidence of the disease. All the children 

in groups (iii) and (iv) of the classification in Table 1 

(those with biochemical, radiological or clinical evidence) 

had complained of limb pains of varying severity which were 

most marked in the legs and were aggravated by walking or 

running. It is of interest that though nine families lived 

in overcrowded tenement buildings in the densely populated 

area near the city centr&, their economic condition did 

not suggest that they were living in poverty. Their 

dietary/ 



dietary habits were those of the Indian sub-continent and 

followed the traditional pattern of breakfast, lunch and 

supper. All but two families had lived in Glasgow for 

more than five years and many were born in the city. 

Th.e survey implied a high incidence of rickets in late 

childhood and mild osteomalacia in adults, in the Glasgow 

Asian community, but one can question whether this study 

did reflect the true incidence of the condition because of 

the selective way in which the sample was obtained. 

Subsequently, - in 1963 - Arneil and Crosbie; and Benson 

et al, described infantile rickets in immigrant children 

living in Glasgow and London respectively. They suggested 

that the problem was "circumscribed and ought to be 

evanescent" and that the solution lay in "education of 

Asian immigrant women, first in the English language, and 

secondly in the elements of child nutrition in the British 

climate". 

Dunnigan and Smith followed up Dunnigan's earlier survey 

which a more detailed study of the dietary patterns of 

rachitic and non-rachitic Pakistani schoolchildren and of 

a control group of non-rachitic white children living in 

the same area of Glasgow in 1964. (Dunnigan and Smith, 1965). 

The food intake of each child who participated was weighed 

and recorded over a seven day period. No significant 

differences emerged between the white and immigrant groups 

in terms of vitamin D, mineral or caloric intakes but the 

diets of the Pakistani children were significantly higher in 

phytic acid due to their consumption of chuppatis. These 

authors did not consider the higher phytate content of the 

Pakistani diet to be the only significant factor in the 

genesis of late rickets and osteomalacia; the role of 

phytate in this regard remains controversial and in need 

of further study. They considered that skin pigmentation 

and/ 
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and the lack of sunlight were also possible factors in 

producing late rickets. 

Felton and Stone (1966) reported late rickets and 

osteomalacia in Pakistani and Indian patients in Birmingham. 

They felt that pregnancy could precipitate florid 

osteomalacia and argued that it was important to exclude 

this disease in Asian immigrants who complain of skeletal 

pain, particularly during pregnancy. No further reports 

of Asian rickets appeared until Swan and Cook (1971) 

published an account of nutritional osteomalacia in Asian 

immigrants in an urban community of Birmingham, when 25 cases 

were seen over a period of 7 years. They raised the 

question of both familial and racial differences in the 

metabolism of vitamin D and suggested that further work 

was required to elucidate the mechanism whereby osteomalacia 

developed in immigrants from India and Pakistan but not 

amongst those from the West Indies. Ford et al (1972) 

reassessed the problem of rickets and osteomalacia in 

Glasgow Pakistani Community 10 years after it was described 

by Dunnigan and his co-workers. The 26 families surveyed 

comprised 115 persons of whom 28 adults and children (or 24%) 

showed evidence of vitamin D deficiency (Table 2). Twenty 

showed biochemical evidence (Groups 1 and 2) of rickets and 

six children in Group J had radiological abnormalities. 

Two children had mild genu valgum� All the cases of severe 

rickets (Groups J and 4) were in children over the age of 

puberty - most infants and younger children were protected 

by vitamin D supplements. Five out of eleven (45%) males 

and twelve out of eighteen females (66%) in the age group 

9-16 years showed clear evidence of biochemical rickets.

There was marked female preponderance in both adults 

(9 families, 1 male) and children (12 girls and 6 boys). 

A further feature was th� familial distribution of vitamin D 

deficiency; 

family/ 

two families each contributed two members, one 
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family had 3 members and one had 6 with vitamin D deficiency -

thirteen of the 28 cases (46%) came from only 4 families. 

Ford and his colleagues also examined a total of 21 Pakistani 

and Indian children with rickets, who were admitted to 

Glasgow hospitals during 1968-70. This group comprised 

10 children with infantile rickets and 11 with late rickets; 

four of the latter required osteotomy for severe rachitic 

deformity. These workers again emphasise that late rickets 

and osteomalacia in Pakistani and Indian immigrants does not 

arise primarily as a nutritional deficiency of vitamin D 

although the high phytate content of the diet may be of 

aetiological importance. T:hey argue that it is a combination 

of social, environmental and endogenous factors which make up 

the causative process although the relative importance of 

each is not clear at present. 

A,,.series of reports of Asian rickets in both infancy and 

adolescence and of osteomalacia have since appeared from most 

of the major centre of Asian immigrant population. The 

studies of Holmes et al (1972) from Rochdale and of Moncrief 

et al (1973) from Derby have confirmed the high incidence of 

rickets among Asian infants and adolescents and of 

osteomalacia in adults, particularly in pregnancy, A 

striking feature of all these small case reports has been 

the lack of evidence of late rickets and osteomalacia in the 

large West Indian population. Preece et al (1973) have 

investigated levels of serum vitamin D and have shown that 

Asian rickets was associated with low or undetected levels 

of serum 25-hydroxy - vitamin D. 

of vitamin D2 and D3 (figure 2).

The main circulating form 

The ability to measure 

circulating 25-0H-D levels was a major advance in the 

assessment of vitamin D status and has been utilised by 

Ford et al (1976) and Goe� et al (1976) in two further 

recent surveys of rickets in Bradford and Glasgow respectively. 

I 
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Serum 25-hydroxycholecalciferol 

Mean 
+ 

S.D.
ng/ml. 

White Controls 13.2 
+ 

6.7 -

*** 

Asian subjects without rickets 5.1 
+ 

2.3 -

*** 

Asian subjects with biochemical 2.2 
+ 
- 0.9 

rickets 

Asian subjects with florid rickets 0 

Figure 2. 

*** p.( 0.001 

Serum 25-hydroxcholecalciferol levels in white 
and Asian children with and without rickets 
(Preece et al 1973). 

In the Bradford Asian community, 46% of the 156 school 

children examined in April, 1973 were found to have either. 

biochemical evidence of rickets or subnormal levels of 

serum 25-0H-D. When re-examined in September, several 

children showed spontaneous biochemical resolution but 

12% of the original sample had developed radiological 

evidence of rickets. No evidence of the condition was 

found in the smaller white sample (35) and only minor 

biochemical abnormalities were present in 9 of the 40 

West Indian children. The levels of 25-0H-D found in 

the 3 groups in this study shown in figure J confirm earlier 

observations that vitamin D deficiency is not a problem 

outwith infancy in the non-Asian population. 

I .. 
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Serum 25-hydroxycholecalciferol levels 
in white, West Indian and Asian school
children in Bradford (Ford et al 1976). 

The same study in Bradford examined hospital admissions 

in the 4 years 1969-72 �nd confirmed that clinical vitamin D 

deficiency was confined to Asians except for a few cases of 

infantile rickets in white children (Table 4).

Ethnic Group 0-Jyrs. 4-8yrs. 9-16yrs. 17-JOyrs. Total

Asian 22 5 23 2 

White 10 0 0 0 

West Indian 0 0 0 0 

Table Li.: Admissions to Bradford hospitals with rickets and 
osteomalacia for the years 1969-72 inclusive 
{Ford et al 1976). 

52 

10 

0 
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Hospital admissions with late rickets occurred commonly 

between 9 and 16 years of age; 18 of the 23 children 

in this age group had rachitic deformity sufficient to 

require osteotomy. On the basis of hospital admission 

rates, it was calculated that approximately 1 Bradford 

Asian child in 40 could expect admission to hospital 

with rickets between birth and 16 years of age. Comparable 

figures calculated from a survey of admissions with rickets 

in Glasgow hospitals in the years 1969-71 inclusive, 

indicated that approximately 1 Glasgow Asian child in 25 

might be hospitalised with infantile or late rickets up to 

16 years of age. 

In a similar study Goel et al (1976) surveyed 200 Asians 

and 300 mixed African, Chinese and Scottish children for 

clinical, biochemical and radiological evidence of vitamin D 

deficiency. Among the Asians, there were 10 with florid 

rickets and 15 with subclinical rickets. Only 7 cases of 

subclinical rickets (3 African, 3 Chinese and 1 Scottish) 

·were seen in the non-Asian groups.

Both studies found that the incidence in immigrants is 

biphasic in its age distribution with cases occurring in 

very young children and in the 9-16 age group. These recent 

surveys provide evidence of a continuing and probably wide

spread, problem of vitamin D deficiency in the Asian 

community of the United Kingdom. 

As a final comment, one may note that Ford (1973) has 

also reported neonatal rickets in the offspring of Asian 

immigrant mothers with osteomalacia. One case was 

biochemically, radiologically, and clinically diagnosed, 

while the other presented as hypocalcaemic tetany which was 

unresponsive to conventional therapy. Moncrief and 

Fadahunsi (1974) have also reported the occurrence of 

congenital rickets. 

In/ 
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In summary, this review of the nature of vitamin D 

deficiency in the Asian community in Britain, allows the 

following conclusions: 

(i) much of the population of the United Kingdom is in a

situation of marginal vitamin D sufficiency because of its 

northern lattitude, urban atmospheric pollution; 

on outdoor activity and with the minimal level of 

fortification of common foods; 

limitations 

(ii) significant vitamin D deficiency is not found outside

infancy and old age in the West Indian and white populations. 

(iii) the Asian child may develop rickets:

(a) 

(b) 

I, 

in utero, if the mother had osteomalacia; 

in the first two to three years of life if 

not provided with adequate vitamin D 

supplements (and if kept indoors): 

(c) during puberty, and in adult life when it

may be provoked by the increased requirements

· of pregnancy;

(iv) among the Asian community there appears to be no

obvious class gradient in the incidence of rickets and 

osteomalacia; the problem occurs both in affluent and deprived 

families; females are affected more often than males in the 

adolescent and adult age groups. 

The present problem of Asian Rickets and Osteomalacia 

in Glasgow 

Dunnigan (1978), in a study of hospital admissions over 

the six years, 1970-75 respectively, has sho·wn a continuing 

high incidence of admissions of Asian children with rickets. 

Many/ .. 
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Many have a rachitic deformity and a proportion require 

osteotomy. (Tables 5, 6, 7). Ninety-four of the 122 cases 

reported in the period 1970-75 as vitamin D deficiency (ICD 

265) were confirmed as such in a review of the case records

(Table 5); the mean number of cases each year was 15.7. 

The condition presented at ages ranging from infancy up to 

50 but was particularly prevalent in the pubertal period 

(48% of cases occuring between the ages of 10 and 14). 

Nine tenths of the cases were in patients aged less than 

20 years. Table 6 examines the clinical features of these 

94 patients in greater detail. Biochemical evidence of 

vitamin D deficiency was obtained in all patients and 

radiological changes were observed in 91%. Deformity was 

present in 40 of the 94 patients (43%) and was sufficient to 

merit surgical intervention in 10 patients (11%). Overall, 

the male : female ratio was l:l.54 but rose to 1:2 in the 

age groups 10-14; there were no male patients over the age 

of 20. 

Year Number Admitted Asian School Admissions/yearL 
PO£Ulation 1000 Children 

1970 7 1791 3.90 

1971 14 2031.j. 6.88 

1972 10 2192 4.56 

1973 ll 2378 4.62 

1974 18 2479 7.26 

1975 6 2650 2.26 

Total 66 Mean 4.88 

Table 7: Admissions of school-children with Asian rickets 
to all Glasgow hospitals from 1970-75 (ages 5-16yrsJ 

Sources: Hospital admissions: Scottish hospital in-patients 
statistics Asian school population: Community 
Relations Office and Glasgow Division, Education 
Department. 
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An approximate measure of the prevalence of hospital

treated rickets in children aged 5-16 years is shown in 

table 7 which relates the annual number of admissions to 

estimates of the Asian school population for these years. 

During the period 1970-75, sixty-six children in the school 

age group were admitted to hospital from a mean annual 

school population of 2254 - giving a mean annual admission 

ratio of 4.88 per 1,000 children at risk. On the basis of 

these data, (Dunnigan 1978 (a) ) has estimated that 

approximately one in 17 (5.8%) of the Asian school population 

in Glasgow is likely to require hospital admission for 

vitamin D deficiency during their school life from 5-16 years. 

These estimates do not, of course, provide a measure of the 

level of sub-clinical (or sub-hospital) cases within the 

Asian community as a whole which, on the basis of' Ford's 

1972 study, may be a very much more substantial proportion 

of the population at risk. 
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2. CONTROL OF THE PROBLEr-·I IN THE PERIOD 1962-77.

Although there has been a vague awareness of the 

continuing presence of vitamin D deficiency in the Asian 

population, its nature has never been adequately explained 

to the people engaged in community health services nor has 

there been a clear policy on the part of the Health Board 

regarding the promotion and distribution of vitamin D 

supplements. In short, the condition has not been 

recognised as a significant health hazard of the Asian 

popul�tion and little has been done to develop an understanding 

of the problem within the Asian community itself. This 

chapter reviews the administrative history of the problem 

from the time of its recognition in 1962 up to the present 

time. 

Action at the National Level 

There was little formal action relating to this issue 

at the national level prior to 1973 when the Commitee on 

Medical Aspects of Food Policy (c.O.M.A.) of the Department 

of Health and Social Security set up working parties to 

determine the extent of the problem. By 1975 a study of 

vitamin D fortified chuppati flour reported that this was 

an effective means of control and the data were made available 

to the committee (Preece et al 1973; Dunnigan et al 1976; 

Hunt et al 1976). A further working party (set up in 1976) 

is presently studying the need for vitamin D fortification 

policies but the matter is still under discussion and no 

decision has yet been reached. 

D.H.S.S. discussed the matter with community physicians

from relevant areas in 1976 and, in a booklet entitled 

"Topics of our Time" (D.H.S.S. 1976) recommended that the 

Asian community should consume more vitamin D containing 

foods. Ironically, those recommended - fats, fish and 

margarine - were unlikely to be those which the Asian 

community/ 
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community would find attractive. No recommendations were 

made concerning supplementation for children over the age 

of 5 or for adults. 

Action at the level of the Health Board or its Predecessors 

The problem of rickets in the Asian community was 

identified in 1962 and a campaign organised by the Local 

Authority Health Department for the distribution of free 

vitamin D supplements at the Child Welfare Clinic s  and to 

school children was organised in 1962-63 (Wilson 1978b), 

Following this initial 1acti vi ty there appears to have been 

little active follow-up in the period 1963-75 except at one 

cl:in ic (William Street) where 180 dozen bottles of Vitavel 

syrup per annum have been distributed. Other clinics have 

dispensed supplements only on an intermittent basis. 

In 1973, the Glasgow Community Relations Council,in 

consultation with paediatricians and others and the British 

Nutrition Foundation, decided that a short film in the 

language of the parents would help in bringing their attention 

to the problem of rickets and the need for vitamin D 

supplementation. A cartoon film "In the Place of the Sun" 

running for approximately five minutes in both English and 

Hindi/Urdu versions was made but it has had little showing 

in Glasgow. In 1975, there was correspondence between the 

Senior Community Relations Officer and the then Community 

Medicine Specialist (Child Health) in which the nature and 

extent of the preventive programme actually undertaken was 

vigourously disputed. It now seems clear, however, that no 

systematic or effective policy regarding prevention was ever 

implemented in a sustained and co-ordinated way by the Health 

Board. Dr. M.G. Dunnigan (who first reported the problem 

in 1962) wrote to the C.A.M.O. in 1977 requesting urgent 

consideration/ 
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consideration of the need for the preventive programme. 

The matter was then referred to the Area Paediatric Sub

committee who referred their recommendations covering 

proplylaxis for approval to the Area Medical Committee. 

A further letter from Dunnigan to the Area Medical Committee 

was referred by the Committee to the Board's General 

Administrator, who in turn referred it to the Chief 

Administrative Nursing Officer. The General Administrator 

and the C.A.M.O. arranged a meeting with the Chief Health 

Education Officer and the Area Nursing Officer for Community 

Nursing. A physician (M.G. Dunnigan) and a paediatrician, 

(A. Ford) who have been closely involved in the investigation 

of rickets and osteomalacia in the Asian community of Glasgow 

were also present. It was at this stage that the author was 

asked to make an appraisal of the problem and to advise the 

C.A.M.O. on the necessary aspects of developing a preventive

policy in this field. 
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J. A PROGRAMME FOR THE CONTROL OF ASIAN RICKETS

General Considerations 

There is an increasing recognition of the importance 

of better integrated community heal th services as a way of' 

altering the pattern of morbidity revealed by epidemiological 

data. Migration from one country to _another, especially if

the country where the families settle has different foodstuffs 

and dietary habits than the area from which the families come, 

may require difficult adjustments. The basic problem is in 

determining how adequate nutrition can be ensured at a time 

when other major changes in the life style of families are 

being made. There has been an attempt in some parts of the 

world to introduce nutritional supplements from the outside. 

Mead (1955) has pointed out that sudden changes in diet will 

not be accepted unless the health adviser explores just what 

types of changes are best adapted to the needs, resources, 

and culture of the community at risk. This is the conclusion 

reached in the study that forms the second section of the 

dissertation which describes the attitudes of Asian mothers 

towards nutrition. In that investigation it was obvious 

that the traditional dietary pattern of the Asian community 

is an important aspect of their present life style. 

In planning a preventive programme, therefore, it is 

necessary to ensure that it is not directed at only one aspect 

of an individual's lifestyle but also takesaccount o:f other 

factors which influence behaviour. At the same time, a 

programme of prevention is an action taken by the wider 

community; the society or community at risk must be able 

to participate in its development; in this instance it is 

necessary to obtain the involver:1ent of a broad section of 

the Asian community and to persuade them of the significance 

of the problems. 

Social/ 
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Social scientists of the United States Department of 

Health, Education and Welfare have identified, on the basis 

of field studies, those factors likely to make an individual 

talce health action:-

(i) the issue must be important to him

(ii) he must believe himself susceptible to the
condition

(iii) the intensity of the threat to him must not be so
great as to paralyse his ability to act

(iv) there must be action he can take which he believes
to be effective.

One might add, in the case of Asian immigrants, that there 

is also a need to understand those additional characteristics 

which motivate community action if success is to be expected. 

It has been suggested that the "kind of learning that leads 

to action is likely to depend ori changed attitudes and to 

demand such drastic management that a good deal of emotion 

is stirred ..• 11, (Leavell, 1965). It is important to realise 

that concern about health should lead the people in the right 

direction; unreasoning fear might have quite the opposite 

effect. The essential objective in the control of Asian 

rickets should be (in the words of Williams and Jeliffe (1972) ) 

that of "guiding people more rapidly towards learning how to 

make beneficial change in their traditional way of life. The 

key words are simplification, understanding (on both sides), 

and common sense". 

Such an objective will involve a wide range of 

different personnel and not all of them will be formally 

.employed as health workers. The mobilisation of a 

multidisciplinary team composed of different types of 

individuals with different background and experience will 

require a coherent, co-ordinated policy and programme to 

which these people can relate their activities. 

related/ 

There is a 
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related requirement for a continuing programme of in-service 

training o:f all community health staff involved with the 

problem, 

More specifically, the control of 1 Asian 1 rickets and 

osteomalacia, requires the development of activities directed 

at both primary and secondary prevention. Primary prevention 

is necessary in order to reduce the susceptibility of the 

community by raising levels of vitamin D, particularly in 

those groups of individuals who have been identified as being 

at particular risk, Secondary prevention is an important 

part of the programme because of the likely prevalence of 

sub-clinical disease and the need to prevent further 

deterioration in these individuals. 

Specific Considerations 

In principle, the prevention of Asian rickets and 

osteomalacia is fairly simple because the disease is 

associated with low levels of circulating 25-Hydroxy

Vitamin D, which respond readily to low doses of vitamin D. 

There are three ways in which additional vitamin D could be 

obtained by the Asian population: 

1, Changes in diet and increased exposure to sunlight 

2. Direct consumption of vitamin D supplements

3, Fortification of chuppati flour 

Changes in Diet and Increased Exposure to Sunlight: 

Vitamin D in man is derived from a limited number of 

dietary sources and from the endogenous synthesis of 

cholecalciferol in the skin as a response to ultraviolet 

radiation. 

Dunnigan et al (197h), in the study noted earlier, 

carried out a seven day wei-ghed dietary survey of a group 

of/ 
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Chuppati intakes of Asian Children with and 
without rickets (Dunnigan, McKintosh and 
Ford, 1976). 

Rachitic children consumed 214 ! 25g per day and non rachitic Asians 104 ! 20g 

per day (figure 4). A further significant correlation was found between 

individual intakes of chuppati flour and the severity of vitamin O deficiency 

as expressed by Alkaline Phosphatase levels (figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Relationship of chuppati intake to serum 
alkaline ph�sphatase levels in a group of 
Asian children (Dunnigan, McIntosh and Ford,1976). 
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of Pakistani and indigenous Glasgow white children and found 

that their intake of dietary vitamin D was similar. They 

concluded that since the white school children did not show 

evidence of vitamin D deficiency, a low dietary intake of 

vitamin D did not in itself explain the higher prevalence 

of rickets in Asian children. Further analysis of these 

data showed that the most significant discriminant, between 

rachitic and non-rachitic Asian children, was their 

consumption of chuppati fJ_our (Dunnigan, McKintosh and Ford, 

1976). 

Discussion of the dietary studies referred to in the 

preceding chapter, Dunnigan (1976) suggests that a statistical 

correlation between chuppati intake and vitamin D status has 

been established; whether this is a casual relationship 

remains to be established and further experiments are necessary 

in order to determine the rachitogenic constituent of high 

extraction cereal. It is of interest that Jessop (1950) 

reported a significant rise in the prevalence of rickets in 

children over the age of two years in Dublin in 1941, when 

the extraction rate of flour was raised to 100% without any 

other observed change in the pattern of dietary vitamin D 

intak.e. 

Other aetiological factors, such as skin pigmentation, 

religious and social customs, and atmospheric pollution -

which may reduce the endogenous synthesis of cholecalciferol 

appear to be of lesser significance in Asian rickets (Ford 

et al 1972). 

The influence of exposure to ultraviolet radiation is 

debatable. Hodgkin et al (1973) reported"the impression" 

that Asian children 'played out' less than their white 

counterparts; and Gupta et al (1974) also suggested that 

inadequate bodily exposure to summer sunshine might be an 

additional/ 
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additional factor in the increased susceptibility to vitamin 

D deficiency. Skin pigmentation does not impair cholecalciferol 

synthesis following ultraviolet exposure and the absence of 

significant vitamin D deficiency in the more deeply pigmented 

West Indian population provides support for this view. In 

the study by Ford and his colleagues noted above, the daylight 

outdoor activities of 40 white and Asian children were recorded 

over a seven day period in July 197q. This survey provided no 

evidence to suggest that the Asian children had less exposure 

to ultraviolet light than their indigenous peers. There is a 

general agreement, however, that an increase in ultraviolet 

exposure would have a prophylactic effect. In conclusion, 

the precise aetiology of rickets in the Asian population has 

not been fully determined. What is clear is that the vitamin 

D requirements of the Asian population exceeds that of the 

local indigenous population. 

As an addendum to this discussion, it is worth noting 

the factors identified by Richards (1969) as accounting 

for the reappearance of rickets in indigenous white children 

in Glasgow in the period 1959-68. These were: 

(i) that mothers do not realise the importance of

vitamin Din preventing rickets and some believe

that all the vitamins requir�d are contained in

orange juice or other vitamin C preparations;

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

In/ 

that about JO% of infants receive no vitamin D

supplements;

an early change to cow's milk; during the first

three months at least one in ten change from dried

milk to cow's milk, this custom being most frequent

in the later children of large families;

that less than half the mothers regard the health

visitor as the main source of nutritional ad·vice

and JO% of the mothers never take their infants

to child welfare clinics. 
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In considering action for the prevention of rickets in 

Asian children, it is necessary to take account of the 

possibility that factors of this kind may also apply to the 

Asian population and that, starting from a higher inherent 

risk of rickets, they may have a greater significance for 

this group. 

The Fortification of Chuppati Flour 

It has been shown that chuppati flour fortified with 

vitamin D would prevent rickets in the Asian population 

(Pietrek et al 1976). This trial was carried out over a six 

month period, involving a control group of Asian families 

who consumed unfortified chuppati flour; a second group, 

to whom vitamin D fortified flour was delivered as required; 

•and a third group of families who were provided with a

capsule containing J,000 units (75mg) of vitamin D weekly

(the equivalent of 400 units (10 mg) daily).

The result of this trial is summarised in figure 6.

25-
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Figure 6: 
+ 

Mean (- levels of serum 25-hydroxy-• 

In/ 

vitamin D supplements, standard 
-and vitamin D - Fortified chuppati

flour (Pieirek; et al 1976) ).
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In the group of families consuming vitamin D fortified 

flour and in those receiving capsules, serum 25-0H-D rose 

progressively over the six months of the study. There was a 

concomittant fall in the incident of biochemical rickets in 

both groups. In the control group of families, serum 

25-0H-D levels remained a stable low level over the period

of study and the number of children with evidence of 

biochemical rickets increased. It seems reasonable to 

conclude that the fortification of chuppati f1our with 

vitamin D could provide an effective means of augmenting 

the vitamin D intaken o:f the Asian children. 

Chuppati is a whole meal flour which, in Britain, is 

prepared exclusively for the use of the Asian community. 

Chuppatis are made from flour and water which are rni:x:ed to 

give a dough that is cooked on a hotplate to give a flat 

bread-like 'pancake'. It is thought to enter the children's 

diet at about two years o:f age and is consumed by the vast 

majority of Asians - the exception being the minority group 

of Bengalis whose diet also include rice, The Asian community 

also use butter as their main source of fat both for direct 

consumption and in cooking, It has been suggested that in 

the process of making ghee (fat) from butter, the vitamin D 

is destroyed (Preece et al 1973), The advice given to the 

Asians to eat more vitamin D containing foods, such as fish, 

eggs and fortified margarine seems to have had little impact. 

The decision to fortif'y chuppati flour with vitamin D 

would require legislative action and although the Committee 

0::.1. the Medical Aspects of Food Policy (C,O,M.A.) has set up 

a working party to study this problem and make recommendations, 

it seems unlikely that action will result in the near future. 

There are, in any case, political and social difficuJ_ ties in 

fortifying flour for the benefit of a fairly small proportion 

of/ 
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of the population. It is possible that such a policy would 

raise objections of a similar kind to those presently advanced 

against the fluoridation of water. It could be that legislative 

action to add vitamin D to chuppati flour ·would attract li i:;tle 

political support and may have its unpopular aspects. 

The Direct Consumption of Vitamin D Supplements. 

Tn a study of hospital admissions in Bradford between 

1969 and 1972, Pietrek et al (1976) estimated that Asian 

children have l in 40 chance of being admitted to hospital 

with confirmed rickets before the age of sixteen. In 

Glasgow Dunnigan et al (1978b) has employed similar methods 

to estimate that this risk is in the order of l in 17. In 

principle, prevention is simple since a moderate innrease in 

the vitamin D intake of the Asian community to l.ioo units (10mg) 

daily would eliminate the problem; it has been noted that 

those Asian mothers and infants who attend child welfare 

clinics and obtain vitamin D supplements and fortified dried 

milk do not develop rickets (Dunnigan & Ford 1978b). The 

major problem is the tracing and supervision of those mothers 

who do not attend. Experience over the past decade has shown 

that vitamin D supplementation by methods of direct consumption 

is far from being realised even in the relatively small and 

well integrated group of Asian immigrants of Glasgow. While 

the D.H.S.S. booklet, 11 Topics of our Time" (DHSS 1976) 

recommends that the Asian coe1muni ty should increase the vitamin 

D content of its diet, the failure of this booklet to take 

account of the socio-economic and cultural circumstances of 

this community means that it offers little direct advice on how 

this goal is to be achieved. Read (1966) has pointed out that 

a cultural reliance on customary staple foods in the absence 

of elementary knowledge (or even awareness) of the relationship 

bet,veen/ 
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between diet and health would result in problems of this kind. 

It becomes obvious that, in the present circumstances, 

the only effective alternative to specific food fortification 

for the Asians is the taking of vitamin D supplements by those 

at risk - namely, children from birth to 18 years of age and 

pregnant women. 
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l.J.. PROPOSALS FOR A PROGRAMME OF PREVENTION 

The objective of the programme is that each Asian family 

in Glasgow should be in possession of sufficient information 

to ensure prophylaxis :for the members of the family at risk of 

vitamin D deficiency; that health professionals should be 

informed of the nature of the problem and that vitamin D 

supplements be made available to those in need of them at 

various points of contact with health services. 

The achievement of this objective requires a programme 

of prevention which will have a number of components. It will 

be necessary to involve the leadership of the Asian community 

and this activity will require the preparation of appropriate 

educational material together with meetings and discussion 

with, :for example, the Community Relations Council and ·with 

religious and other leaders; the active support of these 

people will be an essential part of the later programme of 

health education directed at the whole community. A similar 

need exists in terms of community health workers - general 

practitioners, health visitors and others - who will need to 

be informed about the programme and its purpose as a 

preliminary to seeking their involvement in the identification 

of at risk families and in gaining their co-operation for 

the provision of vitamin D supplements, Health education 

through schools and child welfare clinics will also be 

necessary and meetings with school doctors, school nurses, 

teachers, together with clinical medicine officers and clinic 

nurses will also form a preliminary part of the programme. 

The Mobilisation of Community and Professional Resources 

The main purpose o:f these preliminary discussions is 

partly to inform those who will in turn inform the larger 

population and partly to ensure that they will actively 

promote the goals of the programme. 

therefore/ 

These activities will 



therefore require actions directed at specific groups: 

(i) 

(ii) 

community leadership - the most effective point of 

contact is through the Community Relations CoW1.cil 

and the on-going development of the programme 

should be undertaken in liaison with this Council; 

contacts with more specific leaders of opinion 

within the community should be sought and their 

advice taken on ways of gaining acceptance for the 

programme in the wider community. Initially� an 

account of the problem and the proposals for its 

remedy will be necessary as a part of the 

educational process at this level. 

community health personnel: 

of different components: 

this group has a number 

(a) general practitioners� it will be desirable

to gain the support of the General Practice Sub-

Committee of the Area Medical Committee and to 

employ the good offices of this Committee in 

promoting an awareness of the problem amongst 

general practitioners. For this purpose it wiJ_l be 

necessary to prepare an appropriate submission to 

the Committee and to seek its approval of a 

"professional fact sheet 11 which summarises the 

evidence concerning Asian rickets and provides 

clear guidelines for its prevention. (See 

appendix 3). 

(b) health visitors and community nurses: there is

a need to inform various levels of the corr�unity 

nursing hierarchy and to obtain their support in 

implementing a policy which may well depend for its 

success on the individual interactions that take 

place between the health visitor or nurse and the 

Asian/ 
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Asian mother. A professional fact sheet similar 

to that provided for general practitioners will be 

required although in this case it might well place 

more emphasis on the particular aspects of the Asian 

culture which are significant in the health visitor 1
, 

educational approach to the care of young children. 

It will also be desirable to arrange 'teach-in' 

sessions for all nurses who may be concerned with 

the problem in order to ensure that the objectives 

of this programme are understood and that q1.1estions 

are answered. 

(c) personnel in child welfare clinics: similar

needs to those described above exist for both doctor! 

and nurses working in Child Welfare Clinics and 

similar educational activities should be undertaken. 

An additional aspect of the programme in these 

Clinics will be the supply of vitamin D toupp1ernent 

so that it will be necessary to ensure that these 

are, in fact, offered and that arrangements are made 

for supplies to be held in all clinics. One method 

of assessing the success of the programme will be to 

monitor the level of supply from different sources 

so that mechanisms for maintaining supply and 

recording provision should be considered in the 

context. 

( d) school Doctors and Nurses: the school provides

an important point of access to the immigrant child 

and, for some age groups, offers an opportunity for 

identifying the child with early rickets; while in 

ePneral terms the educational programme for the 

professional groups described above will be 

appropriate. to this group, additional features 

should stress the opportunity to educate teachers 

and/ 
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and parents and the need to seek ways of identifying 

the at-risk child. The school also provides an 

opportunity to offer supplies of vitamin D to those 

who request it so that there is a need to discuss 

the mechanisms whereby this might be done. 

(e) the school and the teacher: there are ten

schools (primary and secondary) and four nursery 

schools or play groups in Glasgow which have 

significant numbers of Asian children; a feature 

of these schools is that there is a good relationshi1 

between the teachers and the community. One can 

also argue that many Asian children are in a stage 

of cultural transition so that they provide an 

opportunity to transmit knowledge of this problem 

from the school back to the family. There is, 

therefore, a need to discuss the introduction of 

appropriate heal th education firstJ_y wi tb. the 

Education Department of Strathclyde Region and then 

with the schools themselves; in planning this 

activity it will be necessary to inform the teachers 

and to support their contribution with educational 

materials of a suitable kind. 

Other Groups: Although the different people 

identified above constitute those who will be 

primarily responsible for the implementation of 

the programme there are others who have an interest 

in its conduct and who should also be involved. 

Clearly, it will be necessary to inform specialist 

paediatricians and to seek their support in a 

number of ways. It will also be appropriate to 

approach obstetricians as a way of improving the 

vitamin D levels of pregnant women so that 

attention/ 
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attention should be given to both health education 

and the supply of vitamin D supplements in the 

ante-natal clinic. 

There are three general comments that should be made in 

regard to the mobilisation of professionaJ. support implicit 

in the proposals sketched in the previous paragraphs. The 

first is that the involvement of these different groups 

should be planned so that their contribution is developed 

c0ncurrently; the programme will lose its impact if it 

deveJops in a piecemeal or haphazard way. The second is 

that the approach must be such as to ensure that the 

programme is on-going over a number of years - it should 

not be understood as a short-term "campaign". Thirdly
9 

it should be obvious from earlier comments that the 

presentation of the problem to the members of the Asian 

community must take account of their sensitivities and 

insecurities in the context of the host society. The case 

for educating those who are to do the educating is only 

partly to do with providing them with information about 

the problem; it is also to some extent concerned with 

ensuring that the cultural characteristics of Asian rickets 

are also understood. 

In summary these aspects of the programme require: 

(i) the preparation of "fact sheets" in various forms

appropriate :for diff'erent groups which will explain

the nature of the problem and the proposed solution

(ii) 

of promoting vitamin supplements. These are

required for community leaders, doctors, health

visitors and nurses, teachers;

the organisation of educational sessions (again

appropriate for the professional group concerned)

where this is feasible and practical; specifically

thi.s will involve school doctors and nurses, those

working/
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working in child welfare clinics and ante-natal 

clinics and, if possible, similar 'dicussions with 

the teachers in the ten schools likely to be involved. 

It will be desirable to arrange a panel discussion 

for these meetings comprising a specialist clinician, 

a nurse, a member of the Asian community, a 

representative from the Community Relations Cow.-1cil 

and, if possible, a general practitioner. 

(Examples of the professional fact sheets to be employed 

are included as Appendix 3 of this Report). 
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The Management of the Programme 

It is proposed that the development and on-going 

management of the programme should be the responsibility 

of an ad hoc working group within the Health Board. 

Membership pf this group should comprise: 

The Community Medicine Specialist with responsibility 

for Child Health. 

The Area Nursing Officer fot' Community Nursing. 

Chief Administrative Pharmaceutical Officer. 

An. Administrator. 

A Consultant Physician.* 

A Consultant Paediatrician. * 

The Area. Health Education Officer. 

A Senior Registrar in Community Medicine (the author). 

Senior Community Relations Officer and/or the 

Community Relations Officer. 

It will be the responsibility of this group to plan the 

implementation of the overall programme and to co-ordinate 

the development of its different aspects. Responsibility 

for specific activities will be divided amongst appropriate 

members with the Senior Registrar acting as a link between 

them and maintain�ng co-ordination on a day-to-day basis. 

Apart from activities noted in earlier sections of 

these programme pror>osals, issues with which this group 

will need to concern itself at an early stage include 

(a) J_iaison with district administration and with

district community medicine specialists.

(strictly, responsibility for the implementation of

the programme rests at the level of the districts so

that there is an immediate need to ensure that the

necessary administrative collaboration is achieved).

(b) /

* On the basis of their earlier research and exp�rtise in
vitamin D deficiency.

--
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(b) liaison with the Regional Educational Authorities

and, particularly, with the "middle management"

level of local administrators and head-masters. 

(Practical problems here will involve such matters 

as the availability of, say, school nursing staff 

to carry out the aims of the programme and the "\vays 

that these difficulties may be overcome). 

(c) liaison with the General Practice and Paediatric

Sub-Committees of the Area Medical Committee in

order to gain support for the programme from these

groups of doctors.

(ct) making arrangements with the Chief Administrative 

Pharmaceutical Officer for the financing and supply 

of vitamin D supplements and exploring ways in 

which supplies can be arranged at various 

distribu·ion points. 

It is hoped that the membership of the group is such that 

its members will also undertake the function of informing 

other groups within the Board of the nature of the 

programme and the methods it will employ. 

The Supply of Vitamin D �,upplements. 

Supplies of Vi i;amin D Supplements, bearing a unique 

mark to indicate they are for free distribution, will be 

available at all health cJ_inics. These clinics mainly 

serve the w1.der five population and so it will be necessary 

to provide alternative distribution points for the older 

age groups. Since the majority of the children of Asian 

origin attend a relatively small number of Glasgow schools, 

supplements could be distributed through these schools. The 

Health Board should therefore, approach the Director o� 

Education and the Headmasters of the schools concerned 

in order to discuss methods o:f distribution which will 

suit/ 
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suit each individual school.* There is an attached 

statistical summary of immigrant children by source, age 

distribution and schools attended. (Appendix 5, November, 

1977) . 

The target date for the issue of free Vitamin D 

Supplements is February 1, 1979. The memorandum (Appendix 4) 

from the Chief Administrative Pharmaceutical Officer indicates 

the procedure for the requisition of Vitamin D Supplements. 

Community Action and Health Education 

In order to get effective community participation, it 

will be important for the community that is going to be 

affected to know how and why the Health Board has arrived at 

the conclusions it plans to implement. The need for time to 

prepare the community to accept a new programme should not be 

overlooked and the design of the programme should not be so 

inflexible as not to accommodate the consumer group input. 

Internal politics and other factors within the community 

should not be ignored. 

Community Leadership 

Several aspects of community leadership, its power 

structure, and the influence of past history are important 

because they could affect the acceptance of the programme 

that is envisaged. The Asian community of Glasgow is 

relatively well defined geographically and has a number 

of entrenched self-appointed leaders. This situation 

influences the way in which approaches should be made to the 

community at large and the idea of working with the Community 

Relations Council is, in part, intended to involve the power 

structure in the early stages of the programme, and thus 

create a situation in which a more broadly-based approach 

will be supported. 

The/ 

* These meetings took place.in December, 1978.
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The nature of public meetings is an important factor. 

It has been noted by the author that amongst the Asians an 

innovation should be discussed first in a large community 

meeting at which everyone can recognise that it has general 

acceptance. Meetings with small neighbourhood groups to 

develop specific plans should follow such a general presentation. 

Hence, a meeting consisting mainly of Asian mothers from all 

over Glasgow is planned in order to explain to them the problem 

of Asian rickets and osteornalacia, and the ways that they can 

play an important part in ensuring the success of the 

preventive programme. 

Those identified as people likely to influence the 

success of the programme form a fairly complex network of 

interlocking interests. They include members of the Community 

Relations Council, key figures in various associations such as 

the Pakistan People's Association or the Bangladesh Association, 

religious leaders, shopk.eepers, cornmuni ty workers from 

voluntary organisations and the leaders of neighbourhood 

action groups. Apart from discussions with individuals, the 

programme should include a meeting with all identified leaders. 

This meeting should be held under the au spic es of the Connrn.1ni ty 

Relations Council but it will be desirable for the Health 

Board to act as host. 

Health Education: activities in the first year 

The early stages of the programme require a great deal 

of activity in mobilising the health persom1.el who will be 

involved with it. It must be appreciated, however, that 

there is also a need to maintain the momentum of the programme 

and that different inputs will be needed from the health 

education unit. This consideration has resulted in the scheme 

of monthly activities which is outlined in figure 7. One 

should note that these are additional to the mainstream 

features/ 
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features of the programme that have already been described. 

January and February 1979: these two months are primarily 

concerned with getting the programme underway and in 

professional briefing and in.service training. From the 

health education point of view the major priorities are the 

preparation and distribution of the support material 

(included as Appendix 5), 

March 1979: discussions ,vi th the headmasters of the three 

secondary schools, with the highest proportion of Asian 

children j have sho·\\m that they are anxious to assist in the 

preventive programme. Negotiations with the Education 

Authority to use the three schools visited as distribution 

points for Vitamin D Supplements are planned. Collaboration 

with their Home Economic departments for introduction of the 

need for awareness of the problem of ¥itamin D deficiency in 

the Asian community will also be developed at about this time. 

The meeting with the General Council of the Community Relations 

Council (Appendix 6) noted above will provide first contact 

in seeking the support of the Asian community leaders and in 

asking them to help in making the Asian Communj_ty at large 

aware of the problems of rickets. As the majority of these 

people are in business and so it will be appropriate at this 

point to elicit the help of these Asian shopkeepers in 

advertising the need for Vitamin D intake by means of special 

posters in their shops. 

April and May 1979: by mid-April one may expect the 

arrangements for Vitamin D Supplementation in the 10 primary 

schools with the highest enrolment of Asian children to have 

been completed. Flannel graphs will be produced as aids for 

the teachers to illustrate the nature of Vitamin D deficiency. 

It is thought that as there is a less formalised structure 

in teaching at this level, f'lannel graphs will in.vol ve the 

_children/ 
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children in the actual health teaching situation. Press 

articles will be written for the main Asian newspapers and 

community newsletters that are most widely read within the 

Asian community. 

As part of the International Year of the Child progran1me, 

Asian rickets and osteomalacia will also be included in the 

Symposium that is to be held for the major voluntary and other 

health related agencies in Glasgow. 

The ad hoc working Group will review the programme and 

will consider whether there is need for further reinforcement 

or change in the direction and content of the health education 

programme. 

May 1979: a furt:!:-ler meeting and moveable exl1ibi tions for 

display ci _  t the Sikh temples and in Mosques as well as at 

other fui1.ctions, will be organised as part of the continuing neec 

for creating awareness within the Asian community. It is 

expected that BBC television pro&rarnme for Asian viewers will 

be devoted to highlighting the problem of Vitamin D deficiency -

these programmes will be prepared in close collaboration with 

the Working Group and Health Education Unit. These programmes 

are watched by Asian mothers many of' whom are the older women 

who understand only their own language and are illiterate. It 

is expected that, under these circumstances, the spoken words 

and graphic illustrations of' rickets and osteomalacia will be 

particularly effective. 

June and July 1972,: the Community Relations Council organises 

Summer School,s which are primarily attended by children and 

teenage girls. There is a need to prepare the tutors f'or these 

Summer Schools, because they will be in an ideal position to 

reinforce and teach on a one-to-one basis. As well as 

preparation of' the tutors, further press statements and 

articles/ 
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articles will continue to appear in the Asian newspapers. 

Throughout the year_, slides will. be screened at the five

main cinemas which present Asian films every Sunday and 

,iliich are always well patronised. 

August 19_7.2,: the ad hoc Working Group will expect to conduct 

a thorough programme review and, if necessary, the Health Ed

ucation Unit would design and produce new publicity material. 

September 1979: progress reports will be sent to all the 

health and related staff involved in the programme, as well 

as reports to Asian leaders and through a new·sletter to 

Asian families. 

October 1979: at this time of the year new staff are appointed 

which include health visitors, midwives, community nurses and 

doctors. There is a need to breif these new members on their 

role in the preventive progi·amme that is being implemented. 

November 1979: a further burst of direct activity within the 

community will be required - to distribute new publicity 

material and to use the BBC Television programmes for Asian 

viewers to maintain the interest of the community. 

December 197,2_: towards the end of the year, reports on the 

success of the programme will be sent to the Area and District 

Executive Groups for their information. There may be a need 

for a further reinforcement of the programme at District levels. 

As a part of its evaluation of the programme, the Working Group 

should develop plans for its further progress and for 

maintaining the momentuna that has been established. 

Communication and Health Education 

The relationship beh·rnen the people providing heal th 

care/ 
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care and the people receiving is clearly important; amongst 

the Asian community at present it ranees from mild rejection 

to respect and trust of which the latter predominates. The 

principal problem is that of communication and the fact that 

many mothers are illiterate in their own language or - more 

commonly- do not speak or read English. A solution to thjs 

problem would overcome the mistrust andpetty differences that 

do exist as well as making the other problems of cross 

cultural communication much simpler. Asian parents are usually 

conscious of their responsibilities to their children and do 

look for guidance and this makes the contribution of the health 

visitor particularly important. It is of interest that some 

of the Asian community organisations are presently exploring 

a proposal which would give health visitors access to tape 

recorders on which mothers with language difficulties could 

air their problems in their 01\111. language for later translation. 

Some assistance for the health visitor will be provided 

by the provision of leaflets containing recipes for meals 

containing vitamin D and which may have some effect in 

improving vitamin D intake. These leaflets have been prepared 

by the Board's Health Education Unit in collaboration with the 

community dieticians and a group of Asian mothers. Further 

support may come from the collaboration of the community 

dieticians with the home economics adviser of the Education 

Department which has the purpose of introducing Asian cooking 

into the curriculum of appropriate schools, again, with an 

�mphasis on its nutritional content. This development will 

also take account of religious practices and other customs 

which may influence dietary patterns. 

On a more general theme, it is important to ensure 

that the contribution of the schools to the health education 

programme is not divorced from other activities and influences. 

Since attitudes in the home or in the community could easily 

nullify the effectiveness of efforts in the school, it is 

important/ 
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important to inform parents and to involve them in the 

activities that will take place in the schools through 

the medium of the parent-teacher associations. This 

need was discussed with the headmasters of the schools 

that were visited as part of the preparation of these 

proposals. 

Evaluation of the Programme 

The evaluation of a programme of this kind proposed 

might have a number of components: 

(i) an assessment of' the extent to which the

community 'receives' and acts on, the

educational content of the programme;

(ii) 

(iii) 

me2wurernent of the uptal<:e of Vitamin D

Supplements by various groups within the

community;

eventually, a decline in the prevalence of

Asian rickets and the maintenance of satisfactory

levels of Vitamin Din the population.

From the outset, it has been recognised that this is 

to be a service programme and that resources :for a 

sophisticated evaluation of its success (for example, by 

means of interview surveys) will not be possible because 

of limitations on the resources that are available. Whilst 

this constraint means that assessments o:f the educational 

success of the programme ( (i) above) will not be 

practicable, it will be possible to obtain some measures 

of its effectiveness by means of the routine data that 

will be available to the Board . The data are of' two 
. , 

principal kinds: those relating to the uptake of 

Vitamin/ 
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Vitamin D Supplements which will be available in the 

records of the pharmaceutical section and those concerning 

the hospital admission of patients with rickets and 

osteomalacia generated as part of the system of Scottish 

Hospital In-patient Statistics. In addition it may be 

possible to obtain informal data from general practitioners, 

paediatricians and the school health service and to 

possibly undertake limited surveys of the blood levels of 

children attending the schools. 

0� a problem that may confuse the initial assessment of 

the programme is that of focussing attention on the 

condition so that it is possible that the rate o:f diagnosis 

and referral may rise in the initial stages. Support 

from this review comes :from the subjective opinion of 

clinicians interested in the problem who have the 

impression that rickets is only diagnosed at a fairly late 

stage and that many less florid cases might go unrecognised. 

It is possible, therefore, that there will be difficulty 

in interpreting clinical data in the early stages of the 

programme although, over the longer term, its success must 

be judged by the extent to which Vitamin D def'iciency 

disappears from the clinical scene. 

In more practical terms, arrangements will have to be 

made to record the supply of supplements to schools, pre

school clinics, ante-natal clinics and to general 

practitioners and to monitor their uptake in relationship 

to estimates of the Asian populations. 

by involving as distribution centres: 

This will be done 

(a) the relatively small number of Glasgow secondary

(3) and primary (10) schools with the highest

concentration of Asian children. The proportion 

(as at November 1977) of Asian children by age 

and school atterided is attached as Appendix 4. 

The range for the.lJ schools is between lhc{o and 

I, \ I 

75%, 
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(b) all community clinics and ante-natal clinics

(community, hospital and general practice).

Data from SHIPS for the years of the programme (and 

preceding years - tables 4 and 5) will also be used. In 

addition to absolute numbers, it will be important to 

observe the trends in different age groups and, as far 

as possible, in the di:fferent districts of the Greater 

Glasgow Health Board. Unfortunately, data relating to 

out-patient attendance are not available but it is hoped 

that the paediatricians may collaborate in keeping simple 

registers of cases referred to them. Negotiations are 

presently underway with the General Practice, Paediatric 

and Obstetric Subcommittees of the Area Medical Committee 

for their support. 

There is another, less formal, sense in which the 

evaluation of the programme will be importanto This is 

the need to create a mechanism in which it is possible 

to obtain feedback from those who are participating in it, 

either as service providers or as consumers. This is 

necessary in order to identify problems �nd difficulties 

at an early stage and to recognise aspects of the 

programme's organisation and materials which may hinder, 

or work against, its success. While it is not possible to 

know what these may be at this stage, it is clearly desirable 

that the programme is developed in a critical way which 

allows for change ,ilien this is seen to be desirable. 
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5. IMPLEivIENTING THE PROGRAMME

The programme described in chapter four was developed as

a consequence of the Health Board's decision to issue free 

Vitamin D Supplements to all vulnerable children, from 

birth to 18 years of age. This chapter provides an account 

of the progress that hs been made in implementing the 

programme up to March 1979. In general terms, the programme 

is working out in the way it was planned and no major changes 

have been necessary; nevertheless, a short account of its 

progress may be of intere�t. 

The initial stages involved informal discussions with 

the relevant personnel within the Health Board - both at 

Area and District levels and with local community leaders, 

the Community Relations Council Officers; some headmasters 

of the secondary schools and a few of the advisors from 

the Education Department. On the basis of these discussions, 

the plans outlined in Chapter four were developed in greater 

detail. At this stage the two principal issues were, firstly 

was Asian rickets and osteomalacia really a problem, and, 

secondly, how was the problem perceived within the Asian 

community, within the Health Board and by the clinicians 

concerned. 

Chapters 1 and 2 have clearly demonstrated the 

continuing presence of Vitamin D deficiency in the Asian 

population. A discussion paper ,-vas prepared by the author 

for the Policy and Planning Committee of the Health Board 

which reviewed the nature and extent of the problem in the 

United Kingdom with special emphasis of the problem in 

Glasgow. It also included a summary accou.11.t of attempts to 

bring the problem under control and made proposals for the 

future which would involve a rnulti-disciplin.ary team in 

the organisation of the preventive programme. 

Discussion/ 
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Discussion within the Asian community and with the 

majority of the Health Board personnel concerned with the 

community at risk suggested that there was little under

standing of the problem within the Asian community itself; 

the obvious lack of a clear policy on the part of the 

Health Board in the distribution of Vitamin D Supplements 

also suggested that the condition was not recognised as a 

health hazard of the Asian population by the Board. The 

Community Relations Council of Glasgow and the paediatricians 

had been aware of the problem and, especially since 1973, 

had made a number o:f requests for consideration of the 

need for a preventive programme. 

Acceptance of the need for action by the Policy and 

Planning Committee led to the establishment of an ad hoc 

Working Group ,vhich had to contend with several issues t�·Lat 

were brought up by various people. This group was 

convened by the Board's General Administrator and, among 

other issues concerned itself with: 

(a) 

(b)/ 

Probl.ems of policy: the form in which Vitamin D 

Supplements were to be made available was 

discussed where one particular question was whether 

they should be 'free' to the whole population or 

whether there t;hould be I positive I discrimination 

in favou.r o:f the group at risk. It was agreed that 

tab]_ets, drops or syrup would be made available 

to all who requested them and arrangements would 

be made with the Area Pharmacist regarding the 

marking of these preparations. Pricing policy for 

the supplements was reviewed and it was agreed that 

aJ.l children from birth to 18 years of age would be 

entitled to these preparations free of charge. Par· 

of.this discussion considered the possibility o:f 

accusations of racial bias since the group for ,<l1om 

the supplements were primarily necessary were Asian 
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Problems between clinicians: rivalry between 

hospital clinicians ,vi th vested interests caused 

considerable concern and apprehension. It was 

necessary to allay fears by providing reassurance 

in personal meetings and, in general discussions, 

they were encouraged to air their views; a 

concensus was reached on most points including such 

matters as toxicity dosage and the preliminary 

in .. vestigations that were desirabJ_e before referral 

to paediatricians. 

(c) An 'area' or 'district' activity: the strategy

adopted initially was to begin the programme in

consultation with all interested groups from Area

and District levels, but the intention was that the

programme would be co-ordinated for the :first year

at Area level. It -was thought th.at this approach

would not interfere with the Districts' existing

commitments or upset any of their local priorities.

Apart from allowing the co-ordination of a uniform

policy, the strategy ,vauld give the ad hoc Working

Group sufficient time to not only sustain the

programme but also review it before handing on a

viable programme for management at District levels.

Another reason :for preferring an Area based approach

was that it was thought that it would be easier to

overcome the problems of bureaucracy and the

'established traditions' o:f aministration. It was

felt that the bureaucratic machine often moved too

slowly so that it could leave local programmes ,vi th

little of the support that may be necessary. It

seemed to the author that there was a need for

timely answers to questions of organisation,

whether they be positive or negative. The

identification/
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identification of objectives enabled the Working 

Group to discover where the basic conflicts lay 

and what means were needed for change, consensus 

or compromise. 

An example of the way that this question became an 

'issue' was the general attitude of the five 

District Community Medicine Specialists (Child 

Health) ·who felt that they were not consulted in 

detail (though they had almost five years in which 

to become interested in the problem); and, which 

led to the Division of Community Medici'ne taJ<ing 

offence on the question of representation and 

consultation between itself and the ad hoc Group. 

The involvement of the Area Health Education Officer 

(AIIED) and the Chief Administrative Nursing Office (CANO) ,,;as 

essential for the success of the programme. In addition to 

full meetings of the ad hoc group (which met four times), the 

author convened a number of other meetings with the AHEO, the 

Area Nursine; Officer, (community services) and the area C:MS 

( Child Heal th). 'This grou:'.) formed a core group for the 

plan....Ding of the programme and concerned itself with detailed 

discussion of the nature of the health education material 

that was to be prepared (Appendix 5), the ways in which nurses 

were to be briefed and the practical aspects of resolving 

the problems identified in the meetings of the larger group. 

Examples of the topics considered in these meetings were 

arranging the provision of clerical assistance for the 

distribution of supplements in schools, resolving administrati-.-e 

questions for the ordering and supply of Vitamin D raised by 

the pharmaceutical division and setting the 1 style 1 of the 

health education material - how 'bold' or 1 soft 1 should it be? 

The/ 
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The group also concerned itself with assessing the response to 

differing opinions between senior clinicians regarding levels 

of toxicity and the risks of over-dosage that may have been 

inherent in the proposals that were put forward. 

Up to the present this small group has had two f1-u1.ctions; 

that of making the practical arrangements for the implementation 

of the programme and, from the author's point of view, the 

interesting one of "the back-room" ways of administration. 

Wl1ile properly described as making the administrative 

arrangements necessary for the proposals, it included 

activities which could not be easily debated - or disclosed -

in meetings of the larger group ,iliere different sectional 

interests were on more public display. 

Meetings have now been held with the headmasters of the 

three secondary schools which have a high enrol.ment of Asian 

children. A report of these meetings is included as 

Appendix 7; in brief, all three schools have promised their 

collaboration and the Director of Education has indicated his 

approval of the proposals. The distribution of supplements 

will begin as soon as present industrial disputes allow 

supplies to reach Glasgow. The most significant issue in 

these discussions was the provision of help with the 

dist-ribution within the schools. This amounted to the 

equivalent of 56 days per annum for all the schools. It was 

at this stage that the good offices of the members of the 

core group were invaluable - without their ability to re-arrange 

the duties of existing staff, this aspect of the progi1amme 

would certainly have failed. 

When the arrangements for the implementation of the 

programme were at an advanced stage, a meeting of all 

interested individuals (JS in all) was held with the Chief' 

Administrative Medical Ofi'icer in the chair. This meeting 

had two objectives. It gave authority to the programme since 

it/ 
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it was now seen to have the backing of the Chief Officers of 

the Board, but it also provided the basis of a 'political' 

agreement or concensus. Attendance at the meeting - and 

agreement with what was said at it - implied an acceptance 

of the proposals and compliance with the objectives of the 

programme. The meeting included representatives from the 

community and the Community Relations Council so that is also 

provided evidence for them of the Board's good faith in its 

app:coacb to their problem. Al though the long-standing dispute 

between clinicians continued to rumble, the meeting was 

impressive in its demonstration of the involvement of 

different sectional interests and their ·willingness to 

collaborate. 

Up to the present, three inservice training seminars 

have been held covering a total of about 500 members of the 

medical and nursing professions. The audiences have primarily 

consisted o:[ community nurses, midwives and health visitors 

but the attendance of general practitioners and c1:in:i..cal medical 

officers in more than token members has been an encouraging 

feature of all three. Appendix 8 outlines the 1 teach-in 1 

format that was employed. 

Each meeting comprised three formal presentations - on 

the epidemiological aspects of the problem, on the clinical 

presentation of rickets and on the health education programme -

prior to a: general discussion of the topic and an airing of 

views and opinions. A number of issues ,vere raised which 

served to emphasise the importance of discussions of this kind 

in gain:i..ng the support of those on whom the programme will 

depend. They included questions about the extent to which 

workers in the community had been consulted in the p�Lanning 

stages, expressions of the problems of communication with 

Asian mothers and requests for 1 guide-lines 1 about ways in 

which/ 
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"ivhich the Board I s policy was to be implemented. This latter 

area of discussion involved the issue of professional 

judgement when it was necessary to provide reassurance that 

the programme was meant to be flexible in its interpretation 

and that it did not constitute an administrative fiat on 

the part of the Board. There we�ce, of course, a number of 

other, more practical, matters that it was helpful to discuss 

but, in more general terms, the meetings provided useful 

insights into the problem of communications between those ,,-ho 

mak:e policy and those who practice. The second critical area 

was that of communication between the providers of a service 

and the target population where difficulties of both lang1..1age 

and cross-culture understanding were clearly expressed. 

These three meetings were planned in order to 1 brie.f 1 

community health workers about the nature of Asian rickets and 

the ppcventive prot;;ramme. Informal reports suggest that they 

have achieved this purpose, but, in the event, they also serYed 

the equally valuable purpose of inj:orming those who planned 

the programme and of providing a necessary f'eedback about both 

the attitudes and the practical difficulties that exist in this 

field. 

The Pre:=;ent State of' the Programme. 

The majority of the heal th personnel in Glasgow are no,,.

aware of the extent of the problem of rickets and osteomalacia 

amongst the Asian Community, of the Health Board's policy, and 

o:f the programme o:f prevention that it is hoped will control ii;. 

At present the gen.eral wave of industrial disputes has meant 

that there has been some delay in obtaining adequate supplies 

of Vitamin D Supplements. As a result it has been necessary 

to start the campaign in a low key a.nd defer the oi'ficial 

implementation of the programme date by a month. 

In/ 
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In the event, this has been just as well because 

local difficulties raised by some of the people in charge 

of distribution points in the clinics have escalated into 

a major problem 7 raised by the Board's administrators, 

regarding the legality of issuing free vitamins to Asian 

mothers in both hospital and general practitioner ante-natal 

clinics. 

The problem had its origins in the local clinics whose 

administrators complained that they were unable to distinguish 

behveen mothers who were t entitled I to free supplements and 

those who were not. It reached the level of the Board's 

senior administrators over the question of whether the Board's 

policy related only to children up to the age of 18 years. 

The core planning group is presently trying to resolve this 

issue and to escape from a burea1J.cratic tangle that could 

seriously influence an important aspect of the programme. 

The questions that impress the author concern the extent to 

which a differentiation between mothers who are or are not 

entitled to supplements is at all important. Firstly, there 

is no health hazard in providing the supplements, secondly, 

the goals of' the programme are more likely to be served by 

providing it than not and, thirdly, the costs involved are 

trivial - indeed, the administrative costs of differentiation 

are likely to be greater. Wl1ile one can acknowledge the 

probity of the administrator's points of view, the situation 

provides an illustration of the different orientation of 

'administration' and 'community medicine' and the conflicts 

that can arise between them. 

These difficulties apart, the programme is now about 

to be implemented and the health education campaign directed 

at the community is about to begin. One may hope that the 

programme will begin to fulf'ill its objectives and that this 

eminently preventable disease will begin to disappear. 
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CONCLUSION 

One 1vay of' summing up the problem of implementing the 

programme is in terms of "squaring" two distinct sets of 

interests. 

HEALTH CARE ESTABLISHMENT 

the acceptance 

& 

the need for action 

THE CONSUMER 

- persuadinJ that
exists: that

a problem 

- there is acceptable
solution

- need f'or collaboration
with health professionals
in joint provider-constmer
effort

bringing the two 
interests into an 

effective relationship 

The Health Care Establishment 

The first priority was to gauge the extent of the 

problem within the community at risk and to report back to 

the Chief Administrative Medical Officer who had initially 

requested the assessment. In order to create an active 

interest, the discussion paper was circulated amongst those 

people most closely concerned with the problem but at the 

same time, this approach created 'confidence' amongst those 

people - especially in the clinical :field - who were most 

sceptical about the Health Board's willingness to take action 

on a problem 1iliich they felt had been negJ.ected for the past 

16 years. 

The support in principle o:f the Chief Administrative 

Medical Of:fice:.c, the General Administrator and the Chief Area 

Nursing/ 
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Nursing O:fficer, made it possible to cut across the 

hierarchical system and achieve a concensus view that a 

problem did exist. This view resulted in the assumption 

that the programme would be organised at Area level and 

tended to exclude debate between Area and Districts, or 

between the Districts themselves. The impression was that 

the programme was an exercise at Area level which presented 

no threat to the activities of the Districts. The first 

error on the part of the author became apparent when the 

plann.ing of the programme was at a fairly advanced stage. 

The discussion paper on Asian rick.ets and osteomalacia was 

only then sent officially to the Community Medicine Specialists 

(Child Health) at District level and to the Division of 

Community Medicine. Consultation at this stage caused a 

tremendous tension and acrimonious comments from both groups 

even tl1.ough some of the community medicine specialists had 

been previously interviewed by the author who now recognised 

the importance of a strict observance of diplomatic protocol. 

People feel threatened in such situations and the need to 

reassure them that their expertise was not in question was 

clearly demonstrated. 

'lne main problem during the preparation of the programme 

was that of bringing colleagues together in an effective 

working relationship which required a high degree of teannrnrk 

and inter professional collaboration. This was achieved by 

a series of both individual and inter-disciplinary meetings 

where those involved were encouraged to air their opinions 

and make recommendations. The author's problem was to arrive 

at a strategy that was acceptable to his own goals while 

maintaining the support and interest of the other participants; 

as exampJ.es, one physician. was sceptical o:f the value of 

health education and opposed its inclusion in the programme 

while/ 



while another held to the need for "district teams" despite 

the practical problems that this presented and the prospects 

of having five approaches to the one problem within the city. 

Once a basic plan was drawn up, the General Practice 

and Paediatric Sub-Committee - of the Area Medical Committee -

were approached for their support and advice. A further error 

was that the writer unfortunately omitted to include the 

obstetricians, and once again an embarrassing situation had 

to be overcome, al though support ·was quickly given when the 

mistake was explained. The writer has learned that within a 

sensitive medical profession, there is a need for good public 

relations which should always be part of a community specialist 1
: 

practic•;:). 

All senior nursing staff' both at Area and District levels 

were personally interviewed and all were anxious to assist in 

the implementation of the programme. A number of the more 

senior nurses had already had previous experience in earlier 

campaigns and were quickly recruited to mobilise support 

for the programme. However, as witb. the obstetricians, the 

author did not include the community midwives in these earlier 

discussions; they were subsequently included and supported 

the programme wholeheartedly. Under such circumstances the 

writer has learnt that it is sometimes better to admit one's 

error and apologise rather than ignore it and try to seek 

co-operation which would then never come. Not all secondary 

schools have permanent school nurses but those who ·were 

interviewed, like all their other colleagues, emphasised the 

twin needs for a clear policy from the Health Board and for 

them to be kept informed of its purpose. 

These initial discussions led the writer to understand 

more clearly the significance of opinion at the periphery of 

the health care system - that is, at the point of contact - and 

its importance in the fulfilment of the policies of the Board. 

In/ 
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In developing a policy o:f this kind, it is wiser to consult 

those people who have direct knowledge of the problem and '\'ho 

will implement the action that is proposed. A critical 

aspect of the inservice training seminars was that of· clearly 

demonstrating how those who attended them had contributed to 

the formation o:f the programme. 

The participation of the Chief Administrative 

Pharmaceutical Officer in the ad hoc planning groups ·was 

just as crucial. Part o:f her contribution was to overcome 

criticism from private pharmacists that the programme would 

result in a loss of income :from the sale of vitamins and also 

to reassure other colleagues that dispensing vitamin supplements 

in the manner proposed would not diminish the pJ:•ofessional 

standing of the pharmacist. She also contributed more 

directly, however, in working out mechanisms for the 

distribution o:f supplements and in ma.king arrangements for 

recording their dispensing. The inclusion of the pharmacist 

in the plam1.ing groups confirmed the ·writer I s vie1·J o:f the 

need :for the "po si ti ve II involvement of different prof'es sions 

within the structure of the Board's administration. Tn this 

example, simple consultation would have been less effective, 

more cumbersome, and would have taken much longer to achieve 

the same ends. 

The latter problem was very evident when the writer had 

to establish effective relationships with people in different 

professions and different hierarchies. One difficulty was 

the ambiguous (but lowly) status of a Senior Registrar in 

Community Medicine and the need to constantly demonstrate 

the 'Supervision' of an acknowledged specialist in dealings 

with the medical profession - and particularly so within the 

community medicine. It was perhaps significant that these 

problems were not encountered in relationships with the much 

more/ 
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more higl1ly structured nursing pro:fession where the nature 

of collaboration was more simply defined in terms of 

individuals and the task in hand, Perhaps because of the 

history of the problem, the general scepticism of the 

clinicians was obvious and needed particular efforts to 

overcome, The project provided a case-study in clinicians 

community medicine relationsh.ips from which the single most 

important conclusion is the need for a shared (or common) 

information base, The programme has demonstrated that the 

role of the community medicine specialist is not to seek to 

monitor or control the performance of his clinical colleagues 

but to act, first, as the processor of information, second, as 

an 'entrepreneur' and, third, to respond to requests for help 

and advice. Only when these f\..1nctions are established does 

it become possible to exercise the more fundamental skills 

of the specialist and to bring them to bear both clinical 

and administrative problems, 

In more general terms, the planning of this programme 

has left the impression on the author's mind that the internal 

organisation of given Health Board should be more flexible 

and should allow for more consultation and participation 

between community medicine specialists and between the 

different professions, There is a need for administration 

to be more open and there should be generally less emphasis 

on hierarchies and status, 

The Asian Cons-umers 

The health system has two basic fw1.ctions - that of 

curing the sick and of keeping people well. Usually this 

latter function is considered less important than curing 

the sick when, from a logical point of view, it should be 

rpore / 
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,, 

more important. There has aluays been the tendency to give 

greater emphasis to the curative rather than to the preventive 

aspects o:f heaJ_th care with the related question of how much 

e:f:fort should go into keeping people well and �1ether it should 

be a personal or community responsibility? if.hat was 

constantly evident to the author was that need, demand, 

utilisation and service provision were closely inter-related. 

The various :factors which influenced these aspects of 

health care are sho,�n in :figure ( 7). 

(may or may not be seen) 

(availability 
\ 

� I NEED , �
visibility 

/ � accessability -----�
traditional J UTILISATION I }!E:MAND 
usage) 

'\ SERVICE / 
� PROVISION 

(available resources modified 

by manpower). 

(morbidity as 
recognised by the 
community as need
ing treatment -
education and 
understanding) 

Figure 7: Patients' attitudes towards health services 
and symptom recognition depend upon available 
medical care, cultural attitudes and education. 

The basic assumption was that a uniform, co-ordinated 

programme which included a definite Health Board Policy 

decision and was backed by a well tailored health education 

progra�me would have a considerable impact on the Asian 

community. Better communication and education within the 

community, would lead to understanding, :followed by awa.reness, 

concern and then expectation which would eventually result in 

a ":felt need" :for Vitamin D Supplementation in the community 

and thus the prevention of rickets and osteomalacia. 

The/ 
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The author :found it necessary to meet the various 

individuals and groups o:f people within the Asian community 

and in other agencies in order to make it clear that the 

Asians were not being isolated as a group and discriminated 

against. .This question was �-1.lso raised by the heal th workers 

in the :field and by the Education Authority. It had to be 

repeatedly stressed that Asian immigrants :from the Indian 

subcontinent were at risk because o:f a number o:f factors but 

were particularly prone to rickets because of their chuppati 

diet and not as a result o:f being Asians. One significant 

omission in these discussions was that the author failed to 

get clearance that Vitamin D Supplements were within dietary 

laws and not injurious to health from the Moslem and Hindu 

judicial councils. Once this position was clarified there 

was greater co-operation. 

Almost four years ago $ 
the then community medicine 

specialist at Area., had rejected the approaches that were 

made by the Senior Community Relations Officer. After 

reviewing the old correspondence between them, the author 

was of the opinion that the community medicine specialist 

was wrong and had underestimated the potential contribution 

of outside institutions. After several interviews with the 

staff of the Community Relations Council, it became obvious 

that close liaison with them was imperative since they not 

only had the support of the Asians but also had invaluable 

knowledge on the background and current problems of the 

community as a whole. More importantly, the Senior 

Community Helatiorts Officer had existing and effective 

relationships with other ins ti tu'c:ions and agencies. For 

these reasons, the author invited two of their representatives 

to join. the Ad hoc Working Group which was organising and 

planning the preventive programme. The fact that the Health 

Board was asked (and agreed) to host the general meeting of 

the Community Relations Council, indicated how crucial their 

support/ 
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support was in the :final implementation of the entire 

programme - not only did they bring together the opinion 

leaders within the cornmuni ty, but they 1vere also able to 

act as a mobilising and reinforcing group for the preventive 

programme within the Asian community at large. 

The attempts to persuade the Asians that there was a 

problem, that there was an acceptable solution, and that they 

should collaborate with the Greater Glasgow Health Board 

personnel in a joint provider-consumer ef:fort, illustrated 

and taught the author two fundamental points regarding 

opinion leaders and community participation. Firstly, 

there was need to get approval and backing of the existing 

leadership but that they were not able to undertake the 

organisational job �1ich the proGramme required; nor were 

they capable o:f informing sufficient people and educating 

them with guarantee to any success. Secondly, in seeking 

community participation, it is the individual who decides 

whether or not to support or reject the health education 

arguments put to him; one must, therefore, present all 

aspects of the problem (for example, that concerning 

1 discrimination Y ) and try to establish the positive 

credentials o:f those putting forward the arguments. It 

follows that participation in the process of accepting the 

programme should be as broad as possible and should involve 

all levels of the community. 

Bringing/ 
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Bringing the health care establishment and the community 

together in an effective relationship 

POLICY 

HEALTH BOARD 

COMMDNYCATION 

& 

COLLABORATION 

·COMMUNITY AT RISK

PROBLEM 

The relationship bet1veen the Heal th 
Board and the Consumer. 

In order to bring the health care establishment and the 

consumers in.to an effective relationship, there was a need 

for the dissemination of balanced information between the two 

groups in figure 8. The general pattern of intermittent and 

sporadic distribution of Vitamin D Supplementation over the 

past sixteen years illustrates a failure of this relationship 

while the measures described in this report can be argued, to 

represent an attempt to create some sort of interaction and 

collaboration between health services and the community at 

large. The three inservice training seminars attracted 

approximately 500 health personnel from all five Districts 

as well as representatives from other agencies and demonstrated 

the potential of involving a multi-disciplinary group of people 

in the implementation of a community health programme in terms 

of the interest and enthusiasn: that has been generated. 

11 The Way AJ.1.ead" - a policy document of SHHD - has 

suggested that there is now an increasing recognition of the 

importance o:f integrated community heal th services which will 

allow/ 
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allow a more rational approach to the indices of morbidity 

as there are measured by epidemiological data. (HMSO 

Edinburgh 1976). The author would argue that the methods 

employed in developing this programme can be considered as 

a "first step 11 in the direction described in this statement 

of policy. 

Finally, there is little doubt that the scope of 

health education as a discipline (and its potential) has not 

been yet adequately recognised by either the medical pro:t'ession 

or the cornmuni ty as a whole. There was growing recog:o.i tion 

in the Ad hoc Working Group that improved health education 

could take much strain off' our present heal th care system by 

improving the ways in which health services are being used. 

I:f we are to influence the health of the community by these 

means, however, there is a need for education outside, as 

well as inside, the health system. This is especially so if 

one is seelcing a wider e:xr>ression o:f 11 health" than that usually 

implied in the narrower concepts of "disease" or "medical care'i. 

At the end of the day, a programme for the prevention of 

Vitamin D deficiency in the Asian population must be judged in 

terms of its contribution to the overall health and well-being 

of this part of the larger community. 
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6. POST SCRIPT

The preceding account of the Glasgow Rickets Prevention

Programme was written in the late Spring of 1979. This 

post-script reports the situation as it is in July, 1979 -

that is, 4 months after the start of the programme. 

The general plan: the programme is now proceeding exactly 

as it is described earlier and the various activities 

scheduled up to the present have taken place. Knowledge 

of the programme and its objectives appears to be widespread 

amongst both health workers and the community and both sides 

express enthusiasm about it. 

The up-take of Vitamin D Supplement: it is still much 

too early to assess the programme in terms of a reduction 

in the prevalence of rickets - indeed, the point noted in 

the report concerning a short-time rise in care-finding 

seems to have been correct. On the other hand, 140,000 

bottles of vitamin drops have been distributed to clinics 

in 4 months (compared to 21,600 in the comparable period 

of 1978) as have 4,980 bottles of tablets (compared to 

1,036 in 1978) and 2,400 bottles of Vitavel syrup (400 in 

1978). 

Cost: the cost of the programme to date is £13,059.60. 

The annual cost of the supplementation part of the programme 

is estimated to be £30,000. 

Health Education and Media Exnosure: the planned programme 

of health education is proceeding as it was described (see 

Appendix J); materials for use in primary schools are 

presently/ 
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presently being produced. In addition, the programme 

has received a bonus in considerable television coverage; 

BBC Scotland prepared a 15-minute news report which was 

sho,m at a time of peak viewing and the Granada 1 World 

in Action' included substantial discussion of both the 

problem and the Glasgow programme in a half-hour programme 

entitled 'Rickets Are Back again'. 

Finally, the whole question of Asian rickets seems 

to have reached the national agenda with a symposium 

jointly organised by D.H.S.S. and the King's Fund and 

leading articles in the Lancet and the British Medical 

Journal.* The possibility of prevention by means of 

forti.fying chuppati flour seems to be even more remote 

and the Glasgow programme is, therefore, attracting 

attention from those other Health Authorities who 

experience the same problem. 

* Lane et , 19 3 9 . 1 141 6

British Medical Journal 1979. i 1744. 
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'I\te Heal th Visitor 

Date • e e o e e e e • e Cl e e e • e e O e e O 4t e e 

Dear 

�1e following client of yours

has been included in our survey of the Health Problems in the 
Immigrant Indian and Pakistani Preschool Children and their Mothers. 
1heywill be compared with a similar group of Glaswegian families. 

I would be grateful if you could please kindly give a brief 
assessment of the mother and her pre-school children on :-

a) How well in terms of medical care available, do they make
use of the Services.

b) Have you encountered any di.fficul ties in the utilisation
of medical health services?

If yes
1 

what difficulties?

c) Could you suggest any improvement which might aid

(i) your client
(ii) yourself and the various health services.

�ank you, 

Kind regards, 

M.R. GARJJEE
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Summary 

Rickets and Osteomalacia 1n the Glasgow Asian Comrrn.mi ty 

(1) Vitamin D deficiency is common among Indian and Pakistani children and
adults in Britain. This can lead to rickets in children, particularly in
the first three years of life and from nine to 16 years of age when growth
is rapid. Asian women also suffer from vitamin D deficiency which may be
severe.

(2) Children and adults suffering from vitamin D deficiency may complain of
pains in the legs on walking and running. In severer cases, the bones
become soft and bending of the legs can result. Children with severe
rickets may fail to grow to their normal height. Knock-knees is the common
finding in the adolescent Asians.

( 3) Vitamin D deficiency can be prevented by taking extra vitamin D daily.
Asian women should also take extra vitamin Do This is particularly
necessary in pregnancyo

Epidemiology of Asian Rickets and Osteomalacia. 

Asian rickets and osteomalacia remain common in the Glasgow Asian community o 

The first cases were d.escribed in 1962 and the disease is still prevalent among 
immigrants to the city from the Indian subcontinent. Rickets and osteomalacia 
have now been found in every Asian °ommunity in the United Kingdom, and vitamin 
D deficiency is a major health problem for the Asian immigrant population in 
13ri tain. 

Rickets has, of course, been common among white infants in the United Kingdom 
for a very long time, but the introduction of vitamin D-fortified baby milk 
together with improved social conditions have now largely eliminated rickets from 
white children with the exception of a small minority of children whose mothers 
usually live 1.n poor social circumstances. Other immigrant groups such as the 
West Indians and Chinese are free from rickets with the exception of a small 
number of cases of infantile rickets occurring in similar circwnstances to those 
found in white infants. 

In contrast, the Asian community is markedly vitamin D deficient, and evidence of 
rickets may appear in the children of vitamin D deficient mothers at birth, in 
eariy and late infancy, i.n school children, particularly at the ti.me of the pubertal 
growth spur+ and in adult women, particularly in pregnancy. This pattern of vitamin 
D deficiency from infancy extending into adult life is new to the United Kingdom, 
but closely reeembles the distribution of rickets and osteomalacia in Northern 
India and in other countries subsisting on predominantly cereal diets in conditions 
of marginal vitamin D self-sufficiency. 

Although the condition is now widely recognised in the United Kingdom by the 
medical profession, attempts at prevention have so far proved ineffective. Children 
with rickets continue to present at school clinics, often with deformity and a 
minority with severe deformity come to surgery. The extent of the problem may 
be indicated by the fact that 95 confirmed cases of Asian rickets and osteo-
malacia were admitted to all Glasgow hospitals in the six year period 1970-75.
Seventy-two (76%) of these cases were in children and adolescents aged from five 
to ·19 years of age, Only seven adults were admitted and the remaining ·16 cases 
( 17%) were in pre-school children under five years of age. Thi.rty-fi ve ( 37%) 
0hildren had deformity of the legs and ten bad a subsequent osteotomy. The 72
cases in school children and adolescents were drawn from a small school population 
of about 2,500 Asian children and the ·16 cases in children under five from an 
approximately similar population of pre-school children" These figures suggest that 
an Asian school child in Glasgow has an approximately one in seventeen chance of 
coming into hospital with rickets between the ages of five and 19 years of age if/ 



3. 

/The achievement of this aim, which is simple in theory, will prove extremely diffi
cult in practice. A recent survey of 896 Asian primary school children attending 
schools in the Western District of Glasgow, showed that only 43 (4,7%) of the child
ren were taking a vitamin D supplement. Thus, 95% of the Asian school population 
of the Western District appear unprotected by a vitamin D supplement, and this is 
q_uite obviously the reason for the high and continuing prevalance of rickets. 
Asian children under five years are much better protected by vitamin D supplements 
because the mothers attend child welfare clinics, but a significant proportion of 
these children do not regularly receive a vitamin D supplement. 

The Greater Glas,B'OW Health Board's Policy for the Prevention of Asian Rickets 

The Greater Glas[;·ow Heal th Board has now agreed on a definite policy which it is 
hoped will lead to a much greater uptake of vitamin D supplements by the Asian 
population at risko 

(1) Vitamin D supplements will be available free of charge at all Health Board
Clinics for all children regardless of race from birth until 18 years of age.
In effect, this means that all children under five who are at present entitled
to vitamin D supplements for which a small charge is made will now receive these
free of charge o Children over five years of age, who req_uire a vitamin D
supplement, will also receive this free of charge. In practice, the need for
vitamin D supplements over the age of five years applies only to the Asian
population and there is no evidence of significant vitamin D deficiency in the
white school population or in other immigrant school children.

(2) The vitamin D supplements will be available either as a syrup or as tablets,
which are more acceptable to older children� and vitamin D containing drops
will be available for younger children under five years of age, if preferred.

(3) A vigorous programme of education on the need to take a vitamin D supplement
will be initiated by the Health Education Department of the Greater Glasgow
Health Board with the assistance of the Community Relations Council o Inform
ation on the basic facts of Asian rickets will be disseminated to the Asian
community by these means and a programme of in-service training to make Health
Service personnel aware of the prevalence of Asian rickets will be undertakeno
It is hoped to establish a close liaison with the Education Department and in
particular with the Home Economics Departments of the schools in immigrant
areas so that Asian children can be instructed on the need to take vitamin D
supplementso

By these measures, it is hoped to make some impact on the continuing problem of Asian 
rickets in the city and to initiate and carry through an effective programme of 
prevention which may be an example to other cities in the United Kingdom with larger 
immigrant populations who have similar problems. 

Conclusion. Asian rickets and osteomalacia remain a major problem for the Asian 
immigrant communities of this country, and are a distressing reminder of a failure 
of preventive medicine. Increased uptake of vitamin D supplements to provide 400 
units (10 micrograms) of vitamin D daily is the ·only acceptable way at present to 
prevent this disease. Awareness of the clinical features of Asian rickets together 
with an effective prophylactic programme carried out by school nurses, health 
visitors, community medicine specialists, general practitioners, and hospital 
physicians and paediatricians in contact with the Asian community offer some hope 
of reducing the incidence of the disease. Effective education of the Asian community 
themselves and contact with the teachers concerned with Asian children are also 
essential parts of the preventive programme. 

EBBMcM/MC 



REPORTED DISTRIBUTION OF ASIAN RICKETS IN GREAT BRITAIN 
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PREVALENCE OF RICKETS AND OSTEOMALACIA 

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 

White 

Infantile 
(6/12 - 2 yr.) 

West Indian/ African Asian (Indian & 
Pakistani) 

Infantile 
(6/12 -2 yr.) 

Neo-natal rickets 

Infantile rickets 

? minimal vitamin D deficiency 
in adolescence 

Late rickets 
(Pubertal) 

Senile osteomalacia 

PREVALENCE 

Osteomalacia 
(pregnancy) 

1. One Glasgow Asian child in 17 and one Bradford
Asian child in 42 can expect admission to hospital
with severe rickets between birth and sixteen years.

2. One adolescent Asian in 10 had radiological rickets in
Bradford (Autumn, 1973).

3. One adolescent Asian in two had biochemical rickets
or hypovitaminosis D in Bradford (Spring, 1973).
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ASIAN RICKETS AND OSTEOMALACIA 
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Moderate genu valgum ('Knock knees') 
in an Asian adolescent boy. 



INFANTILE RICKETS 



Mild (L) and severe (R) Asian 
rickets. The severe case will require 
osteotomy. 



Appendix l.J. letter and enclosures from the 

BoardVs general administrator to 

District Executive Groups inf'orming 

them of the plans for the programme 



ir Ref.: 

ur Ref.: 

phoning 

: for:-

Dear 

RICKE'l'S 

, 
,- -·

GREATER GU\SGOW 1-!EAlrH GOARD 

351 SAUCHIEHALL STREET 

GLASGOW G2 3HT 

TELEPHONE: 041-332 2977 

3 January 1979 

The Polic;y and PJ.anninr, Cammi ttee of the Board h2,s had the probJ.em of rickets 
in Asian children under consideration durin,; 1978. It approved a campaign 
desj_i;ned to promote a better and wider understanding of the nature of the 
problem among the Asian corn.11'llmj_ tj_es and the various sections of staff most 
closely concerned with the I:}easures to combat this problem. ConsequentJ.y, at 
its meeting on 20 Noverr:ber 1978, the Board approved the free issue on demand 
of vitamin D supplements to all children. The campaign is directed particularly 
to vulnerable children. The definition of 1 vulnerabJ.e I is all chi.ldren until 
the a.P;e of five vears and all Indian and Pakistani children from birth until 
18 years of age. 

This letter is to inform you of the steps which have since been taken by the 
Board to develop this campa:i.en and of the �'urther measures which will now be 
needed to ensure its success 811d, in particular, to let you know of the 
arrangements for ensuring that the uptake of vitamin D supplement reaches all 
vulnerable children. 

Suppli.es of vi ta.min D supplements, bearing a unique mark to j_ndicate they 
are fo� free distribution, will be available at all child health clinics. 
These clinics serve mainly the under-five population so it will be necessary 
to provide alternative distribution points for t:he older age groups. Since 
the majority of children of Asian origin attend a relatively small number of 
Glasgow schools, supplements might be distributed through these schools. The 
Board has ap�roached the Director of Education and the headmasters of the 
schools concerened, and negotiations are unde:rway for a method of distribution 
to suit each individual school. There is attached, for your information, 
(Enclosure A) a statistical summary (as at November 1-977) of immigrant children 
by source, age distribution and schools attended. 

The Health Education Department of the Board is extensively involved in the 
campaign: graphic material is being prepared which will be distributed widely. 
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2.'he Strathclyde C0ITllI1Uni ty Rs-lations Council have provided the names of 
opinion leaders of the Asian population who will be contacted to publicise 
the carnpaic;n. It is intended that meetings wj_ll be arran[;ed ut SiJ�h Temples 
and Mosques, which may also be used as distribution centres for leaflets 
and poster material. The Producer of BBC Asian pror;r3rnrri2s and the editors 
of the main newspapers circulat:i_nc among the AsiM community in Glase.;ow nre 
being requested to include articJ�s and follow-up material on the campaign. 
It is hoped also to conduct publiC'ity from the five cinemas which are used 
extensively by the Asian community. 

A professional fact sheet, detailir..c -the salient facts of Asian Rickets 
(Enclosure B), is attached for your information. This information will be 
circulated to all general practitioners. 

In-service training seminars are being arranged by the Area Health Education 
Officer on 23rd 1 25th, and 30th January 1979, and details of these wj_ll be 
circulated soon. Appropriate medical and nursing personnel will be :i_nvited 
to attend and Dr JJradley and Miss McIntosh ( throu[;h Divisional Nursir1£ Officers 
(Community) and (Midwifery) ) will be maJcing detailc :l arrangements. It is 
hoped that District Executive Groups will support the attendance of as muny 
members of staff as possible. 

The target date for the issue of free vitamin D supplements is 1st February· 
1979. The attached memorandum from the CAPO (Enclosure C) ind:i_cates the 
procedure for the requisition of vitamin D supplements. I should be grateful 
if you would ensure that aJ.l staff involved in the p::ocess are advised of this 
procedure. 

Yours s:incerely 

VI A BROVIN 

Enc 

/ 



January 

In-Service Training 

Support Material 

Tape/s 1 i de 
Programme 

July 

Pf<ESS ARTICLES 

(a) "Daily Jang"
(b) "Des Perdes"
(c) Community

Newsletters

Summer Schools 
organised by 
Community Relations 
Council 

(a) Adelphi School
(b) Culzean Castle

EG�McM/MC ?5.1 .70. 

February 

Distribution of Leaflets 
to Health Board staff -

Health Visitors 
Midwives 
School Nurses 

General Practitioners 

Educ;dionists 

Social Workers 

August 

Design and production 
of new Publ icdy 
Material and new 
teaching aids 

Design of slides for 
cinema outlets 

PROGRAMME REVIEW 

/-\,Jl/11� l\tl,I\Ll,J "" t--!L/-l,Ltil LU-....';.,MIIUI; 11\VUI\MllllL - IJ!J 

March 

Concentration of 
Effort in Schools -
with high .�sian 
Pupil ratic 

Meeting with General 
Council of Community 
Relations Council 
7th March 

Visual aids for 
Asian Shopkeepers 

September 

(a) Progress report
to all staff
involved

(b) Progress report
to Asian Leaders

(c) Newsletter to
Asian families
to reinforce
effort

Meeting with staff 
of main schools 
involved 

Ap,i l 

Production of fla�nelgraph 
for p�imary schools 

Press Articles for 

(a) 
(b) 
( C) 

"Daily Jang" 
"Des Perdes" 
Community Newsletters 

Symposium on "International 
Year of the Child" 

PROGRAMME REVIEW 

Odcber 

Update of information to 
new memb8rs of staff 
involved i� the exerclse 

in-Service Tra:�ing for 
Home Economics Teacnrrs 

May 

Meetirgs at Temples 
and Mosques 

B.B.C. Television 
Programme for 
Asian Viewers 

Moveable Exhibition 
for di splay at 
Asian meeting 
places 

Auciio-visual 

November 

Distribution of 
new publicity 
material 

B.B.C. Television 
Programme 

Jun:l 

Prsparation of Tutors 
for summe, schools 
organised by the 
Community Relations 
Council 

Oeca:iber 

Report to Area 
Executive Group 

Documentation of 
year-long sxercise 
for publication 
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Pi,o rp,;;1·r:u 1 i ,·;:i l �111r>s 
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at clinics &1,d <:e:rtain scl:uols. 

1. CJJJL!)HrN'S \'JTA\\JN DHUPS (JO ml.)

7 drops cCJ111Ains :-

Vitamin D '100 I. U. 

A JO!JO J. U. 

C 30 mg. 

OR 

2. Y} _ _T�'�-� _ 'J_'4_Rl_/=T§_ ( LJ 5) 

Fe1ch i:ch]c-t c-c,11tains ·-

\li"(amin D 300 l. U.

" 

A 2,500 ] . u.

Bl l mg.

" 

B2 
0.5 mg. 

C 15 mg. 

Nicotin&mide 7.5 mg. 

Do.se 

Dose 

7 clrc,ps cJ;:,iJy. 

1 tablet a day. 

Jf any child has difficulty taking either of the preparations, 

Vi1avel Syrup may be issued. 

3. \IJT/WEL SYRUP (200 ml.)
- ------------- ----------

Each 5 ml. teaspoonful dose 

Ca lei f!='ro) 300 ] . l1. 

Vitamin A 4,000 l.U.

" 

Bl 
0.8 mg 

.. C 16 mg.

GJucose 251 to 5 ml.

contains 

Dose 5 

. -

ml. teaspoonful daily
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( i ) ('I, J 1, l I 'S 

Mr. A. Currje, Principal Pl1:ori1:�,cis1 at the Cv1,trR) Pl1Rr111;,cy, 

(ii ) SCHUOLS 

S:irnjJ;c,rJy, rn;;,k:ing use of hendc-d schr>ol notvp;,pvr v.ith the 

authori�c,d s:igna1ure of the Princ·ipal tc2>che:r ur rle:puty. 

Jn c,rdc0r to diff,-rc-llt:i21e lic-t\,c-c-n ihe Vit;,ir,in 1a1J]c-1s s1:iJJ a\·ail�,Lle

:fur ).>l'(s 6nant \,L,;nen ()5p, for 45 tab]e1s) and the Chi]rli·en's \'itcn•in r,ru;,s 

·wJij ch rnay be purchased a i 9p. for ) 0ml. if so desired, the prepc1ra 1 ion---

1 hat can be issued free wi 11 be j dent :i fi ed by 

(i) Children's Vitamin Dr�p�

A purple circle on the 1op of each ]Om]. carton.

Packed in an outer shrink �rap of 36 bott)es.

PLL/\SE OH DER IN llNJ TS OF 36.

(ii ) \'itamjn Tablets 

YeJJo� label with black printing. 

Packed in an outer shrink wrap of .;:; o bottles. 

PLEASE ORDER ll\ UNJTS Of 20. 

(iii) \':itavel_S)rup

�ormal proprietary pack.

Packed in a c&rdboard box of 12 bottles.

RF,CORDS / 



On avcr:---ir,e e;:i_ch child shouJd rcce:ive 1 bottle cvc,ry s.-ix \',cc};s; 
it :is recognj_sed th:1t before tlie surnrner holidays 2 ur,:i ts could be 
issued to each chDd. A notebook eg (so Book 610, 6 11 x 8½ 11) should 
be kept for the p1n·pose of kcer,ing records a,.1d the l,ook divided 
into three indexed sections:-

S.O. 
�010-1.Jook 

t'JI 

-1
I

If,
, 

ij'
!� 

1. o rc,cord i he 0 f ( i) 

( j j ) 

( j j i ) 

J'lr<,ps 

Tab) r_- i �: 

Syn,p 

l_ 
:·I 

-�

Hr·cejpt of s11ppliC's t•nie:-rc>d c,n 01;e s·irlc>, 

Js5ucs uf supp}jes cn,c-red on tl1r= t•]')i,,si1e !:-iclE:. 

LHS. 

e.g.

!{ECE J PTS 

\"it ami n Drops 

,._, 

1.2.79 Rec'd 36 x 10ml. t 

I: 

-•7 - ---- - ---- - --

!,ame of 
Patjent Address 

HHS. 

J SSL1ES 

Ko. Jssued 
Jssued by 



1)-pp�dix examples of health 8ducation 

material prepared for the 

rickets prog_:1:.'amme 
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VITAMIN 

D 

EVERYDAY 

KEEPS ICKETS AWAY 

b I a c k & w h i t e re p rod u ct i on 

of colour poster size15")(. 20" 



Armendix: 6 correSJ)Ond.ence with the Corn111uni tY.. 

Relations Council concerning the 

rickets programme 



STRATHCLYDE 

Hon. President: THE CONVENER, Strathclyde Region. 
Chairman: REV. A.J. LANGDON. 

COMMUNITY RELATIONS COUNCIL 
Senior Communitv Relations Officer: WALTER G. FYFE 
Community Relations Officer M. AKRA\.: 

.4 7 Cochrane Street Glasgo\/½ Gl lHL. Tel :041 552 4218 

Dr. �afit Gn�lec, 
Greater G lc_.J[;0':7 Bec.l t�1 Boo.rd, 
351 ��uc�ieho.11 St�cct, 
C].2.,;GOU Gl • 

lJe;,_r D:-. G.:..rdcc} 

18th J�TIU<'.ry 197<) 

J endosc o. ci:�cuL"r ,:;;ith this letter ,,hich is '.:>e:1.ng sent out to 
ou:t Counc::_1 :i1CT:1

1)crs o 4::.s you -:·1ill sec \·/e �1o�"'C that as \·YelJ_ as yo�rsclf 
so�o. of your ot�cr intcreGte( mc�ical f�icn�s ,roul� be nble to co□e to 
po.rt:'_cipate fro:01 the plectfoL.1, but we \iill Jenve that up to you. 

I a�r: also ,:·ri tin;:; Dr. Goel to invite 1:L1 to speak briefly at this 
r;ieetin� as he hc:!.s done n lar0e c::mount of \·7o:cl� for the /'.l.sia11 Co1n1.1unity. 

Encl. 

Sec you soon, 

With all Good wishes, 

Yours s:i.nccrely, 
"
)1 ,-

1H 1-1 ( ' --cl- _..__,,.
' 

H. /J�rasn,
Cor.ir:,uni ty i'..elations Officer. 



STRATHCLYDE 

Hon. President: THE CONVENER, Strathclyde Re�Jion. 
Chairman: REV. A.J. LANGDON. 

RELATIONS COUNCIL 
Senior Community Relatior1s Officer: WALTER G. FYFE
Community Relations Officer M. AKRA�,,,

1� 7 Cochrane St t GI G ree, asgo� 1 lHL. Tel :041 552 4218 

10th January 1979 

GEl-iERJ.L COUNCIL IiEETUlG TO DE HELD OU 7TH tiiJ.lCH 1979 AT 712 �I-i. AT 
Gii.E/,TEil cu�scou HE/J_,'f!-l DOI.RD ? 11 2 IllGi.:JJI STi�EET' GL/.SGO\! 0 

-----�-

Dear llembcr ? 

You PoulrJ be o.·.,:::.::e that by Cons ti tu tion our Organisation :i.s supposed 
to hold t110 full Council meetings �er ye.'..lr. The E)�ccutivc Committee decided 
th3t the second yearly necting should be devoted to health ? but particularly 
!Inti li.ickets Campaign which is being l.:::unched by the Greater GlasgoH I-Ice.1th
Doard. It is important for us to discuss this topic as the incidence of
ricl�e:t::; (which is basically the deformation of bones due to Vi tnmin D
deficiency) is very hie;h ar:-iongst the /1.sian populction in Glnsso,:;.

The speakers ,10uld include Dr. Gnrc}ee nnc1 his colle.:i8ues uho "'re nt 
the bnse of the cc.mpaign ? and Dr, Goel, Co,i.sul tont PedL:ltricinn from the 
Yorkhill I-lospitnl for Sick Children. The focus is on health Gi1<l therefore 
Greater Glas2ow Health Doard has very kindly agreed to hold the meeting 
at their premises in 112 Ingr.:1111 Strc<:'.t, Glcsc;ow on 7th :March ·1979 at 7p.m. 

TTe hope thnt you will be able to bring some friends along ? and it is 
horec1 th.::it �-;e would 3et lnrr;c numbers ::lttending this meeting fror:1 Zthnic 
1-iinority Oq�2nisat:ions because rickets is a serio�s problcr,1 .:ir,1ongst the
Asians yet its preveution is very simple.

Yours sincerely, 

/i } - :- 1 {/ ... _- ' r yl /.-'1-'/'
H. /Jcr 01:1 �
Community r,elations Officer.



Kon. Pre�idPnt: The Con-.er.(ir, Str:;tr>;:i f:, · h:'::• 

Chairman: Rev A.J. Lar:gdon 

Senior Community R�lations Officer: Walter G. rvf�

Community Relations Officr:r · M. Akram 

TaFli� Tf=:CLYDE co�\AfVhlll�J!T'l REl.faiTiOtJS COU[\JC:L., 
47 Cochrane Straet, Gla:;gow G1 1Hl 

Tolephono: 041-552 4218 

Dr. R. Gardee, 
Glasgow �rea Health Board 
.351 Sauc:1ici1all St1:eet 
Gl .<!sgm.;r. 

Dear Dr. Garclee, 

1!.1th Dece,:,ber, 1978. 

With refarencc to our telephone couversation last niGht I no,1 
1 

·1 s • , 'l , .c  <..' ,conf"ci.'i.1 th2t we ,:-0L1lc like you to co:�1c -to i.: 1e oc.,u . .iel.L[ffe ...,uo 
Co.nl!tittce mcetin6 to speai( 0:1 the Anti /,.icket Campai;n to 1'.c�:ibers 

, • • 1, · • • o · � · 
1 '1 b, 0r 1.· 11\·1.· '·ed The of tne EtnnJ.c ;i:i.r:o,.:1c>7 T8;::n1sc.L.1.ons w,.10 1 ave <...-.., • , L. · •

mcetin!.', will. take place £..t. this office at 5.30 p.rn. on tlle 9th 
January, 1979. 

r,:i,r 

Yours sincerely, 

H A.!�ra11:1 
Community Relations Officer. 

f-.:::_� 
I 
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�1.d_ix_ 7 documents relating to tte 

distribution of vitamin D 
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REPORT OF A VISIT TO THE HE/\Di11ASTEHS OF WOOllS l DE SECOl'H)/\HY, 
BELLAHOUSTON ACADF.�1Y AND QUEEN'S PARK SECONIJ:\RY SCHOOLS 
ON 14TH DECEMBER 1978, BY MR. W. FYFE, DR. M. DUNNIGAN, 

____ . ___ D_R�._P. BRADLEY AND DR '. __ _B_,_G_�iPEE _______ _ 

PURPOSE OF VJSlT 

An exploratory discussion on the possibility of using the secondary 
schools as distribution centres for vitamin D supplements to children 
of Asian origin. 

SCHOOLS 

Woodside Secondary 

The visitor met wjth the headmaster, Mr. Cuthbertson, who was aware 
of the problem and anxious to co-operate, provided that the 
di:stribution could be arranged wjth minimum disruption to the 
classes. 

This school has a full·•time school nurse who already distributes 
Vi ta vel syrup on an ��� hoc basis. 

The headmaster's suggestion was that vitamin D supplements could best 
be distributed during the social education class wl1ich is the last 
period on four days a week. He would require the assistance of a 
clerk/ancillary on four afternoons at six-weekly intervals for 
administrative purposes. The supplements could be stored and 
supplied from the medical room. 

Bellahouston Academy 

The visitors met the headmaster, Mr. McMillan, his deputy and the two 
heads of the physical education department. They had discussed 
already the problem and were quite eager to assist in the distribution· 
of the vitamin D supplements. They suggested that this should be 
administered by the physical education department provided they could 
obtain the agreement of their junior staff and thus would not require 
additional support. Supplies could be kept safely in the headmaster's 
office as there was no suitable medical room. 

The headmaster also suggested that we explore the possibility of 
posting vitamin D supplements to each child because of the high rate of 
non-school attendance of Asian children. It would also possibly prevent 
the identification of school chtldren on a "racial basis". The only 
support he felt he would require for this proposal was that the Health 
Board should pay for the postage. 

Queen's Park Secondary / 
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Queen's Park Secondary 

The visitor met with the headmaster, Mr. Bell, and the guidance 
teacher responsible for health liaison. Mr. Bell was most anxious 
to participate in the health education of his pupils about the problem 
of Asian rickets and suggested, for example, he might use the senior 
Asian scholars as "promoters". He also indicated that there might 
be opportunities through the school to meet with the parents, He 
was less anxious to involve his staff in the actual distribution of 
vitamin D supplements but suggested that if he had the support of 
a clerk/ancillary, one Thursday afternoon every six weeks, he could 
possibly arrange for the distribution of the supplements from their 
medical room. It was encouraging to ascertain the positive response 
of the guidance teacher who wou]d be free to supervise the activity. 

SUMMARY 

It was obvious from our discussions that all the schools are aware 
of and anxious to assist in the preventive programme, There are 
administrative details which require to be ironed out and it is 
unlikely that there will be a standard solution to suit all sc�ools. 
However, the problems do not seem insurmountable and, in view of this, 
it would be worthwhile to continue further discussions with the 
Education Department. 

ACTION REQUIRED 

(a) The allocation of a clerical/ancillary help once every six
weeks as required.

(b) Transport of vitamin D supplements from the central pharmacy
to the schools.

(c) The provision of an adequate, simple record-keeping system.

(d) The need to consider separately,at primary school level, the
distribution of vitamin D supplements, possibly by postal means .

. / 



GREATER GLASCOH m;ALTH BOAHD 

Noi:;e::i of a Meetin2,· to Discuss V:i_ta4r;iin D Distribution
in Schools as pa:rt of the Iloarcl' s ca111pa:i.,_:;n to combat 
Rickets I held in the Board's Of'fices i 35·1 Saucllj_ehall 
Street, Glasgow, on Hednesday 21 March 19'(9 at 3.00 p.m. 

Mr S P Nacdom;J_c. (in the c:,_aj_r) 

Dr PA Bradley 
JVLTi3 A J3usby 
Mrs I C Ca.meron 
Dr G Cascie 
Mr J I?. CL1_thbe.ctson 
Dr I·1are,cJ..ccd; Finlay:c;on 
J)r R Ga. -r·c,.ec
Dr Va}e:d.e L-:rglis
MJ.SS I l'IcD.:iuf,;&11
M.i.ss. H 1' McIntosh
�iss EL McKcchnie
r•1T I J.ifuJc�nillD,::1
T�r E }3 Tl I)r::Tiil:Lm
Miss G G l1acnab
l1r J Mcl\leil
Miss E A Meikle
J"lrs S J"l:i.tcheJ.J_
Dr W D 1-.1:i.lson
Mr D r-TcLure

1 • APOLOGIES 

Comimm.i ty Medicing SpP-c.i ,dist, G.G.H.B. 
Cornrriu_njty I)j_etic:i.o.n

9 
G,C,E.13. 

Senior l\lursi:nc; Officer ( Co1, 1n::1-:.nity) South-W2stern D:ist:c::_ct 
Commm,i ty Modic ii ,e Spec i_a1:i ;; t, South---1:!cs tern Dis t:cict. 
}Ic�ir ... Jfl:J,�:; ter' \1ioor"J.sid.e sc-� C :"iTLLJ __ ,'.JT'y· Scl-1001 
Cornmu11:i.ty l'1edie:.i_no Srcci_8.Ji�.::t 5 South---l�astern J)j_,�tcict 
Greater Glasg-01·1 Ec;:i,lth 'Bcx1rd 
}I,3aJ.th Eclt1s.:-.:.tj_on De::_:::a:thc,1.t, C.G.H.B. 
Nlr··s :L"JL,· Q-nf•i· C;E'>'l" ( (',i;-n1�,1 ,.,.., -; · ' l ·  ,r) ,:: OU-!· 11·-·

l;-,,o '-· tr.>J"D .J .• . J c, 
.l. •- .. ''- .,LL > .JL. '

,J 
>.J\.. • u, .. A·c� _, __ 

l1rca Nursing Offica·, G.C,JI.B. 
Local Autho:city �::clucaticn D2r,a,rtrnent 
Jle�td1n:ister, J3c.Llal10uston Ac,.tci.c:r.iy 
P_ru.� E'::alth Edt.1.c:1.tion OfLi.ccr, G.G.l: L B, 
Que on 1 s Pal'.'k ::,ocon.d.o,-ry Sch(,(11 
LocaJ. Ji.uthor_i_ ty Education Department 

District 

...: Chief .f'_clrnjnistrati ve Pho.J�,1r1,ceutica1 Officer 
:-Ju·r-,,-; 11rr (Jf1

n ·i ,,c.-• (C:o,·111nw1·: Jl,·v· \ i,iec•·'t,- 0 r·n l)·i "t�0 ·i· ct -• - ,._,_; .• l.) .. -· -- � \"..;; ..L ..tJ. i_ . •  J.. ,., ) •' I.J ..:; - -- . >.J .L . 

Com:;nunity Medicine Specialist, Wef;tcrn Distr·ict 
Administrative As,sistant, G.G.H.D. 

J'f.liss fl[ Iluchar,an, M:r K Corsar
1 

l"lr A Currje 5 Miss U Duncan
5 

Mrs Mcilvrid.e an:t 
M_i.ss M E YouJ1g. 

2. 13ACI(Gnomrn

Following on the decision of the Greater Glasgow Health Board that all
chilrlrcm from O to 18 years should gr.:-,t fr,=,e Vj_ tamin D supplements, the
preparati.on of a progTc.H:U11e for the is,:me of supplernents was commenced.
Two outlets Here j_ni ti.ally considered: Child Heal th Clinics and Schools
with the }-Jighest proportion of Asian children. \-.Jith regard to the latter,
exploratory d.iscussi.ons b,J hreen certain rn'='dical }:iersc:mnel 2,nd the Head
Teachers of' ',foodside Seco:ldary School, BeJ_l2.ho1.1ston Ac&clemy 2.nd Queen's
Park Secondary Sc:1001 had t2.ken place. Ge:r.eral approval had been g-i ve:1
to the scheme by the Director of Eclucation. It \•1as now necessary to
consider ,che detailed arr2...ngements for distribution.

3. LETI'ER TO PAREl'rrs OF ASIAJJ CHILDREN

A Draft of a letter to be sent to pa:r:·ents of Asian c}lild.!'.'en in tl:.e · th:::-se
schools co;Eriencinc; vi ta::1in SUJJple:nent distribution was ci.rcu18ted, A
conson.t fo1!!l to lH·? COIT!pJe·tod b·y- tf._e pctrc-nt \1c1s attached to tl1e J.c'.tteJ�1 

.. 

1 



it might bo possible to supply o..ssistanco via the Nu.r-se Bunk. 

\-Jbile the Asi::.L1 pu1)ils ho..d al:ce2cly b,:?en addrc,s:.:ed 1Jy the Hea'--k1a��ter on "cr.2 
m3,ttcr of R:i_ckcts, Ec:al th ::-�duc2-tion on the :::;c:;_·•ijoct Hon1cl bo t·i vcn to the 
whole school by tbc Hea1th Visitors who visit regula.dy. 

5. SUIJPLY OF VITAf·1HT SlJPPLE:.i-181-lTS TO SCHOOLS

Vitamin D sur>:!)l (�me:1t:-.: wo'J.ld be sup1Jlied to the schools by the Central
Pl1ar,r1acy at In2,·co.'n Street. Head-'Ttfi,,;ton, HonlC:, receive Roqnj_si tion :Bool:s
enabling t;·12m to o:r:dci:r 2 toc\:s us 2x1cl when Llwy ue:r.-e req_ni!:ed, �1he
accountinz ,·.'OlJJ.d. be carried out l1y tho CentraJ. Fharmacy. 'l'ho vita·nin
supplements ,-rou1d 0€: sto:r:-ecl in sec,,1_-r_·o accommodation by tho headm3,sters i:1
tl'Je school,.

6. \HLI,O\JB!il-JK FR.llIAii.Y SCHOOL

'l'lie:ce ,-12.s cliscussion on the 1,ossi-b:Uity of :Lnclu,Jine; HiJ.lm-1bank P:.-:·he_�:,r
School L":. the scher�e. It wa,s docj_decl 1 hO\vcver, that :no action b0 t:::l-:e::-1 1c.:-:::::·
the time lo:i.ng"

It \-12,c� :ceco�;11iscd tLat ·Lhe corm;1e�,.cerne:,-,t of tb.8 schcnne uould depend on t�e 
time: ta.ken for Con::.w:-1-L Ji'orms to be, ret1_1Tnecl and for tho :r:esolntion of 
ontst8.:nclinc problems. Hm-revcy 

I 
j_ t ,-,as ag:ce:ocl tbat it ,- 12,s clesj_!._"able: to 

��tart as soon �3,S :po;�sible and that the Hock bsginnircg ?j April 1979 sh::.mld 
be t::io ta:cget, In yj_cw of SCE e:{aminations for fol,rth, fifth and sixth 
year pupil:c.; at this tiine I it rnie;ht be necessary to concentrate oc1 
estat,lishing- the scheme a111ong those in the first to thj_Td years ini U.al1y. 

It was noted that })rofesso:r G C Arneil had commenced a. study at Wooclsic:.e 
Secondary and ',fj_J.lo1..'ba:1k Prim;:i,ry SchooJ.s ::::n the prevalence of rickets. 
The meeting considerod whether j _  t ; .'ould be ap1,:-:.'opriate for hi_m to ca1.Ty 
out another study in 6 months time to deter,nine the effectiveness of the 
Board.' s campai[')1 in reducing the j_ncj_clonce of the cl:i.scase. 

It was decided, however, that thj_s was not practicable in view of the 
relative1y short t.ime ch.ildren at \-Joodside would have been ta..ldng the 
tablets m1d the fact that there \,1ere no p1ans at present to extend the 
dj_stribution of tablets to Hillowbc,nk School. 

It was ag-i·eed to review the scheme in August and again in December. 

8. B. 13. C. PROCRAl',TI-8

An approach had been rr.ade by the 3.B.C. to feature Woocls.i.de Secondary 
Schoo1 in a fifteen minute docu:11entary prog:rari,rne on Rickets preve21tion by 
way of Vi ta-nin D supp1ements. 

Those present expressed certain reservations c:,bout this including the 
undesj_rabili ty of n2_1;1ing the school. 

It was ag-.ceed that the B .B. C. shouJd be informed that no decision cou1d 
be giver. LJ . .ntil the Education Authorities had been consul tecl. 



Our Ref.: 

Your Ref.: 

If "phoning 

ask for:-

GREATER GLASGOVV HEALTH BOARD 

351 SAUCHIEHALL STREET 

GLASGOW G2 3HT 

i"ELEPHONE: 041-332 2977 

April 1979 

Dear Parent 

As you know, Asia..'1 children often have a diseaBe called "rickets". You 
may know of a ch..--Lld who has pains in his legs or who has gone into hospital 
becaw,;e of sore legs; you may have seen child1'en who walk with their knees 
together - some of this is because of rickets. You may have met a woman 
who has had difficulty in having a baby because the pelvis 9 the part of the 
body where she holds the baby when she is pregnant, has become too narrow. 

In order to prevent rickets, all children should take one tablet of 
Vitamin Devery day. 

The teachers at your child I s school are particularly concerned that their 
As:Lan pupils should not cct the disease, and so, arrangements have been made 
between the Education Co:rmn:.Lttee and the Greater Glasgow Heal th Board to 
allow Vi ta:rn..in D to be given out by the school. Small bottles containing 
45 Vitamin D tablets will be issued free to each Asian pupil whose parents 
acree. The tablets will be posted to the pupiJ!s home and he or she should 
take one every day. It is important that they remember to do this. After 
6 weeks another bottle of tablets w:i_ll be sent and this w:i_ll continue to 
happen un:til they leave school. 

To begin with, 3 secondary schools wlll take part in the arrangement - · .. 
Queen I s Park, Bellahouston Academy and Woods:Lde Secondar}r School. If it 
proves easy to give out the tablets and pupils co-operate in taking them, 
then other schools may join in. 

If you wish your child to receive supply of Vitamin D tablets, please fill 
in the form attached ari.d return it to the school. If you have other 
children not attending this school 9 they also should have Vitamin D 
every day. You can get it free from your Community Clinic (see list of 
clinics .enclosed with fueleaflet "In Place of the Sun") or, if you prefer, 
buy it from a Cnemist's. 

REMEMBER, VITAliiJli D EVERY DAY KEEPS RIGKETS AWAY. 

Yours fai th:fully 

�u_ 
Dr GD Farwell 

Chief Administrative Medical Officer 

I 
1 

. 



STRA.THCLYDE REGIONAL COUNCIL: DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA'.rION 

GLASGDW DIVISION 

I agree that my child may be p:lsted, every 6 

weeks, a pack containing 45 tablets o:f Vitamins (with Calcium and 

Iodine). I understa.vid that my child should agree to take one tablet 

daily by mouth, in order to prevent ru_ckets. 

Sig11att1re of Pa.:rent: ..... 9 • • • • • • • • • • • •  " ti  . . .. " • •  Date: g . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .  � • •  



_b.ppcm.dix 8 invitation and J,rogramme :for the 

11 teach-in 11 symposia held :for

community health workers at the 

beginning o:f the campaign 
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GREATER GLASGOW HEALTH BOARD 

HEALTH EDUCATIOH DEPARTME:wr 

112 Ingram Street, 

GLASGOW, 

Gl. lET. 

11th J anu.ary, 1979. 

Rickets in the Glas[:;ow Asian CoJ;1Jrnmity 

Three Symposja have been arran[;ed in connection with the above 
program.me ancl will be held in The Concert Hall, Gartnavel Royal 
Hospital, Great Western Road. 

1fi1e e:xercises are cl esj_e,ned. for Cormmmi ty Medicine Specialists, 
School Medical Officers, Heal th Visitors, Mi.dwives, School Nurses, 
ar,cl other Heal th Board staff who have a contribution to make in 
reducing the incidence of rickets j_n the Asian community. Repre::::;entat.i-,,ef' 
from the General Medi.cal I'racti tioneTS, and frorrt the Local Authority 
Education and Social Work Departments ai-e also invited to attend. 

Delegates should take the opportunity of being present at one of 
the three Symposia and so reduce the problem of releasing too many staff 
at one time. 

Apart from the speakers, there will be representatives fror.1 the 
Community Dieticians and the Community Relations Council who w.ill join

the panel for the general discussion session.

Support material will be ava,ilable to delegates attendj_ng. 

Yours since:c:·ely, 

'-1 

�\� .... -� ...... ,:., •'·�..c.c,, .. -�·c.:,-:�,-� .. � .. �,.,,:•'"�·· .... � ..... .:..�<>:..-{,·��� .;-:_ ' -..... /I 

E, B. B. Md1illan., 
Area Health Education Officer. 



GREATER GLASGOW HEALTH BOARD 

HEALTH EDUCATION DEPAHTMENT 

112 Ingram Street, 

GLASGOW, 

Gl.lE'I'. 

11th January, 1979. 

Rickets in the Glaseow Asian Community 

You are invited to attend one of the following Symposia to be held 
in the Concert Hall, Gartnavel Royal Hospital, Great Western Road, Glasgow, 

(1) Tu_esday, 23rd January, 1979

Chair

(2) 

(3) 

2.00 p.m. 
2.20 p.m. 
2.40 p.m. 
3.00 p.m. 
3.20 p.m. 

11Epidemiological Background 11 
- Dr. R. Gardee 

1
1 The Presenting Clinical Problem" - Consultant Paecliatd.ciar"!. 
"Health Education Prograrrnne" -- Mr. E. B.B. McMilla..YJ. 
Tea 
General Discussion 

ThurnCay, 25th Jonuary, 1979 

2.00 p.m. 
2.20 p.m. 
2.40 p.m. 
3.00 p.m. 
3.20 p.m. 

"Epidemiological Background" - Dr. R. Gardee 
"'l'he Presenting Clinical Problem" - Professor G. ArneiJ. 
"Health Education Programme" - Mr. E.B.B. McMillan 

Tea 
General Discussion 

Tuesday, 30th January, 1979 

9.30 a.m. 
9.50 a.m. 

10.10 a,m. 
10.30 a.m. 
10.50 a.m. 

Brief Note: 

"Epidemj_ological Background" - Dr. R. Gardee 
"The Presenting Clinical Problem" - Dr. A. Ford 
"Health Education Programme" - Mr. E.B.B. McMillan 

'rea 

General Discussion 

Miss H. McIntosh, Area Nursing Officer (Child Health), G.G.H.B. 

Professor G. Arneil, Department of Child Health, Royal Hospital 
for Sick Children 

Dr. R. Gardee
5 

Senior Registrar, Cormmmity Medicine, G.G.H.B. 

Dr. A. Ford, Consultant Paediatrician, Rutherglen Maternity Hospital 

Mr. E, McMillan, Area Health Education Officer, G.G.H.B. 




